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MAGNETRONS - T.V. UNITS - 1Q' UNITS

etc.

MAGNETRONS.-U.S. made. Mounted in unit, complete with
magnet-spark gap and other electrical and mechanical details.
Price £12.10.0. Plus £1 carriage and packing -case.
TELEVISION UNITS. We are able to offer, for less than the value
of the valves alone, an ideal 8 -valve unit which has a response curve
virtually flat from 12-18 Mc/s. By fitting an oscillator valve, quite
a simple job (we will give details where requested), the unit car
become the perfect picture receiver. Signals with a field strength
as low as 20 micro -volts can be received quite well.
We are pleased to he able to offer these units complete with
valves and in perfect order at 55/- each, plus 2/6 postage and packing.
RADIO UNIT " Q ", Here is your opportunity to purchase for
12/6 equipment which must have cost at least £25. This is not
quite a complete receiver, so we call it RADIO Unit " Q."
It contains amongst other things a strong chassis, 18ín- x bin.
x 3iin., fitted with 13 Amphenol type Valve Holders. Among the
parts mounted on the chassis are relays, .1 mfd. and 2 mfd. can type
condensers. Ceramic variable condensers, small transformers
and chokes, grid caps and Pye plugs, etc. Three banks of Mica
condensers (approximately 36). Also eight Paxolin panels, gin.
e 21 in., with feet containing approximately 60 assorted resistors
and 25 assorted tubular condensers. The special bargain price
of this unit is only 12/6 plus a 6 carriage. 9 he supply Is limited,
so time is precious don't delay., order immediately.
AC 348. We have converted a number of BC 348 (£100 class communications receivers). Fitting on A.C. power pack in place of the
dina -motor and carrying out necessary wiring alterations. The
price of these ready to work " receivers is £22!10.- plus 17;6
for wooden packing -case, insurance and carriage.
RECEIVER TRANSMITTER. No. 18. This is a combined
Receiver/Transmitter of the Walkie-Talkie types Frequency
coverage 6-9 Mc-s, complete with'six valves, and in case which is
fitted up for batteries (not included). PRICE £4110', carriage
-

extra.
DATA BOORS. Copied from official publications. giving circuit
diagrams, component values and useful notes BC.342 BC.348R.1155
R.107
M.C.R.1
BC.312
130.521
R.208 -- R.103a
W/S.22 RT.18-W/S.19-R.1116A-all at 2.3 each, also WallcieTalkie 58, 3/8
Demobbed " valves, 2i6. List free on application.
NFRA RED IMAGE CONVERTER TUBE
This is a highly sensitive Photocell, which in addition to
ordinary ray control operations, can be used for direct conversion of infra -red into visible light. Price 146. post and
insurance.
116 extra. Send S.A.E. for leaflet.
10/-

-

-

:

OLIVER PELL .CONTROL
.9lephone:-

7 Electron House,
Windmill Hill, Ruislip Manor, Middlesex.

W.D. SALES,
42-46,

Connoisseur Products
NOW
available

4e
The Connoisseur pick-up

Connoisseur Pic k now available
ups
with transcription arms for playing
I7in. discs. All models are available
with low impedance coils of 25 ohms.
Connoisseur miniature steel needles,
also sapphires mounted in duralumin
shanks.
One valve ,pre -amplifier for 4 or 6
volt. heater operation. Full compensation for recording characteristics by
means of variable bass and treble controls.
Apply to : -Albion Electric Stores, 125, Albion
Street, Leeds, 1, or to Lawton Brothers (Sales),
Ltd., Henry Square, Ashton-under-Lyne.
A. R, SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD.
BRIGHOUSE, YORKS.

LTD,

'

WOOLWICH 1422

CAMBRIDGE ROW WOOLWICH
-

S

E-18

HENRY'S
Will our customers please note that we ere now approved
stockists of " DENCO " products. General catalogue cf these
well-known coils, etc., can be supplied at 9d.
Improved
" DENCO " COIL, TURRET TYPE.- CT6V.

version. Five wavebands 150-400 kc!s., 530-1,500, 1.5-4 mes.,
4-12 mcis. 10-30 me/s. Foolproof construction, eliminating
wafer switches. Extra position for " Gram." Iron -cored
coils. Polystrcne formers and insulation throughout. Silverplated contacts. Supplied complete with tuning condenser,
drive assembly, and large vertical -reading black glass dial.
AIso provision for magic eye. The dial is illuminated from the
rear, and two M.E.S. bulb holders are provided for the purpose.
Cabinet opening for dial should measure flin. x 61in. The
whole, complete with full wiring diagram and instructions,
:

£4.19.6.

CATHODE RAY TUBE.--6in. VCR97, equivalent to Mallard
ECR60. Electrostatic, non -persistent, each brand new, and
individually boxed, ready for transit. Complete with printed
data sheet giving full necessary details. 551- only. Registered postage and packing, 7'6 extra.
" 0351Oß " ULTRA MIDGET " Q " COILS,-By the manufacturers of the now famous midget coil pack. Size only lin.
x fin. 'Iron-cored,-polystrene formers. At present available
in normal 3 -wave bands. Aerial or Oscillator Coils only.
Circuit supplied.. 3/- ea. coil.
Other Coils and Coil Packs in stock, include " Wearite,"
Denco," Atkins," " Weymouth," etc. etc. We can meet
your every requirement.
VARLET PRODUCTS.EP47 Mains Transformer, 350-0350v., 200 mia., 6.3v. sa.. 51, 3a., 2-0-2v, 4a.. 52/8'only. EP56
Mains Transformer, 5110-0-500v. 200 m/a., 6.3v. 3a., 5v. 2.5a,
2-02v, 4a., 7276.

Also in stock, EP50, EP51 and chokes bP51. We also have
many other types of Mains Transformers and Chokes in stock,
for all purposes VALVES. We have:over 10,000 new and boxed -Valves in stock,
including ID8GT, 75, 11K32; DAC32, DF33, DL35, 6A7, etc. etc
all at current B.O.T. prices.
A stamp will bring our latest comprehensive list. C.W.O. or
C.O.D. (over £1).
-

HENRYS
:i
-

5, IIAIL.IL®iV ILE, W.2
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VALLANCE'S OFFER

K Ca

A LIMITED QUANTITY OF AVO ALL -WAVE OSCILLATORS
for operation on 200 to 250 v. A.C. are available for immediate

delivery-now discontinued and will not be offered again after
stocks are exhausted. This is an inexpensive modulated oscillator,
suitable for test room or general laboratory use: It covers a
continuous fundamental frequency band from 95 mc. to 40 mc. by
means of six separate coils mounted on a rotary turret selector.
Each hand is directly calibrated in kc. on a large, clearly marked
dial, calibration errors being not greater than i per cent. at any
frequency.
4
RANGE 1II
30 mc. -80 mc.
700 kc.-2.200 kc.
5
250 kc.-800 kc.
1
14 mc. -40 mc.
5 mc. -15 mc.
6
95 kc.-300 kc.
23
1,800 kc.-6.000 kc.
PRICE -513. Railing Charge, 3s. 6d.
We can supply from stock the following :TEST -EQUIPMENT.-D.C. Avo Minor. £4 4s. Universal Avo
Minor, 22 ranges. £8 10e. Taylor 120A Junior, A.C.ID.C. ranges,
£7 10e. Taylor 90A, 1,000 ohms'volt, A.C./D.C. 40 ranges, £15 15e.
Millard Resistance and Capacity Bridge, 10 ohms to 10 megohms,
and 10 PF. to 10 mfd., £15 15e.
PI('KEPS.Connoisseur. with transformer, 847. S.E.1 moving
coil with transformer, 79%9. Rothermel crystal, senior model, 62-.
S'12. 52'6. Ampli on crystal, 51/7. Goldring super magnetic, 30;7.
Pickup head, Sts all tone arms, 25:-. Prices include tax. Delivery
immediately
MICROPHONES.-Crystal type. Rothermel, 12 Ens. t Carbon
type, Mieco. 70/- : Hand mike. 30'-. Moving coil type. Reslo.
110'-. Ribbon type. Shaftesbury, 12 gns.
SOLDERING IRONS.-Pyrobit. 200/220 v., 45 watts, Instrument
type, 22'-. Wireless type. 22;- Model 6GB, 200/220 v.. 65 watts. 22
Solon. 214220 v. or 230/250 v.. 65 watts. Pencil Bit, 21'-. Straight
Bit, 19/6. Elco. 220/250 v., 60 watts. 18/4. L.L.Y. 230.250 v..
60 watts, 18/9.
PYROBIT SPARES. Elements Instrument. 230 v., 45 w.. 3!6.
Wireless. 230 v., 55 watt, 416. Universal. Fits either 200;220 or
230'250' v., 50' watt, 4'6.
BITS. Large Instrument. 4,'-. Small pencil, 6d. Solon straight
bits, 3'6. Pencil bits, 10ì(1. Elements. 2)0 or 230 v., 46. ,
And all other lines you are ever likely to neeg in radio.
Prompt C.O.D. or C.W.O. Service. Please include extra for packing
and postage.
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VALLANCE & DAVISON, LTD.,
Briggate, Leeds.

1. Phone ; 29428.,9.
St&ff call signs :-G2H11V. G8S%, G3ABD, G3AHV.

144,

For further details of this and other kits send for
R.K.C. list.
PLACE
HO

RADIO KITS Co. LTD.

LINGE
BRIG

RY

MCR 1 POWER PACKS. The midget power packs that were
made for the famous " Spy " set. A.C. or D.C. mains input
107-235v., output 90v. H.T. and 7.5 L.T. Metal rectification and
efficient smoothing incorporated. Complete in grey metal
case, size NM. x 34ín. x 214n. Only 39/6 (carriage 116). Brand

E L IX
LOCTAL

This attractive 5 Valve 3 Wave A.C. Model
can be built from R.K.C. Kit No. RG/3o.
Retail price 20 Gns.. Plus P/T.

VALVEHOLDERS

FOR LOCK -IN TYPE VALVES EBL2I, ECH21, 7A7E, 7B8, etc.

New.

EX-R.A.F. BATTERY AMPLIFIERS. These very fine
little amplifiers are still in great demand for use with a gramo.
pickup, home intercomm. unit, etc. etc. Operating voltages
2v. L.T. and 120v. H.T. Complete with valves types QP 21 and
210 L.F. [Brand New in Transit cases. Only 25,'- (carriage, 'etc..
2,6).

INDICATOR UNITS TYPE'S.- Contains 61,n. tube V.C.R. 97,
EF 500, ER 34s, etc. etc. Readily convertible into an oscilloscope.
Only 67/6 (carriage, etc., 15/-). Send for complete list of
the numerous types of es -Services C.R. tube units we have
in stock. .
'

A double -plate laminated valveholder
designed with 8 special sockets and
centre spigot socket meeting the
requirements of the B8G and BOB
range of Loctal Valves.
THE GENERAL ACCESSORIES CO. LTD.
21

Bruton Street, London, W.1

Tel. MAYfair 5543

FOREMOST IN VALVEHOLDER DESIGN

SHORT WAVE CONVERTERS. Eminently suitable for use
on the " Ham " bands. Ncrnìal voltage inputs. Operate on
5 pre-set frequencies, but easily convertible to tuneable units
by replacing ceramic switch with 3 ganging type 15 pf condensers. Contains 3-6v. SP 41s, 7 mes. I.F. Output. Type 24 for
15-30 mes. Type 25 for 30-45 mes. Only 16/8 each (carriage
116). Type 27 is a tuneable converter covering 60-80 socs., and
contains 2 valves EF 54 and 1 type EC 52.7 rocs. I.F. Output.
Fitted with Sin. slow motion dial. Only 27/6 (carriage 116).
S.A.E. for lists.
C.W.O. Please.

U. E. I.

CORP.,

The Radio Corner,
138, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1
(TERminus 7937)

Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays, we are 2 rains. from High Holborn.
5

mins from Kings X.
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Irode Me ,

The UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR
I.tectrieal Measuring Instrument

D.C. Voltage

A.C. Voltage
volts

0-75 millivolts

0-5

0-25

0-100
0-259
0-503

0-5

volts

0-100
0-250
0-500
D.C. Current

0-2.5 miliamps

0-5

0-25

e-100
0-500
Size:

4"

A small but highly accurate instrument for measuring A.C.
and D.C. voltage, D.C. current, and also resistance.
It
provides 22 ranges of readings on a 3 -inch scale, the required'
range being selected by plugging the leads supplied into
appropriately marked sockets.
An accurate
-coil
movement is employed, and the total resistance of the meter
is' 200,000 ohms.
The instrument is self-contained for resistance measurements
up to 20,000 ohms, and, by using an external source of voltage,
the resistance ranges can be extended up to 10 megohms.
Tin, 'ohms compensator for incorrect voltage works on all
ranges. The instrument is suitable for use as an output
meter when the A.C. voltage ranges are being used.
Supplied complete with leads, testing prods, crocodile clips,
and instruction booklet.
If any difficulty in obtaining locally, please send us the name and address

0-25

Resistance

0-20,000 ohms
0-100,000
0-500,003 ,
0-2 megohms

0-5
0-IO

x 3;" x

I

of your nearest Radio Dealer.

Sole Proprietors and

Manufacturers

:-

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER

r

& ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.,
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I
'Phone, -VIÇtoria 3404-9

te a THU-VOX
The cork

drawn, the party's on and you
with all the gaiety that perfect
reproduction can bring you. Truvox owners are
Ogetting extra realism that makes all the difference
in listening to a favourite programme-Home, Light
or Third. It has taken us 18 years to achieve it
,
is

eare there, there

4.5

r(\
N\

I

((((/\Wf

lI\Iii\11'V'

..

\

eit's

yours today.

A

range of three extension cabinet

atspeakers is in the dealers' shops already, " Monobolt "
speaker chassis in four sizes are there too, you can
them now. High fidelity pickups and " Wafer "
espeakers are well on the way.
A postcard will bring
full details.

Ohear
41/4

at's

MODEL BX55. The first of a new range of Truvox
Extension Cabinet Speakers. This model incorporates 5ín. Monobolt chassis, volume control recessed
in side.
Natural Birch cabinet, with contrasting
chocolate coloured sides. List Price 65!-.

Truvcx Engineerit;g Co. Ltd., Truvox House, Exhibition Grounds, Wembley, Middx.
TX27A
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

BY THE EDITOR

The Tax and Unemployment
LAST month we dealt with the effects of the
increase in the purchase tax on radio and
television receiver sales, and expressed the
view that it would cause unemployment. That,
indeed,. unhappily has proved to be the case. On
the shelves of radio dealers all over the country
are 500,000 radio and television receivers for which
retailers are unable to find buyers. Our investigations show that manufacturers aria retailers
place the blame entirely upon the purchase tax,
for this ruthless destruction of the market.
Worse than this, during the past two months
over 6,000 people have been discharged by manufacturers, and at the moment of going to press
many more are under notice as factories close and

tive Government export policy, the trade now finds
itself without a hone market either, because of the
crippling purchase tax. Can the Government
monder, therefore, that manufacturers have cut
production and in some cases closed down altogether ?
It -is true to some extent that the spending boom
is ended,.. and that the incursion of new firms is
cutting up the trade. It is also true to some extent
that British receivers are so well made that a
listener does not buy a new one until the old -one
has given at. least five years' good service.
The fact is that there is no demand to -day for
commercial wireless receivers. The only way to
save the industry from cohiplete disaster is for the
production is eut.
purchase tax to be removed and at once.
Evidently Sir Stafford Cripps is worried about
There seems to be a senselessness about the
manufacturers
the situation because he has asked the Radio
Government's policy. It invited
perhigh
Industry
to increase production and to -export a
Council to draw up en analysis of the
centage of that production. In order to cut down crisis. Shop stewards of one of the largest manuhome sales a purchase tax of 33-1/3rd_per cent. was facturers have sent a detailed-report to the Ministers
imposed, thus forcing manufacturers to export of Labour and Supply, the President of the Board
of Trade, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, local
receivers they could not sell in the home market.
The manufacturers loyally responded and many M.P.s and union oflrciais pointing out that it is
millions of pounds worth of radio receivers, com- time the Government realised that radio is a
ponents and valves have been exported under necessity and asking for an immediate decrease in
that policy. The Government .thought that there the purchase tax. The matter has been raised in
Those interested in Stock Exwas no limit to the pressure it could bring to bear Parliament.
on manufacturers, and no burdens
change statistics may like to
...t know that the crisis has meant
too heavy for the British citizen,
a
Editorial and Advertisement Offices
loss of £7;000,000 in 12 months
and so at the .last Budget the
" Practical Wireless,' ' George Newnea, Ltd.,
Tower Eouse, Southa maton Street, Strand,
to investors holding shares in
purchase tax was- doubled: The
W.C.2. 'Phone
Temple Bar 4303.
; seven of the largest wireless
inevitable.result was, as everyone
Telegrams
New nes, Rand, London.
;
manrdfacturing companies.
but the Government pundits
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by ;
Canadian Magazine Post;
knew, that sales dropped over- ;
What is happening in the
The Editor will b e pleased to consider
night. Worse than that. The
wireless trade is happening in
articles of a pract ical stature suitable
for publication in " Practical Wireless," ; many others, and the time has
Government has been cutting
articles shout d be urttten on one ;
come when the Government must
clown its purchases from overseas = Such
side of the paper on ly, and should con- ;
the name and a ddress of the sender,
in the insane belief that we can , tain
realise that the public will not
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself ;
sell everything to foreign coun- = responsible for man uscripts, every effort ; continue to countenance taxation
be made to rettt rn them if a -stamped ;
tries and buy nothing from } will
on a wartime basis, three years
and addressed en velope is enclosed. ;
them. Little wonder, therefore, T All correspondence intended for the
after the victory bells have
Editor should be addressed : Thé Editor. ;
that overseas countries have
pealed.
The Government has
" Practical Wireles s," George Newnes. ;
Tower Ho use. Southampton ;
ceased to buy from us or, ,alterna- ; Ltd.,
nationalised many industries and
Street.. Strand. W.0,2.
tively, have imposed restrictive
denationalised many others. These
Owing to the rapid progress in the
of wireless apparatus and to our ;
import tariffs which make the ; design
Wrecking tactics cannot be allowed
efforts to keep orer readers to touch ;
the latest dev elopments, we give s
export of goods a virtual impossi- ;; with
to continue.
no warranty that apparatus described ;
bility unless manufacturers are
The high costs. resulting from
in our columns is not the subject of 4
patent.
prepared to allow the -Government ; Ietters
nationalisation do not encourage
Copyright in al drawings, photo- ;
to. -raise its dollar credits at the
the belief that the Government
graphs and arti Iles published in. ;
; ." Practical Wireles s" is specifically ; has sufficient experience of busiexpense of British shareholders.
; reserved throughout the countries
the Be me Convention and ;
signatoryThis quite rightly they are not
ness to plan it.
theU.S.A.to Reprod uctions or imitations a
prepared todo. The overseas
The radio industry is too
of any of these are therefore expressly
Pra clicdl
Wireless "
market having been considerably y'forbiddea.
iznportäirt to be regarded as a
; incorporates " Arita Leur Wireless."
diminished due to an unimaginapigeon to be plucked.
.
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Broadcast Receiving Licences

B.I.R.E.

Meeting

THE following statement shows the approximate A LONDON Section meeting was held on May
numbers of licences issued during the year
13th, last, at the London School of Hygiene
ending'March 31st, 1948:
and Tropical Medicine, at which Mr. I. A. Harris
Region
Number
(Associate), read a paper on " The Calculation of
London Postal..
2,096,000 "Electrode Temperatures. in the Radio Valve."
Home Counties
Midland
..
North Eastern
North Western
South Western
Welsh and Border

1,465,000
1,590,000
1,727,000
1,464,000
964,000
645,000

Total England and Wales
Scotland
..
Northern Ireland
..

.9,951,000
1;057,000
182,000

GRAND TOTAL

..

..

) 1,190,000

This number includes 45,550 television licences, an
increase of 2,050 over the previous month.
Prosecutions in March for operating wireless
receiving apparatus without a licence reached the
record figure of 637.

Television Set for Old Folk

AMONG the many gifts at the inauguration of
the first of the homes to be opened by Ealing
Eventide Homes, Ltd., was a Philco A.1707
.

television receiver.
This had been presented by Philco and Airmec
employees out of surplus funds in the sports and
social club.
The home is at " Downhurst," Castlebar Road,
Ealing, and is to accommodate 24 elderly ladies who
have been chosen out of 250 applicants it is,
incidentally, the first home of its kind in this
country to have a television receiver.
R.C.M.F. Council, 1948149

THE following member firms will serve on the

R.C.M.F. Council for the coming year :
Automatic Coil Winder and Elec. Equip. Co., Ltd.,
W. F. Newell ; British Insulated Callender's Cables,
Ltd., W. C. Handley ; British Moulded Plastics,
Ltd. (A), M. J. Nash ; British N.S.F. Co., Ltd.,
S. Wilding Cole ; Garrard Engineering and Mfg.
Co., Ltd., Hector V. Slade ; Hellermann Electric,
Ltd. (A), J. Bowthorpe Morgan Crucible Co.,
Ltd., E. T. Tregenza ; Plessey Co., Ltd., J. A. Smith ;
Reliance Electrical Wire Co., Ltd., C. H. Davis ;
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.., P. A. Spo ring ;
Telegraph Construction and Mtnce. Co., Ltd.,
Transmitters, navigational aids and
industrial electronic equipment
.. £231,128 W. F. Randall Telephone Manufacturing- Co.,
Valves
..
..
..
..
.. £160,378 Ltd., W. A. Jackson.
(A) Associate Member.
The following officers have been elected for
Twenty-one Years' Service
ANOTHER stage in the history of The Whiteley 1948/49.
Chairman, J. A. Smith ; vice-chairman, C. H.
Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., was recently
reached when over 40 employees with 10 years Davis treasurer, Hector V. Slade.
or more service gathered together in the works
canteen to pay tribute to Mr. D. James (assistant
works manager), who is the first employee to
complete 21 years' continuous service. The occasion
was marked by a presentation from .the directors
of a gold watch and chain, which was' suitably
inscribed.
A..cheque was also handed to Mrs.
James.
Mr. A. H. Whiteley (managing director), in congratulating Mr. James and thanking him for his
loyal service, recalled that Mr. James had at
various times- been associated with practically every
department in the works and was held in great
regard by every member of the organisation. In
expressing his appreciation, Mr. James said that
he had been privileged to grow up with the company.
from the days when it occupied an area of 2,000
square feet and employed just a few people,. until
to -day, when, the factory area was over 100,000.
The scene at the presentation to Mr. lames
square feet and employs nearly 1,000.
at the Whiteley Electrical Radio Company.
Radio Export Record
ACCORDING to latest figures issued by the
Radio Industry Council, the value of exports
of British radio equipment of all kinds in January
last was £1,151,954. The previous highest monthly
total was £1,018,000 in December, 1946.
Radio receivers alone accounted for an export
value of £457,266. Other export values for the
month were :
Components and. sound reproducietg
equipment
£303,182

;

;

-

.

-

;

.
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Television City
U.S.A. radio industry is considering the
THEerection of a " Television City- " in New York.
It` is claimed that the idea would economise in
announcers, and the companies would be able to
pool resources. It is hoped to include in the " City "
a large arena and swimming pool forspectacular
sports shows.

P.A. for Turf Club
E of the largest installations of public address
ON_ and paging equipment in the Far East has
recently been completed by The General Electric
Co., Ltd., at the Turf Club Stadium, in Singapore.
Comprising a three -unit amplifier, sirttgle-bay,
rack assembly with gramophone player, a three;
position control box and a series of microphones and
loudspeakers, the installation provides music relay
and paging facilities through the grandstand and
principal buildings. In addition, ä separate amplifier,
with its associated microphone and loudspeaker, is
prodided for paging purposes in the car park.
The microphone for this subsidiary installation is
located on the pavement outside the main entrance,
and is also used by the police for traffic control.
The main control box is normally operated from
the assistant secretary's office, as he is the person
Mainly responsible for the upkeep and general
running of the course and buildings, but, if desired,
it can also be plugged into a socket adjacent to the
main rack assembly or into a similar socket in the
secretary's office. Two. rows of push
buttons,, together with their associated
pilot lamps and switches control the
input and output circuits ; this very
simple method of control being achieved
by means of. groups of telephone -type
relays.
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A Piece of Cake!

the highlights of the television ball
O1
l held recently by Kenn rd's, of ,Croydon,' in
their restaurant, was an exact replica of a Philips
563A television receiver-made of .cake
Baked by Kennard's chef, Mr. H. C. Axford, to a
pre-war recipe the cake was hardly distinguishable
from the real- thing, so skilful was the decoration.
It weighed 140Ibs. and was built up in five layers.
The loudspeaker fret was carried out in icing, and
the walnut effect simulating the polished finish
of a real Philips television set- was achieved by
painting with vegetable dyes. The only items that
were not made of cake were the glass tuning dial
that projects from the -top of the set, the escutcheon
on the front, and the photograph placed on the
" screen " to represent the television picture.
'The item was televised by the B.B.C. Mr.
MacDonald Hobley, television compere interviewing
the chef on the spot and interrogating him on
his labours in the baking of the cake.
E of

!

-

.

-

'

Suppression of Radiò Interference

CONTINUING its campaign 'for the
voluntary suppression of interference
The television cake and its maker at the Croydon
with television and short-wave communiTelevision Ball.
cations the Radio Industry Council held
the third of its. demonstrations on the
The television ball was held in aid of three local
fringe of the London television area at Penn, hospitals; the funds going towards the cost of

Buckinghamshire. The guests included representatives of the motor -car and sparking plug manufacturers invited by the R.I.C.'through the Society
of Motor Manufacturers and Traders.
Austin,
Delco:-Remy and Hyatt, Ford; Humber, Jaguar,
Rolls-Royce, Scaminell, Singer and Vauxhall were
represented as well as Lucas, A. -C. Sphinx, Champion, KLG and Lodge. Transport owners were
represented by Mr. S. H. -Jardine. secretary of the
Road Haulage Association, the "Hays Wharf
Cartage Co. group, which includes Pickfords and
Carter Paterson, Thomas Allen, Ltd.; and George
Neal, Ltd.
The Hays Wharf. group of companies had already
agreed in principle to the suppression of its vehicles.
The United Dairies Company, which was also
represented, is proposing to start suppression. The
GPO, which was represented at the demonstration
by Colonel A. G. Macdonald, recently announced
its intention of suppressing the whole of its 25,000
vehicles throughout the country.

equipping them with television receivers. Television
sets were on display around the dance floor, and
dancing was to Geraldo and his band.
Morning Television

response to requests from many viewers, the
IN composite
film 'of television newsreels (this

comprises the previous fortnight's newsreels) is
now being televised on Saturday mornings instead
of Monday mornings. This replaces the demonstration film, which continues -to be shown each
morning from Monday to Friday inclusive for the
benefit of the radio trade.
The change took effect from May Ist.
Political P.A.

Bengal Government has,. prohibited
THEtheWest
use of vehicles fitted with loudspeakers
except with the written permission of the Commissioner of Police:. The order is in force for an
indefinite period.
'
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6K7, Pocket
Receiver
Details of a Novelty Using Only a 4.5 Volt
Battery.
By F. G. RAYER

MA-NY

constructors are interested in ,the
construction of novel types of working
receivers, and the very small pocket type
of set, although providing only headphone reception,
has a wide field of practical use. The receiver to
be described, and which is illustrated on our cover
this month, -utilises a 6K7, which is a pentode of
small size which maintains good efficiency with a
very low anode voltage. It is easy to obtain and
lends itself to the construction of a small pocket
set, because a single 4.5 volt dry battery will
provide both heater and high-tension currents.
The current consumption is about .3 amp., which
is about the same as an average 2 -valve battery
set and not in any way excessive.
Battery replacement is cheap and easy, and
the complete receiver, including battery, is only
4in. by 31in. by tin. A single earpiece or pair
of headphones may be used in conjunction with it.
A few feet of thin flex are used as a throw -out
aerial, giving ample headphone volume on -the
more powerful stations. With a longer aerial
some foreign stations_ can be received.
Constructional Details
From the circuit shown in Fig. 1 the few -necessary
parts can be teen. For tuning and reaction
solid dielectric condensers are necessary. The
reaction condenser may be either an ordinary type
or a differential condenser ; a capacity of .0005 µF.
is also suitable.
A valveholder with open sockets simplifies
construction as it can be mounted in the -saine
way as a baseboard holder. Other types of holder
will have to be supported on short stand-off sleeves.'
There is room for- a tuning coil 4in. in diameter

and several of the small.coils available are suitable.
Before building .the case -to the dimensions given
cheek that the condensers and coil can be accommodated and that the valve can be inserted. The
battery (a standard 4.5 volt pocket -lamp battery)
fits beside the valve, flat against the variable
condensers.
In addition to the two control knobs; the positions
of which will be seen from Fig. 2, six small terminals
are fixed along the front. near one edge.

Aerial

-

j

E

Fig. t. -Circuit of the pocket receiver.
i

I

Wiring Details

j

Reaction
Contro/
3(

Shorting

312

Link
4(

Tuning

Aerial

Control

To

Phones

4
Fig.

3

o

_

2.-Layout of the panel.

The three upper terminals serve as an on -off
and wavechange switch in the simple manner as
follows. When it is desired to listen, a connecting
link, in the form of n lin. length of copper wire
or anything similar, is placed across the terminals.
The set is then switched on for medium -wave
operation. If long -wave reception 'is required,
terminals 2 and 3 only are shorted.
It must be noted the valve is indirectly heated.
Hence 15 or 20 seconds will elapse before it begins
to function after switching on.
Using Phones
All connections are shown in Fig. 3. With
phones with low internal capacity the 2,000 -ohm

resistor can be omitted without, affecting results.
Note that the valveholder connections shown
are for the top of the holder itself, not for the
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valve pins as viewed from the bottom of the valve.
Flexible leads about 4in. long, ending in clips,
(Grid)
are used for battery connections. A piece of
'0.
Aß
cardboard 3,'4in. by 211.n. placed against the condensers prevents any shorting to the battery
tags.
With some coils it is possible that, insufficient
reaction may be obtained, particularly on long
pF3
Reaction
waves. If so, the number of turns on the reaction
winding may be increased. Local .stations- will
be received without reaction.
0005
pF
If the receiver is required for use in a locality
0
Tuning
where all that is desired may be received on the
medium -wave band, construction may be simplified
F
by using the Wearite " P " type coil, (PA2 or PA î ).
A fixed condenser could be included in the aerial
0003,uF
lead and the primary used for reaction, the tapping
.and Terminal 1 being then omitted. .
It should be unnecessary to point but that the
To 6
To Reaction
receiver is intended mainly as a novelty, but that
Condenser
Battery
even so it is capable of surprising results under
_ice
certain conditions. If a large outside aerial is
employed, some difficulty is bound to be experienced
Holder
Valve
on the grounds of selectivity, and therefore to
-- Connections
sharpen up the tuning it may be found desirable to
include a small variable condenser. (one of the
2
TO
pre-set types will do) between the aerial lead and
Fig. 3.-Internal arrangement' of parts and wiring, the aeiial socket (No. 4) on the panel.
To Top

Coil
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Recording Technique -2
This Article Outlines the Requirements of a Volume -indicating Device, and Describes
in

Particular the Use of Copper -oxide Rectifier Meters
" By R. KEMSEY-BOURNE

-

WHEREVER possible the monitor speaker satisfactory monitoring volume. The pentode has
should be fed from its own power output the advantage of greater sensitivity, although it
stage, and the input to the monitor will be necessary to fit a tone filter to correct as
amplifier is bridged across the input to the main
recording amplifier at a high -impedance point,
or suitably transformer -coupled. Obviously the
later in the nain circuit that the monitor
feed -point comes the better ; it must be
following the tone control or equaliser stages so
that any 'changes to the frequency" characteristic
Monitor
Speaker
obtained by. adjustments which are made Will appear
on the monitor.
The monitor amplifier must be as similar in
design and performance to the main recording
amplifier as possible, although it is not required to
give as inuoti power output. For example, if the
main power output stage consists of PX25s in
Class A push-pull with transformer phase -splitting,
then the monitor might well be PX4s similarly
alighted, giving less power but comparable quality.
Such a system is shown in Fig. 2. The more nearly
similar the main and monitor amplifiers are macle,
the closer to reality is the impression given by the
monitor.
.
i.
Recording F
If it is., not practicable to build a complete
method offeedCutter
push -pull -monitor amplifier, then use a single triode
ing single -stage
or pentode, always assuming that at the point of
monitor from transformer secondary.
bridging there is sufficient voltage swing to give

V

-

e
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far as possible for file differences between single ended pentode and push-pull triode (or pentode)
outputs ; filters as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 will help.
If more convenient, a single -stage monitor may
be fed from a secondary winding on the output
transformer, particularly a high -impedance secondary (500-2,000 ohms). Like the circuits of Figs. 2
and 3, the line-up of Fig. 1, operating in.Cla's A,.
draws no grid current, no power, and- thus cannot
upset the main output stage or the impedance
match between the primary and the secondary
feeding the recorder. The monitor as shown may..
be shunted directly across secondaries having
impedances of 500 ohms or water, and will not
affect the recording.
In general practice, audio monitoring of the
recorded matter by means of headphones or loudspeaker will be used in 'conjunction with some
form of volume indicator or power -level meter.
The reeordist thus has both qualitative and quantitative checks on what is fed to the cutter-head.
The monitor speaker presents the necessary picture
of balance, tone and subject matter at any time;
and the volume indicator shows whether too little
or too much audio power is being supplied, although
it gives no idea of its range and quality.
-

Types of Indicator

The volume indicator (V.I.) may be one of
two general types. It may be a pointer instrument,
such as a miliiammeter suitably connected, in
which case the swing. of a needle is followed as
showing changes in power level, and this is the
-

.
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most generally used type. Alternatively, it may
be a visual device, such as a cathode-ray tube,
a " magic eye," or a neon lamp, in which changes
in level produce variations in the ordinate of a
'cathode-ray trace or in the shadow -angle of the
" eye," and cause flashing and extinction of the
neon tube.
Both types of indicator really show A.C. voltage
across a particular load, and, of course, for a given
load the power dissipation will be proportional to
the square of the voltage across it. Strictly speaking, the square -law holds only for a load that is
independent of frequency.
Pointer Instruments
The meter type of V.I. is the most generally
applicable, especially for amateur and general
professional uses. Any meter must draw a small
amount of power from the circuit to which it is
coupled, but if the meter is carefully chosen and
properly connected this power can be- made so
small that it may safely be neglected. As we said
above, our V.I. is to show A.C. voltage, so that
what is required is an A.C. voltmeter sufficiently
sensitive to draw virtually no power and with a
rapid and even response over as wide an audio
frequency range as possible.
The moving -iron class of meter, although satisfactory for relatively large currents at low frequencies such as 50 cycles, is not sufficiently
sensitive - for reading small currents at higher
current
- frequencies. ..It usually draws too much
to act as a good voltmeter and has- too' high a
.

r
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Complete
Fig. 2.
layout of `main and
monitor amplifiers
built on similar lines,
but with different
power capacities.
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moment of inertia, so that it is not suitable for
direct use as a V.I. .
Thermocouple meters have excellent frequency
characteristics but are in ' general insufficiently
sensitive, since they also require relatively high
currents for operation.
The simplest effective V.I. consists of a low current moving -coil meter fed through a rectifier
of some sort, and connected to the voltage source
through an appropriate large resistance. The
lower the full-scale D.C. current taken by the
meter the better.
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Instrument Rectifiers
Fig. 4 shows how a mieroammeter or milli ammeter M is wired to a bridge -connected copperoxide rectifier B. This type of rectifier is aminute
version of the Westinghouse. variety used for
H,T. and L.T. supplies, and is designed for use
with particular meters -500 microamps., 1 milli amp., 5 rnilliamps., etc. The value of resistance R
depends on the voltage range to be covered and
the D.C. current taken by the meter for full-scale
deflection. The meter itself must draw as little
Current as possible, down to 100 microamps.,
'

and preferably not more than 1 milliamp. ; between
these limits the value of R will lie between 10,000
and 1,000 ohms -for each volt of the frill -scale
deflection.
There will be some voltage drop in the rectifier
bridge itself, so that for a given A-.C. voltage range
resistance R will have a smaller value than the
dropping -resistance would have -for the same
range of D.C. voltage. For example, to make a
0-1 milliameneter have a full-scale reading of
5 volts A.C., we require a total series resistance
òf 5,000 ohms (1,000 ohms/volt), but because the
bridge contributes' some resistance the value of R
(Fig. 4) will be of the order of 4,000-4,500 ohms
only.
Copper -oxide instrument rectifiers are cheap,
and so at present are 0-1 milliammeters and even
microammeters. This type of V.I. is recommended,
since it is efficient and economic. The Universal
Avominer, used on the 5 volt A.C. range, makes an
effective indicator across low -impedances such as
15 ohm cutter -heads in spite. of the fact that its
resistance on this range is only 2,000 ohms ; it
would be still better if it drew less current. Use
the most sensitive meter you can afford.

HT-+

MIN

.05

OI
pF

Feeder

pF

Monitor
Speaker

'Stage

0/

,./F

4

1-25

25
Mr

r

-

.

Tone

Mfg

Filter
50000

inoo

Fig. 3. Pentode monitor stage fed .from main
recording amplifier, giving adequate sensitivity for
speaker operation.

Properties of Rectifier Meters
Meters with copper -oxide rectification read the
average amplitude of the A.C. wave. Overloads
will be caused by the peak voltage exceeding the
maximum permissible, sò that the recordist works
0.5 i/F
Equaliser

-

'

/2 Ohms

Cutter

Source

of

AC. Voltage
Red Spot
on

Rectifier
Lead

Fig. 4.-Copper-oxide rectifier enables D.C. milliammeter or microammeter to be used as a volume.
indicator.

Fig... 5.-V.I. connected across low-impedance
recorder, or other :transfor eer fed device. For
15 -ohm' cutter, bass; equaliser is as shown; range

of V.I. is

5

oits.
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on past experience, knowing the handling capacity
of his apparatus and making allowances as he
controls the transmission.
Copper -oxide meters read slightly low at high
frequencies. The reading drops by about 1 per
cent. for each 1,000 cycles rise in frequency, due
to by-passing by the electrostatic capacity of the
rectifier. This effect, and the slight variation of
HT+

July, 1948

Connecting the Indicator

The obvious place to wire the V.I. is directly
across the cutter -head leads, where it will give most
information. The effect on recording performance
of a high -resistance meter is not noticeable. Putting
an A.C. meter across the primary of the output

stage would involve either blocking the flow of
D.C. from the H.T. supply or balancing it out.
Figs. 5 and 6 show volume indicators of the
type of Fig. 1 connected across low and high

HTt

4,uF

Output
Stage

4pF
Fig. 6.--V.I. connected across high -impedance
recorder, choke fed via high -voltage paper condensers.
.

s

the rectifier's characteristics with temperature, are Fig. 7.-Circuit for piezo-electric recorder cutting
constant -velocity characteristic, with turnover at
negligible in everyday practice.
Soo cycles. Overall range of V.I. is 15o volts;
Again, when a meter has been calibrated with
average peaks should be recorded at about loo volts
sinusoidal A.C., the reading's will not hold if
level.
harmonics are present. Such considerations as
these are neglected, since the V.I. is used rather impedance recording -heads, and Fig. 7 illustrates
like a speedometer-to prevent the safe limit being the method- for a piezo-electric -cutter. Fig. 5
exceeded and warn us when we are cutting it rather gives A.C. voltage ranges for cutters of different
fine.

eodr ha
Other Types of Rectifier
meac om)
4
75
1
0
,0
,0
Silicon and germanium crystal
..
rne
Vlae
o
rectifiers are available for use in
..
4
3
5
3
5
10
meter circuits, but are more used
Ttl- rssac
o
in R.F. than in A.F. circuits,
A
ee om) 300 400
,0
500 6,0
0,0
since their frequency response is
excellent. They may be used in
oa rssac o
0
A mtr
600 800 1,0
000 1000 2000
bridge connection for full -wave rectification, but cost more than the
A.C. vo p age ranges for recording heads of different impedances.
normal instrument type. Valve rectification will be referred. to later ; it impedances from 4 tò 5,000 ohms, and the total
has the advantage of practically infinite input resistance values for each range. The total
impedance.
resistances tabled include the rectifier.
-
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Arrange your meter so that a normal peak voltage
for the cutter-head corresponds to 70 per cent.
of the full-scale deflection. Then on sustained
high -volume levels and on normal peaks keep the
meter needle at or just below this deflection. It
may, of course, flick past on transients.
Commercial indicators have standard ballistic
characteristics, with an input impedance of the
order of 7,500 ohms for shunting on 500 or 600
ohm lines. They are basically copper -oxide
voltmeters of suitablerange. Since a V.I. indicates
a mean level over a short period rather than an
actual instantaneous power level, it is calibrated
not in decibels but in " volume units " (VU),
although VU readings correspond with decibel
levels above one milliwatt in the case of steady
sinusoidal voltages.
-

VU Scale

Fig. 8.-Typ:ta appearance of VU-scale, showing
angle of swim: .1 the meter needle. Needle should
L_lershoot only rarely.

..

-
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THERMION
wrong. I do not believe that all of the' questions
which are submitted are of this. type.' On the
face of it it would seem that there is some element
of selection about these questions.
As the B.B.C.'s own Radio Critic is so critical
of the Brains Trust, I ask the. B.B.C. to remodel this
programme, or drop it in its present form altogether.
I would ask members of the Brains Trust to remember that they are not actors :
Empty shells from 8 till 10,
Filled with the wit of other men.

The Radio Critic and the Brains Trust
WAS Interested in listening to the Radio Critic
recently and to hear his views on the Brains
Trust, which coincides with those which I
have expressed so often. He thinks, as I do, that
each session needs a different group of people, or
_alternatively that there should be an expert
available on almost every subject. I see that Joad
has been replaced by Bertrand Russell. I know
him to be a clever mathematician, but I dó not

-

think that hehas the necessary knowledge and
experience to deal with the type of questions
submitted to the Brains Trust. Ì write in the
presumption that, unlike myself, many people like
the Brains Trust. I am all in favour of a properly
constituted Brains Trust. I do not like an item
foisted on to .listeners as a Brains Trust which
turns out to be a third-rate music hall act which
would get the " bird " even in the remotest districts
of this country.
This programme has received undue publicity
in view of its very poor show, and I do not accord
it any marks, as an examiner,
to what I -consider to be examination questions.
It' does not. concern me that Joad is no longer
in the Brains Trust, _nor would it worry me if the
remainder of them were changed. If there is a need
for a Brains Trust let it be a real. Brains Trust and
not an exhibition of tergiversatory circumlocútion
interlarded with an exuberance of verbosity which
some of them may find effective in disarming too
-

Twenty Questions
Mr. Rust does not agree With me on the subject
of " Twenty Questions." He finds it entertaining,
and he does not think that the listening public

.

shrewd a criticism, or in cloaking a lack of
knowledge of the subject.
I hard a letter from one of my readers Mr. P. J.
Rust, of Bournemouth, who -thoroughly agrees with
my `views. He says that in the old days though
mistakes were made, the discussions were interesting
and informative. Now we are asked to listen to a
discussion on the inane question, which produced
the expected inane answers, of " What is love at
first sight ? " Of. course, no one could ever be
right or wrong on such a question. I wonder if
any member of the Brains Trust could give a
succinct answer to the question : " What is the
Square root of minus one ? "
I wonder whether the Brains Trust could give
a clear answer to the question : " What are the
principles of atomic energy ? " or " What are the
principles of jet propulsion ? ''' or " Why is the sky
blue ? " or " Why is water wet 1 " I doubt it very
much.
As one who can lay claim to reasonable scientific
knowledge, who is an engineer by education and
training and a journalist by accident, I have been
amazed at the deplorable display of ignorance
evinced by the Brains Trust. I can Only conclude
that those responsible, for the programme select
questions of the type " What is Love ? " so that
the Brains Trust can never be right or never

would prefer a different set of " experts," each
time. I have put that word " experts ""in quotation
marks deliberately because I do not think that
Anona Winn, Jack Train, Richard Dimbleby or
any other member of this music hall turn would
claim to be experts. It all depends what you mean
by " experts " I- suppose.
But as the same group of people are expected
to be -able to divine the answer on a wide variety
of topics they would need' to have an encyclopa:dic
knowledge and to be omnifarious readers. I do not
hink any of them would claim to be either. In any
ease my main objection was that some of them
should he asked to " pipe " down a bit and not to
regard it as their: own programme.
Here is another letter, this time from C. Boswell,
of Smethwick. He thinks that my article was
written to get readers. busy with pen and paper
" Í do not think the B.B.C. programmes are by
any means good, but surely to criticise them in the
way you do this month:is without reason. ' It gets
more than a little boring at the commencement of
most objects tó hear Anona bobbing up with the
first question. I suppose this programme is amusing
to children, but I do not think, in general that
parlour games are suitable for radio. If I am wrong
about that, I certainly am right in stating that the
listening public would prefer to hear a different set
of experts each time.' "
My correspondent does not think that I could
be wrong about one thing and right about another !
This indicates that his' logic is at fault. I know
from readers' letters that the majority of them would
prefer to hear a different set of voices each tir'ne.
The " experts " get used to the questionmaster.
They do not come strange to the studio. They are
able to discern from the twinkle in his eye or .the
inflection of his voice a point which should count
as a question.. In any case I reassert that no four
people, whether. it be Brains Trust or " experts,"
are qualified week in and week out to give
sensible and accurate answers to a wide variety
of topics.
!
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Practical
In This

P.A.

Working -i

Introductory Article R. SELBY -Discusses the Main Requirements
of Public Address Equipment

TI1E uses, of public address equipment up to
1939 were already very wide, but the

impetus 'given by war conditions, when
almost every factory was fitted with an installation
to provide " Music While You Work," announcements, warnings, etc., and the extensive use of
loudspeaker vans for many purposes, has caused
the general acceptance of P.A. in some form or
another as a sine qua non for almost any occasion
where people are gathered together even in
comparatively small numbers.
The term " Public Address " is not altogether a
happy one, embracing as it does anything from a
small gramophone amplifier suitable for private
parties up to at speech and music installation with
an A.F. output of a kilowatt or more, but is now
generally accepted, at any rate by technicians.
A large volume could be written on the many
technical and practical aspects, but in this series of
.articles, based on a good many years' experience,
the writer hopes to touch upon some of the snore
important points for the benefit of readers who .are
interested in the subject.
At the outset it should be made clear to those who
are contemplating P.A. from the business angle
that it involves a fairly heavy capital expenditure
on equipment. It is, as the writer has perforce
found by hard experience, possible to effect many
economies by means of ingenuity and hard work,
but the standard of performance required to -day,
now that mere novelty has worn off, isso high that
it is useless to attempt it with insufficient loudspeàkers, poor quality microphones, cr amplifiers
having too low an output. Moreover, every P.A.
job varies in some way or another, and experience
counts for a good deal in obtaining-the best result's.
There are many ways in which types of P.A.
work could be classified, but probably the broad
division between indoor and outdoor jobs will
suffice. In both cases, of course, the aim is to
obtain as faithful reproduction as -possible, whether
it be speech, live music, or gramophone records, and
to make that reproduction clearly audible to every
person present, but there are considerable differences
in the technique and equipment required. These
may be summarised as follows :
.

Indoor Work
Amplifiers, particularly if for speech only, need
not be very large, but must be as distortionless as
possible, and may almost invariably be mains

capable of operation from car batteries, but complete freedom from frequency and -harmonic distortion is- not quite so vital, although naturally
desirable.
Microphones. Here again the highest quality is
not quite so essential.
Loudspeakers will invariably be of the horn or
directional baffle type.
Various accessories such as loudspeaker stands,
extra cable, Iadders, remote control units, etc., nay.
be required.
It is now proposed to deal with some of these
points in some detail.
For the majority of indoor jobs in halls a 15 -watt
amplifier is sufficient, but it is essential that it have
as nearly as possible a straight-line frequency
characteristic and that its apparent output impedance be as low as possible. The obvious reason
for these requirement' is to obtain good quality
reproduction. But there is an even more important
point. The bugbear of P.A. work, particularly
indoors, is acoustic feedback, also known as howling
and singing. As the reader, probably knows, this is
dueto the fact that when the amplifier gain exceeds
a certain critical point the sound coming from the
loudspeakers reaches the microphone with sufficient strength to be picked up and re -amplified,
thus quickly building up into a sustained earsplitting howl. The volume of reproduced sound ,is
thus limited to something below the howling point.
This effect is inevitable, but obviously one minimises it by careful positioning Of microphone and
speakers. If, however, the amplifier,- loudspeakers
or microphone have any resonances or peaks in
their frequency response characteristics, it is clear
(that the overall amplification of the whole chain is
greater at 'that frequency. Consequently the gain
of the amplifier must be reduced sufficiently to
prevent howling at this peak frequency, with a
consequent unwanted reduction in amplification
over the remainder of the audible band. If the peaks
can be 'eliminated by good design, a much greater
overall amplification can be obtained before the
howling point is reached. It might perhaps be
thought that this is rather an academic point; but
in the, writer's experience it is of vital importaneemuch-more so than the disposition of microphone
and speakers. The reason fo specifying a low
apparent output impedance in the amplifier (obtainable' by, the use of heavy negative feedback) is to
assist in damping loudspeaker resonances, with the
same object in view:
-

operated.
The highest quality microphones obtainable are A Fallacy
This seems an appropriate point at which to
necessary.
Generally, cabinet or baffle speakers will be -expose a fallacy often put forward by the layman
viz., that a large amplifier will give better results
required.
than a small one. As far as indoor situations are
concerned, if the microphone is within earshot of
Outdoor Work
(With which may also be grouped many factory the loudspeakers, the volume of sound attainable is
always limited by the acoustic feedback factor.
installations.)
A'ikplifiers must be- of much higher power, often Consequently, if; in some given situations, the
-

-

-

i
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limit of sound obtained before howling commences
is equivalent to, say, 8. watts delivered to the
speakers, there is no point in using a 30 *att
amplifier. A 10- or 15 -watt outfit will do the job
equally well with a margin of safety, and will be
lighter to handle. As mentioned, -previously, 15
watts output is sufficient for the majority of indoor
.work even if gramophone record amplification is
required. Naturally, this remark does not apply to
installations for factories or Olympia exhibitions.
Continuing to deal with amplifiers, it is hardly
necessary to add that reliability is of paramount
importance. It is principally a matter of taste (and
cash available) whether one builds the amplifiers
or buys them. .ready made. If they are purchased,
it is advisable to stick to a reputable make, and to
make sure that they are_ designed to operate with
the particular type and make of microphone and
pickup which one intends to, use. Ex -Government
surplus amplifiers need particularly careful investigation on this point. Other points to watch are the
degree of convenience (or otherwise) provided for
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making speaker, microphone, pickup, mains, etc.,
connections, and convenience of controls; switching
and voltage adjustment, also portability, range of
output tappings provided, and availability of spare
valves.
The same points must also be considered when
building one's own equipment, and in addition it
must be borne in mind that not only is a good circuit
design called for but also the highest quality
components and workmanship. Resistors, condensers, etc., must have an ainple margin of safety
in their ratings, wiring must be sound and well
insulated, and components should not be suspended
in the wiring. Adequate ventilation is essential.
It must be remembered always that P.A. equipment
receives much rougher handling during transport
and installation than a domestic outfit and that
the consequences of a breakdown are infinitely
more serious.
In the next article some practical points in P.A.
amplifier design will be dealt with.
-

Technical Notes-2

Our Contributor " DYNATRON," Discusses Feedback and Transmitter Problems

FOR the following experiment you should procure tu -o coils and condensers which will tune
over approximately the same frequency range, and connect-up to triode
high
amplification factor as in Fig. 4a.
At first, leave everything unscreened. You will
have an excellent oscillator over most of the tuning
range. If the coils are coupled fairly closely, this
oscillation can be of a complicated kind, arising
from magnetic feedback from anode to grid circuits,
together with electrostatic feedback via the valve
inter -electrode capacity Cog. Different considerations apply to the phase of these two types of feedback, so it is possible you will observe shrieks or
whistles suggestive of an audio beat between two
different high frequencies.
All `right, let us eliminate one kin of
coupling. Let us keep the coils well apart
and enclose them in earthed screening -cans,
as indicated by the dotted outlines in 4a.
There will now be little. or no magnetic
.

electrodes, exactly as if a small condenser of this
value " tied " anode to grid.
As it is an " internal " capaeitande, no ordinary
measures outside the valve can accomplish much
in the way of remedy. To demonstrate what was
once done, you might try shunting tho anode and/or grid -tuned circuits with resistances to
" damp " them, starting, say, with 250,000 ohms
and working downwards until oscillation ceases.
You will then have a measure of " stability "
all right, but what an H.F. amplifier I' It was by
no means uncommon to find overall gain 'improved
by dispensing with the " H.F. stage."
.

Balancing-out the Feedback
Then came a real remedy, even though very

feedback.
But oscillation persists almost
as well as before ? It will have
altered in character ; probably the
shrill whistle will have disappeared, giving a more pure
single oscillation which occurs
over only part of the tuning -range.
Still, there is an unmistakable
self -oscillation, as .may be observed, for example,' by varying
the tuning near to a fairly sensitive
receiver.
Of course, the cause of selfoscillation is. " reaction " between
anode and grid circuits-here,
(a)
(b)
via the minute internal -capacitance of 5,uttF. or só existing Fig. 4. The " H.F. amplifier," Fig. 3, will make a good T.A.T.G.
between the anode and grid
oscillator, as in (a) : (b) shows a simple method of neutralising.
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difficult to set over a wide. range of frequencies.
Since -the advent of the screening -grid which
reduced Cag to something like .002 µµF or less, it
seems amazing that it took so long to develop what
now look like the obvious remedies. Indeed, i£
took many years to realise fully that the valve
inter -electrode capacitance was the culprit, and it
was left for Miller, with his complicated equations,
to develop the complete generalised theory of the
triode network-and, believe me, it is not " simple "!
A capacitance of 5,a1jF. does seem exceedingly
small, but if you work out its A.C. reactance at

NC
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tion of the coupling via Cag can be observed
H.F. ammeters, etc.
In a modulated Cl
drive, will result in phase to .the
modulation on top of the- amplitude modulation.
There are other complications if a power stage is not
properly balanced, such as difficulties in tuning
the anode circuit co meetly owing to a combination
om the valve and " forward
electrode capacitance.
Short-wave experimentors will be familiar with
" flouting."
In general, we may say that with the H.T. supply
any adjustments made to the
anode tuning will a rect grid -circuit conditions via
the coupling provided by Cag, if the stage is not
properly neutralised. The two tuned circüits L1C1
capacitively -coupled network as
usual indication used is a
change in the reading of a grid -current meter,
tuning is varied through resonance.
90 deg.

.

.

If correctly balanced, any
adjustments in the anode circuit
(with H.T. off) should have no
effset whatever on the gridrrent. Another interesting method
w ach involves switching -off the
Even
T. is shown in 5a.
H.T.)ugh there may be little or no
estraneous couplings between L1
d L2, a small reading can ,be
(h)'
(a)
observed in the closed-circuit H.F.
ammeter A, due to energy being
Fig. 5. Discussing methods of neutralising a triode tray tstnitting stage:
coupled from the driving source
(b) shows the capacitive coupling between anode- and grid -tuned circuits.
at the grid via Cag, i.e., " forward
1,000 kc/s., you will find it comes to about 32,000 feed "-through the inter -electrode capacitance.
Often, the closed-circuit ammeter is too insensitive
olims. That is quite a 'large degree of reactive
coupling from anode to grid. At 30 Metres (10 to give any readable indication at the small amount
of coupling which exists, and either a more sensitive
Mc/s.), it drops to 3,200 ohms
Anyway, if you can get hold of a small single --vane thermo-ammeter may be inserted, or-what is
neutralising -condenser of about the same order of generally sufficient-a flash -lamp bulb may be
capacitance as Gag (5 ,i uF.), perhaps you will connected across two or three turns of the anode
derive a little amusement trying out the balancing coil.
method shown in 4b.
'
When thgg anode tuned circuit is adjusted to
Adjust NC until - oscillation ceases .at, say, one resonance, lithe lamp will light to- maximum
fixed setting of the condensers. It will probably brilliance, then the neutralising condenser is
start again at other settings. It is not difficult to adjusted until the bulb is extinguished. If NC is
neutralise a, transmitting valve working at one turned beyond this point, the bulb will come 'up
fixed frequency; but receivers were a rather different again, the correct' setting being ' about midway.
story with. a .waveband covering M.W. and L.W. For more exact balancing, a sensitive thermosee -saw " amuueter should be employed.
No doubt you have read of the
principle üsed to explain balancing. H.F.
A " hot " method of neutralising, i.e., with all
voltage gets back to the grid Via Cag. Because the power supplies, including the H.T., -" on," makes
centre -point of the anode coil is made " earthy,". use of the fact that if, in adtlition to the normal
by tapping -down + H.T., the H.F. voltage feed back outptit of the valve, energy is being supplied via
from the top end of -the cöil via NC- will be Cag, peculiar results will be observed in the anode
diametrically opposite to that fed back from the tuning.
The two voltages will also
anode end via Gag.
Normally, an H.F. power stage is tuned for
be exactly equal when the neutralising condenser minimum H.T. feed, and this will coincide with
is adjusted to the right value, hence the -resultant maximum current registered by the closed-circuit
feedback will be nil.
thermo-ammeter. But if there should be any
studying forward feed to complicate matters, " minimum "
" Ancient history;" perhaps, but
and " maximum " indications on these two meters
important radio principles is 'always of value.
will riot coincide-minimum D.C. will occur at
a slightly different condenser setting from maximum
Interesting Facts About Transmitter Neutralising
Where sufficient power is available in the grid closed-circuit amperes.
Hence .by closely observing the meters in a
circuit; as in transmitter drives, a direct demonstra!

-

'

`

'
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driven stage, whilst carefully varying the anode
tuning over a few degrees, it is easy to test under
actual working conditions whether the stage is
properly neutralised or not.

anode volts are swinging at modulation frequencies
-not necessarily implying any observable change in
the mean grid -current registered by a meter.
We will not go into that now. But why should
any alteration in the tuning of the anode circuit
cause the grid -current tò change at all, if a stage is
Tuning Class C Stages
properly neutralised ? Neutralising implies there
Reference to what was said above about, anode is no " coupling" whatever between the two circuits.
tuning having' no effect upon the grid -current of a
No, there is no coupling-magnetic 'or electroproperly neutralised stage, observe carefully that static. But the total space current divides between
this will be far from true in normal conditions with anode and grid, the amounts depending upon the
the H,T. " on."
relative + potentials of these electrodes. The grid
Even if perfectly neutralised, any change in the is driven a certain amount positive, whilst the
anode tuning will immediately affect the grid- anode has a certain minimum, voltage at the instant
current. In fact, one good way of tuning a Class C when peak voltage occurs across the tank load.'
stage is to adjust the anode circuit for maximum
The latter will be at a maximum when the tank
grid-current-note carefully, not minimum, as for has maximum impedance, at resonance, hence the
the anode meter.
volts on the anode will become an absolute Minimum,
At a transmitter with which I have been associated, whilst the positive grid potential will cause a few
I have had a merry old -argument about this, or, more electrons to be diverted in that direction.
rather, whether the grid -current does change if the Hence " Ig " increases.
-

-

Test Instrument Design -6
In

Concluding the Series,

P.

TOOKE This Month

E.

Work With

fr

an

Discusses Photographic

Oscillograph

ALTHOUGH not in strict keeping with the
If the 'scope has a blue trace so much the better.
rest of these articles, it is very useful tò have A green one will do, however, although it will need
some knowledge of using a camera to record a slightly longer exposure.
permanently the oscillograms seen on a " scope."
For some work, examining transients, etc.,
where the speed of the trace is very high. a photographic record is the only means of checking it at
leisure.
Assuming that you have a 'scope at your
disposal, the rest of the apparatus need not be
expensive. There are .two ways of recording.
The first and cheapest is by using the time -base of
the 'scope to form the picture and then photographing the tube face. Or, by using the spot
alone, to produce the trace vertically and
recording by means of a moving film.
Of course, the latter is 'more expensive, .and not
all work can be done by either ntethed. Some
entail one way. and no other way will do.
For the amateur who just wants to experiment
with photographing traces of wave form using the
time -base, the least expensive is, of course, the best,
so, we will start off with this method.
A simple set-up can use the ordinary. box camera.
If it has a " portrait " lens sä much the better; if
not you will have to fix it in this way. Purchase
a spectacle lens with aboùt a 12in. focal length.
The lenses you can buy at the cheap stores are just
the thing ; yoù will find that they are marked with
a number. This .number is their focal length in
inches. Mount -it over the lens-.adhesive tape is
ideal, only be sure it does not obstruct the lens in
any way. When this ;is mounted fix the. camera
firmly in some way in front of. the 'scope, with the
distance from the screen to the. lens equal to the
focal length. This should be measured and not
left to chance. Also line the camera up so that it
is pointing fully at the screen. Do not rely on the
viewfinder, as it is not accurate at this short range.
,

.

-

A typical commercial oscilloscope for high-class
work. The Taylor model 3oA
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a good commercial type of camera should be
obtained, -stich as the Cossor model 427. It is
specially designed for Use with the Cossor Single
or Double Beam Oscilloscope and will täke single
shots of the screen or continuous moving, filth
records.
For moving film work a motor is needed to turn
the shaft which operates the -film. The makers
state 1140 h.p. is sufficient, but I have found that a
110 h.p. is really needed to cover all speeds. A
series of pulleys can be made so that different
speeds for different traces are obtainable. With this
particular type of camera speeds of up to 20ft.
per second are possible. The average speed for
normal recording is, however, about 2ft. per
second. A paper film or normal 35 mm. negative
fits the camera. The paper is cheapest and best,
although if more than one copy of the record is
wanted, filin will have to be used. This rims out
very expensive as 25ft. of film costs approximately

Load the camera in the normal manner with,
preferably, orthochromatic film, not panchromatic.
Then produce the trace you want to. photograph
and steady it as much as possible. Focus it as
fine as it will go, with the brilliancy a little higher
than you would normally have it for visual wórk.
When everything is set and steady just give it a
time exposure as quickly as possible; this is about a
second's exposure. -If your camera has shutter speeds
fitted so much the better ; if not, you must flick
the shutter control up and down with the time
knob out. After a few attempts you will be able
to get results quite easily- and need not worry
about not catching a particular trace.
It is much more interesting and better to develop
your own film, as then you can control the process
to give the contrast you require. Developing is
quite cheap and easy. Just a couple of dishes and
a packet of developer and fixing salts. Use a
" contact ', developer and follow instructions on
/the bottle.' There is hardly anything that can go
wrong, as you only have anexposed trace in one
tone, with no semi -tones to worry about as in a
snapshot.
With the method just described results can be
obtained which are comparable with the results or
output of a commercial camera, and permanent
records are invaluable for keeping for future
reference.
Now we come to the recording of transients, etc.,
with a moving film. Unfortunately there are
very few short cuts for cheapness in this way of
recording. A reliable camera and a motor to turn
it are needed. If a commercial one is bought it
runs out quite expensive, and unless you are
exceptionally handy with tools there is not much
hope of constructing one.
If one is not worried too much about expense,

.

-

-

£2.

Operation is quite simple. The 'scope is focused
and the brilliancy set, then the camera mounted
and loaded, making sure that the shutter is open,
the signal to be recorded is fed into the 'scope,
and the cameìa motor started up. When ,the
desired length of filin has run through, the shutter
is closed and the motor stopped. The cassette
containing the film can be taken out and processed
right away if wanted.
The processing of lengths of filth is rather too
much except for anyone with a -proper darkreom.
A frame is needed on which to wind the film, and
large tanks to take the frame. Processing by a
photographic dealer is the best way and the cost is
not -very high. In the long run it is --really the
cheapest except for a large firm using the camera
all day.

-

Self -priming Battery
Exide self -priming battery was developed
TI1Eduring
the war, for working with wireless
transmitters and receivers for emergency use on
ships' lifeboats. Batteries for such duties may be
called upon at a moment's notice and they must,
therefore, be available for service at all times.
Exide self -priming batteries require no maintenance or attention while they are in storage and yet
they are capable of supplying current immediately
on priming without the necessity for an initial
charge.
Each battery consists of a number of individual
cells, either cemented together or assembled in a
wooden crate, depending on the type of battery.
The cells are made up with dry charged plates
assembled in a hermetically sealed compartment,
with the electrolyte in a separate compartment,
and, as the electrolyte is not in contact with the
plates, the battery may be stored for long periods
without losing its charge.
When the battery is required for use, it is
necessary to punch through the -seals of the acid
compartments, thus giving the electrolyte access
to the plates. The battery may then be discharged
within a few minute's without any previous initial
charge being necessary. Subsequent cycles Of
discharge and charge ma.y be obtained as required
by recharging the battery in the normal manner.

A.

F.

Measurement Service

A SERVICE

has been developed lb'.the purpose
of giving comprehensive performance data, in
a standardised form, on specimen amplifiers submitted for the duration of the -test. At present the
service can supply performance data on complete
amplifiers as listed, or on the audio -frequency
section ,of radios or radiograms. It is hoped later
to extend the service to cover a wider field of A.F.
apparatus,- including microphones, loudspeakers,
pick-ups, .and to perform other eleetro-acoustical
measurements.
-

-

Form of Results

-

The data is supplied in a form most suited to its
nature, normally in one Of'three ways, graphically,
numerically or photographically, that is, a photograph- of an oscillogram.
A short. note on the interpretation of the test
accompanies each result, also a block diagram of
the apparatus used, any formulæ, an accuracy
estimation based on all possible determinate and
indeterminate errors in accordance with standard
laboratory practice, and other information concerning conditions of test. -Full details of the service,
which, at the moment, is for manufacturers only,
may be obtained from A. E. Cawkell, 7, Victory
Arcade, The Broadway, Southall.
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Whatever your soldering job, in your
home or workshop, you will prefer
`Fsi
to use Ersin Multicore Solder. No
extra flux is required. Multicore is the simple and precision method of making sound soldered joints for all
houlehold purposes. Just apply it simultaneously with the
soldering iron; the three cores automatically provide
correct proportions of flux to solder.
WORKSHOP SIZES 4

10

- 6 9

each.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.

ARTON Mellier

House, Albemarle Street,

hown above

Tel.: REGent

LONDON,

W.I

1411

No

es oft,
6

CELESTION
®

The quality of reproduction secured from
Celestion Speakers greatly increases the
pleasure of radio in the home.

PERTRIX RADIO BATTERIES,
in the red and yellow pack, are

The model illustrated

now firmly established in the
post-war market. One reason
a Pertrix battery supplies power
and nothing else. No mush or
crackle to interfere with good
listening
the result of a
battery doing its work quietly,
efficiently and unobtrusively.
What's more it goes on doing it
for a long time. Stick to Pertrix.

-

attractively
designed Cabinet with
has

an

special mahogany
finish ; it employs an
8in. speaker of high
sensitivity
and
excellent response.
It
a

fitted with
control and

-

volume
one of
the finest 8in. extenis

a

is

sion speakers available.

STANDARD 8 CABINET MODEL
Mahogany finish.
Height lo"
18 : 0
PRICE
Depth 51."
Price with Universal Transformer £4 :4 :0
Chassis Model CTIO7 (as used in above Cabinet Model),
peak power capacity 4 watts.
Price less transformer
Size

£3

:

Width

12"

(Suitable for outputs

LI:17:6

ohms)
...
... £2 :3 :6
(Suitable for all Receivers)
ALL CELESTION CABINET AND CHASSIS MODELS
CAN BE SUPPLIED THROUGH YOUR LOCAL DEALER.

Price'with Universal transformer...

1-5

CELESTION LIMITED
KINGSTON -ON -THAMES, SURREY.

ROLSUN BATTERIES LIMITED
137

Victoria Street, London,

S.W.1.

r9
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NEW
!
- BUTDON

PRESS

COIL PACK !
GRAM. L.M.S.

Something. exciting !
something new
The famous
30 Coil Pack now designed for
press -button switching. Used
to modefnise existing receivers.
Smart in appearance, simple
and convenient in use, and just
as efficient as ever.
THE P.11.30 COIL PACK
4 Buttons select 3 wavebands
plus Gram. High " O " coils in
Superhet circuit. 465 kc/s. I.F.
Fully aligned and gain -tested.
Pick-up can be permanently
connected.. Size 49in. x 40in.
PURellhe TA2.
Trade enquiries
invited.
Price
Send stamp for latest list P.1

Electronic Laboratories U. S. A.
2-VOLT
VIBRATOR PACKS

!

Interesting New
Components

Complete with 2 Willard 2 v. 20 amp.
accumulators in container for attachment to unit. The whole in transit
case at the low figure of 67/6 (carr. and
packing 5i-). OR VIBRATOR PACK
ONLY, 52/6 (carr. and packing, 2/6).
SPARES AVAILABLE : 2 2v. 20 atop.
accumulators, 15/- per pair. Vibrators,
2 v. synch., 9/6. Fuses, ed. Charging
cables. 2/6. Instruction books, 3/6.
These fine units were designed for the
famous Canadian 58 Transreceiver
" Walkie-Talkie." Specification Output. 90 v. or 180 v. 35 m(A: H.T., 1.5 v.
L.T. Provision for 21 v. G.B. Battery
-in pack. Size of vibrator. unit 9 x 5 slifn.
Provision for battery charging.
:

58/3

AVAILABLE AT WEBB'S
B.T.H. "SILICON"
CRYSTAL DETECTORS
Type CS7A, the most satisfactory
permanent Crystal Detector yet devised,
especially recommended for broadcast
crystal receivers. Type CS7A, price 7/6.
Type CS2C-similar to the CS7A, but
will operate at broadcast and V.H.F.

frequencies.

Type CS2C, price 96.

B.T.H.-" GERMANIUM
1

"

LONDON TELEVISION CO. LTD.,
LEA BRIDGE ROAD,
694,
LONDON. E.10. Phone : LEY 4380.

CRYSTAL RECTIFIER

Type CGIC, similar, but improved
pattern of U.S.A. type IN34. Has many
uses for field -strength meters and radio
detection in general. Recommended as
broadcast detector, with preliminary
R.F. amplification.
Price, ís13.
Posrdge and Packing 6d.

HEADLAMP SETS
This is one of those items that has
universal appeal. It will fit around your
forehead, enabling you to keep both
hands free for any Job required. The
ideal prerequisite for car or cycle owner,
serviceman, and for your den. Keep
one with you always. Only 9/11. complete with battery box, leads, bulb and
clips. (Takes standard 4.5 v. battery.)

YOU

can become
a first-class

each on all above Crystals.

BEAM AERIAL LUBRICANT
We are , U.K. distributors for famous
Victor Rowe Graphite Cup Grease,
especially adapted for slow-rtptning
mechanisms such as beam aerial bearings.

M.O.S. SPECIAL

RADIO
ENGINEER

-

Per ilb. tin, 4/-.

BURGOYNE INDUCTION
SOLDERING GUN -.
The Soldering Iron of the future Takes
only 7 seconds to reach operating temperature. Why waste time waiting ro
minutes for your iron to get hot ? A
scientific instrument of proven design,
operates from A.C. ' mains only, consumption 90 watts.
Price, £41-f-.

We are specialists in Home Study Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify for well -paid
employment or profitable
spàre-time work.

!

!

PRECISION FIXED
CONDENSER
A useful component, with an accuracy
of ± .1 per cent. Silver mica .or, mfd. T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
Working voltage 35o volts.
Price 2;6 KING EDWARD AVE., AYLESBURY.
WEBB'S RADIO,

14, SOHO STREET,
OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.I

Note our SHOP HOURS :
9 a.m, to 5.30 p.m. Sots. 9 a.m. to
p.m.
Telephone: GERrard 2089
I

i-Post
I
I
I

I

in unsealed envelope ld. postage
Please send me free details of your
Home -Study Mathematics and Radio
Courses.
NAME

ADDRESS

i1-----------

'1
I

!

A specially assembled kit for the
benefit of all radio enthusiasts :The kit comprises t the following
brand new equipment
1 Morse key.
1 pr. S.G. Brown or Multitone high
resistance phones.
1 pr.
S.G. Brown low resistance
phones.
1 carbon hand microphone.
1 A.C./D.C. power pack to operate on
any- mains supply. Will givesufficient
output for superhet receiver. As de.signed for the MCRS. The KIT FOR
35)- !
(carriage and packing, 3/6).
80 -WATT ROTARY CONVERTERS
A unit designed to operate from a
24 v. battery supply and to provide
230v. 50 c/s single phase A.C. The input
is coupled to unit via leads and plugs
supplied. The output connections are
taken to a 3 -pin socket. and a control
switch is included in the-circuit. Brand
new and unused. Only 60/- (carriage
and packing, 5/-).
SPRAGUE CONDENSERS
The finest tubular aluminium condenser money can buy .01 mfd. 1,000 v.
D.C. working. 4/- dozen. .1 mfd 350 v.
D.C.. working. 5/- dozen. 10 per cent.
discount for gross lots.
Have you had your current issue of
the M.O.S. Newsletter ?
Send 6d.
for copy.
!

!

MAIL ORDER
SUPPLY CO.,
Dept. PW
3 ROBERT ST.
.HAMPSTEAD ROAD LONDON, N.W.1
Callers to 24, New Road, E.1

STEpcey-Green 2760-3906
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A.C./D.C. Circuits -2

Dial Light Arrangements, and

Battery -mains

" Working

are Described This Month

By W. J. DELANEY (G2FMY)

LAST month we discussed the main feàtures of lead with a shunt to control the voltage across them.
the A.C./D.C. type of receiver and ended by It will be obvious that with the first arrangement
emphasising the necessity for remembering interruption caused by a broken filament in either
that the chassis and everything connected to it valve or dial lamps -will break the circuit and the
are live." A point sometimes overlooked in this receiver will cease to function. In the other
connection` is that although a fixed condenser arrangement if either of the lamps blows the valves
may be inserted between the chassis and the actual will still remain alight and the H.T. current will
earth connection the aerial tuning coil is connected to flow through the lamp shunt resistance, permitting
the receiver to continue functioning. In the two
circuits illustrated two lamps have been shown.
4
In some receivers only one is used, whereas in
others there may be up'to four lamps, each one
illuminating a separate part ofthe tuning scale.
It is obvious that switches may be provided so
that any desired lamp may be included in either of
(a)
these circuits, and the switch may be operated
with the wave -change control.
Dial Lamps
Battery -mains Working
Just before the war some receivers were imported
into this country from America which had the then
new low -consumption valves for all -dry battery
Mains
working, but in which provision was made for all mains working also. This meant that there was
no accumulator to worry about, a self-contained
L.T.-H.T. dry battery of only about 90 volts
(b)
being enclosed in the cabinet, and in addition a
Fig. 5.-Skeleton circtìit diagrams showing two main length of mains lead was also fitted so that the
methods of wiring dial lamps in A.C./D.C. receivers. receiver could be plugged into any type of mains
socket and the set would operate without disconthe chassis line, and therefore its other end is " live." necting the batteries. British models were also
Consequently, unless a small fixed condenser is manufactured on similar lines, and in one wellincluded in the aerial lead (between the aerial known British receiver it was unnecessary to operate
terminal (or socket) and thé tuning
circuit) it will be possible to get
HT.4- Line
shock when plugging in the
60001aerial lead if a metal plug is used.
On the mains side we have
already touched upon the mains
L S,
L.S.
Rl
filters which may be fitted, and
O
O
small mica condensers are also
often fitted to by-pass H.F., but
these arrangements are normal
V
filtering schemes and will not be
dealt with here.
Dial Lamps
The next point to receive
attention is the dial lamp circuit.
Zn many A.C./D.C. sets it will be
found that a dial lamp blows the
set refuses to function, whereas
in other receivers of a similar
type the dial lamps can fail and
signals still be received. The
reason is quite simple and is
illustratedin Fig. 5. Here are
the two normal methods cf
wiring, in the first the lamps
being in series with the valve
filaments, and in the second they
are wired in the other mains

7 7

(

P-

MIN

`
H.T.

Batt

Battery
Switch

f

a,

T
Mains

Chassis

T
Fig.

6.-One

'LT Battery.

(HT-) Line

(q)
Mains
Switch

scheme for pfoviding battery or mains working.
,filaments of. VI, V2 and V3 are not in circuit order.
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a switch, the receiver merely being plugged into
the mains and automatically switching over to the,
mains supply when the mains were switched on at
the power point. In the event of a mains failure
the receiver automatically changed hack to the
battery supply.
Although these arrangements sound complicated
they -are really fairly simple and the basic idea is
shown in Fig. 6. Here, for simplicity, only a
3 -valve receiver has been indicated, and the circuit
is in skeleton form. V1, V2 and V3 are the lowconsumption all -dry battery valves, whilst V4 is a
mains type combined half-wave rectifier and output
pentode valve.
It will be seen that the battery valves have their
filaments wired in series and in series with the L.T.
supply, just as in the case of A.C./D.C. valves.
(This means, of course, that instead of a 1.5 volt
battery, a 4.5 volt battery would be required for three
valves, and so on.) The mains valve is provided
with the usual series resistance to control the voltage
across the filament and, if required by the particular
make of valve used, a series resistance on the H.T.
side. The anodes òf both V3 and V4 are joined to
the loudspeaker and the anode of V2 is joined
through the customary coupling 'condenserto both
V3 and V4 control grids. A series resistance is
joined between the normal H.T. positive line and a
tapping-point in the battery -filament line-between
V2 and V3. A switch is sometimes included in
series with the resistance as shown at (B) and
this can be one,pole -of a normal D.P.D.T. mains
switch.
If the mains switch is in the " off " position
and the battery switch set to " on," the L.T.
supply will be completed through the battery,
-

-

-

-

The Desert Air -mail
RADIO OFFICER WOOD, who holds the
P.M.G. Radio Operators Licence No. 5,
tells the story of the pioneer days of the earliest
British overseas air route-the route between
Cairo and Baghdad.
Now B.O.A.C. Regional Signals Officer at
Johannesburg, Mr. Wood has been concerned with
air radio since he joined the R.A.F. as a boy
apprentice in 1918.

Mixed Duties
Radio Officer Wood writes The. Cairo -Basra
-weekly air -mail service was opened in December,
1926, by Imperial Airways. It was the first British
overseas air route and I was proud to be assigned to
it So soon after joining the company.
The aircraft, the old three-engined De Havilland
Hercules, were very reliable and did a grand job,
but their biplane construction still had something
of the " sticks and string " era about it, while the
cruising speed was under 100 m.p.h. Any strong
head wind reduced our speed to that of a motor -car,
and often we saw the Nairn Transport long distance
buses overtaking us, churning' up clouds of dust
below as they went on their journeys between
Baghdad and Damascus:
The aircraft of those days could not fly very high
compared with modern standards and were therefore affected by the hot air currents rising from
the desert, resulting often in bumpy journeys.
:
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the valves will light up and the loudspeaker will
be operated through V3. V4 in this condition has
no effect on the working of the receiver. If, now,
the mains switch is set to "on" (and at the same
time, of course, the battery switch must be set to
" off ") the valve V4 will heat up, but the filament
circuit for V1, V2 and V3 will be open until V4 has
attained its full emission. At this stage normal
H.T. will be fed to the H.T. positive line, and as the
resistance RI is in series with the filaments of
VI and V2 across the H.T. supply, current will flow
and the filaments of VI and V2 will pass current.
V3, however, has no filament supply and so remains
inoperative. When V2 is at working temperature
the signals at its anode are fed to V4 which, being
now, operative, delivers its output to the speaker,
and so the receiver is working with the mains
supply.
The -mains and battery switches are
generally ganged or form a multi -pole unit, and in
the Pilot automatic receiver previously referred to
the battery switches are operated by a standard
type of relay which closes when the output -rectifier
valve attains maximum emission. Failure of the
mains supply or mains valve removes the current
from the relay which springs back to its original
position and thus switches in the battery supplies

-

once more.
The above are the basic details, and there
are, of course, as with most receivers, individual
refinements introduced to provide smoother-supply,
easier manufacturing or servicing facilities, etc.,
-hut -enough has been written to show that the
`-` All -mains " type of- receiver is; after all, only a
simple modification of standard schemes and well
within the capabilities of the average home -

constructor.

Those were the days of open cockpits and the
pilot and myself were exposed to the intense heat,
the rain and the .fumes from the hot engines.
However, our Marconi radio receiver and transmitter, although providing for few of the facilities
known nowadays, were reliable for the type -of
use to which they were put, mainly the passage
of weather and routine messages to and from the
small number of stations in that part of the world.
But besides our wireless operating duties, there
was much else to be done, since we wireless operators
were the only crew carried in addition to the Captain.
We were up at the- crack of dawn or before, to
superintend the freight loading. Then we had to
help to start the engines. Our only uniforms were
white coats, and if the engine hack -fired the coat
changed its colour fór the trip.
In the air, we had to take petrol, oil temperature
and engine revolution readings and switch -over
petrol cocks as ordered by the Captain. We were
also res f onsible for working a " Heath Robinson "
contraption which indicated to the passengers our
position, e.g., " Passing Suez," " Jerusalem,"
" Dead Sea."
A further duty was to hand round tea or coffee
and sandwiches during the flight.
On completion of a round-trip, the Radio Officers
had one day stand-off and reported at the airfield
the next day to service the radio, while the remainder
of -the time before the next flight was spent in
assisting the engineers to make engine changes
or in cleaning plugs. Incidentally, our basic salary
was £3 Is. Id. per week plus 5s. an hour flying pay l
-
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Practical Hints

A Soldering Iron Repair

of soldering irons should last
BITS
a considerable time providing

THAT DODGE OF YOURS

!jj

Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE" most have originated some. little
dodge which would interest other -readers.
Why not pass it on to us í' We pay half -a guinea for every hint published on this
page. Taro that idea of yours to account
by sending it in to us addressed to the
Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George
Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.E.
Pat your name
and address on every item. Pleae note
that every notion sent in must be original.
Mark envelopes ` Practical Hints."
1

normal care is taken to avoid overÉ
heating and to seeing that they are
always properly tinned.
However, after some years of
continual use the craftsman may be
confronted with a very badly pitted
tip, as shown in sketch 1. This is
more likely to occur with the
ordinary icon than with the electric
SPECIAL NOTICE
or gas iron, the heating of which
All hints must be accompanied by the
can be more easily controlled.
coupon cat from page üi of
i
Separate replacement bits can
sometimes be purchased, but atemporary repair can be undertaken quite easily, as
shown in the sketch. An extension bit is cut out of
sheet copper and riveted to the old bit, the latter
being cut down to receive it. A flat is cut out. of the
Small. BA
old bit as shown at 2, and a hole drilled through both
this and the new extension. A small copper pan headed rivet is used to secure the two meeting faces.
LESS

-

The sizes given will in most cases
need modifying according to the
particular iron it is required to
repair.-H. L. G. (Chelmsford).

Handy Trimming Tool
it necessary the other
IFOUND
day to adjust the trimmers of
an American set. Instead of the
usual screw the- trimmers had an
odd shape of nut, so I devised the
following tool :. From the junk box
I got a few large-size banana plugs
and removed the metal part. Next,
I took one of the nuts from the
trimmer and fixed it in a long,
A

/her/can trimmer

This end recessed
ro fit trimmer nut

Copper pan -head

Bad/y pitted rip
Cut

rivet.

New

bit

end cut
from copper

-sheet.

oft here
Cut of and

drilled.

A simple method of making
up a trimming tool for
standard or non-standard
equipment.

threaded rod, and heated it on the fire and burnt
an impression on one end of the tube from the
plug. I then removed the nut and replaced it with
for tinning
a small B.A. nut which had the same thread.
This -shape
Next, on the other end I burnt another impression,
is useful for
then bent the red to form a handle. I repeated this
awkward corners
on various sizes of nuts from trimmers and other
plug tubes and now have a very useful adaptable
New bits for soldering irons are easily made up as servicing aid.-E. G. MATH1.ws (Llandiio).
described in the accompanying paragraph.

/

repaired
iron ready
The

-

-

The finished repair is shown at 3, whilst the extension
piece and rivet are shown at 4. The copper sheet
should be as thick as possible, up to 3/fain. thick, if
aevailable, so as to conduct the heatwell: The exten)ion bit should be nicely filed and tinned in the
Normal manner.
If extra copper sheet is available the shape
shown at 5 is very suitable for awkward corners,
and particularly suitable for radio wiring work.,
Such a conversion or repair will not, of course,
tackle heavy work, as the heat reaching the tip will
be less.
-

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS
TABLES AND FORMULAE
Eighth Edition

by

F. J. CAM

A handbook dealing with methods of calculation, solutions to
workshop problems, and the rules and formulae necessary in
various workshop processes. It contains all the information
a mechanic normally requires.

From all .booksellers, 6/- net,
by post 6/6 from the publisher.

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.2.
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HIS design was originally commenced with
the following points in mind That the
set should give the highest possible quality
available for the cost. It should give a good
account of itself on (1) voice, (2) organ, or (3)
symphony orchestra at good volume, and he capable
of receiving London, North and Midland Regions
and the Third Programme on the medium -wave
band and the Light Programme on the long -wave
band.
It was decided that the A.F. output must be
20-25 watts at least, so that the first thing to
overload would be the loudspeakers and not the
output valves as appears to be normal in many
commerèial radio sets. Under normal power
output it must not be run even near the overload
point. This obviously means a high power consumption compared with the normal conunereial
60-80 watts consumption, but as electricity at a.
" flat rate " of Id. a unit is available, 200-250 watts
was fixed as an approximate load.
:

Distortion
On the R.F. side of set, tuning must not be too
sharp, otherwise there will be excessive high -note
attenuation. This ruled out high -Q circuits
such as used in modern I.F. transformers. These
normally cut off at 4-5 kc/s and although I shall

be immediately told that variable selectivity I.F.s.
are available which can give 15-20 kc/s "-top,"
I still do not feel it is possible to get the same real
quality on -the superhet as on the " straight "
circuit, other objections being excessive hiss and
background noise; and as world-wide coverage
was not desired a straight set was decided upon.
It was required that it should be possible to
3000D
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R.F. Amplifiers and Demodulation
This unit consists of two tuned R.F. stages,
an R.C. R.F. stage, and cathode -follower fed
twin diodes for A.V.C. and demodulation. Coils
used in the set were " salvage " from old -typo
Cossor 3 -valve battery and mains sets. These are
in square aluminium cans, approximately 6in.'
long and 21-ín. square, and contain medium- and

015F

OIpF

C.

sharpen up tuning to some extent if only to reduce
an excessively loud heterodyne whistle. on occasion.
Another requirement was that sufficient gain
should be provided before demodulation, so that a
really large signal would be available at the
detector, i.e., 15-20 volts (To reduce detector
signal
distortion and increase
ratio, also so that
it would provide for the necessarily quite heavy
losses in frequency compensation networks at
input of A.F. amplifier.)
A final point :. Hum level: must be extremely
low, inaudible even in pauses of programme and at
low volume levels, and yet this must not be at the
expense of the low notes.
After consideration of these often conflicting
requirements, the circuit diagram shown was
evolved.
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.A.V.C. immediately reduces this again to approximately the same level as before. If maximum.
gain and selectivity are required together for a
weak station, then A.V.C. can be switched off and
manual control relied on.
Eor those who find it impossible to obtain coils
of the type suggested, alternatives should be easily
found, although it will probably be necessary to
use R.F. transformer coupling. Alternatively,
it is suggested that one aerial and two R.F. transformers of the stripped type now easily available
(in sets of two) be secured, and if the gain as R.F.
transformer is too low (and selectivity correspondingly high) that the primary winding be ignored
and the anode lead taken direct to " grid " end of
coil giving " tuned anode " coupling as against

iogram-1
tructed Straight Receiver, Plus Gramophone
;
Components and Valves.
HAGE

long -wave windings withthree wave -change contacts
brought out at one end. They are well -made
coils with wire leads and usually contain additional
components in the way of screen potentiometers,
coupling condensers, and grid leaks. One aerial
coil and two anode coils are required, and after

stripping out additional components and reaction
windings from the anode coils it is necessary to tapped tuned anode coupling with the original
add an extra primary to the aerial coil. This Cossor coils. The important point with whatever
consists of 150 turns of 32 enamelled wire tapped type is used is that sufficient gain should be
at 50 and 100 turns and wound in the space between obtained. without " knife edge " selectivity some
the long -wave coil (at the
end, pile wound) and the
250mA, Fuse Bulb
H.T. -t
side by side medium -wave
320 V
coil and nearer to the long
5
F
g
wave than to the medium
wave. This primary resonates
H.T.80
°
at 500-800 metres. On each
300 V.
coil the three contact springs
Supplies For
were removed and three
R.F Amp
wires were substituted and
o
taken out of end slots of
63V
can. to wave -change switch
AÇ
mounted above. Other leads
were taken through other
00l?F
end of coil can. except lead
to tuning condenser through
10,000
n
side of coil screen, also lead
to top cap (grid) of valves.
200 V
in
be
seen
the
As will
l2mA.
/frF
circuit diàgram, the long6.3
a
,.t
wave winding is connected
o
Supplies For
between the split halves of
Cathode Follower
the medium -wave winding
Aerial Unit
on each coil, and wave
o
changing is effected by
4 V At
shorting together the ends
Fig. 2.-Power pack
95 Amp. A C
o
and centre tap of the longfor the R.F. section.
wave coil, i.e., three contacts
connected together but not to earth. The three of the most efficient types of iron -core coils, for
switch sections should be on separate discs, well example, should be avoided for this circuit.
separated so that each disc is over a coil. As
regards the anode coils it will be seen that the Third R.F. Stage
lead from the anode goes to the centre tap of long-'
Further gain is provided by the third untamed
wave winding and therefore the anode is " tapped R.F. stage . This uses an EF50 (VR.91) high-gain
down " the coil to the same extent on both V.H.F. pentode with a low value of anode load.
ranges, giving in effect a 2 1 auto -transformer. This stage helps to improve A.V.C. actión on first
It is usual to find that although selectivity with this. and second stages, compensates to some extent
type of circuit is not as high as with H.F. transformer for the normal tendency for tuned stages to be
coupling, gain is usually higher ; so high, indeed, more efficient at the high frequency end of each
with 'R.F. gain control at maximum that self- band ; rpsistance-capacity coupling being naturally
oscillation may occur at lower end of medium -wave more efficient at lower frequencies as the impedance
band. Any tendency to parasitic oscillation is of shunting capacities increases. This helps quite a
greatly reduced by the 100 -ohm grid stoppers in lot with the Third Programme on 583 kc/s,
each R.F. stage and the two 1,000 -ohm anode
Any attempt' to obtain increased gain by using
stoppers in first two stages. The regeneration- a higher anode load than 5,000 ohms will not increase
occurring at full gain is used to increase selectivity stage gain over the whole of M.W. band but may
when necessary. It does not increase the gain, as merely cause increased tendency to self -oscillation
'
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at point of band where maximum gain

is secured. it correct bias, so that if D.C. resistance of R.F.C.:
Theoretical gain with 5,000 ohms load should be ' is not sufficient it must be made up to this value
5 x 6.5 = 32.5 times (gm of EF50. is.6. 3 mA per by means of a resistance by-passed by a .1pF.
volt, neglecting stray capacities). The effect condenser.
of even small stray capacities is seen- when it is
If no VR101 is available a Mullard EBC33 can he
found that the impedance of
is
30,000 ohms
even 1010.1F
at 550 ke/s, 15,900 ohms at
and
ke/s
only 10,600
1,000
ohms at 1.5 Mc/s. Including
Chassis
average stray capacities, an
/O 2 x 9'x 2 4 Deep
V (in Screen)
of
times
10-15,
stage
average
gain should be obtained from
-

this stage.
Screen voltage in first,
second and third stages is
obtained via dropping- resistances and not from potential divider, as this has been
found togive better stability
and smoother A.V:C. action.
The third stage is straight,
i.e., not vari mu, and its
cathode resistance is fixed
at 200 Ohms. The first and
second stages have fixed
cathode resistances of 250
ohms, and a variable 3,000
ohms controlling both first
and second stages and used as manual gain and selectivity control. First and
'second cathodes are separately decoupled with 0.S1iF
condensers. To reduce chance
of modulation hum " the
coupling condensers ere kept
low (50µuF) and leak of third
stage is 250,000 ohms.

e

/n terna/

3 Gang Condenser
Cossor
Anode
Cod

I

Each Section/

V2 (/n

Screen)

KTW62

Cossor
Anode
Coil

Cossor

Aeria/
Coil

AeriaP

And
Earth

Front

Pane/

Sockets

VI (in Screen)

KTW62
Power Pack
To keep stability at a
'11111111
high level and keep hum' as
1I1i111IPu
low as possible, a small
3 Leaf Wave Change' Switch
Tuning
R,F Manua/ Gain
power pack is used to supply
(RF. Gain Control Be/ow)
(Meter Above This)' (Oiocte &as Above This)
R.F. and demodulator section
and cathode follower aerial
Fig. 3. Chassis layout.
unit only. This consists of
an old Philco mains transformer giving' about 325-0-325 volts and uses a used but needs total cathode resistance of 1,150
type 80 rectifier. Smoothing is heavy, three chokes ohms. It has however a lower mutual conductance
in series, two 25H and one 32H, being used with than the VR101. It will be seen that the triode:
two 8µF and one 32,uF electrolytic condensers, an section is used solely as a cathode follower "feeder."
additional 8pF electrolytic by-pass being used in for 'the two diodes, which share the same cathode
tuner unit, the voltage available at set end being return circuit and are thus fed with the R.F. voltages
250 volts at 70MA.
A 250mA fuse bulb is used appearing there. As the working impedance of
direct from rectifier valve to first electrolytic and cathode follower across its output is given by
saves possible need to replace rectifier ancLmaybe 1,000
mains transformer in event of a short or electrolytic gin ohms approximately; if mutual conductance
condenser failure.
is 3mA per volt, then it will be seen that the output
impedance is only 330 ohms. As this is so low
Demodulation and A.V.C.
compared with the normal impedance of a tuned
As large a signal as possible. having now been circuit (which might be 100,000 to 500,000 ohms)
obtained it is applied -to the grid of the double - it will be obvious that much smaller values of diode
diode -triode valve, which has its load in the cathode load can be used than normally employed (actually
circuit. This load consists' of a good 1%1. acid
20,000 ohms) and thus greatly reduce high -note
choke (an old Lewcos is used, although an R.I.. attenuation due to R.F. by-pass condensers and
Varley has been used and works 0.K:): -The valve stray capacities. It will also be -found that 10-15
used is a MHLDG, available. as aVR101:. Thisval re:: volts peak A.F. output can be easily obtained from
needs a total cathode resistance- of 680 ohms to, give the demodulator section-more than sufficient for
'
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leave the movements connected to the same
terminals on the back. Paint out the I:: and R.
yellow letters on the black dial with a little black
enamel or, better still, photographer's " dead black."
Then replace front and see if both needles " zero "
satisfàctorily from the adjusters on the, front.
When O.K. replace screws. I have not found it
metal case (intended,
The A.V.C. diode (left section in diagram) uses necessary to -replace the outer
a by-pass of .02 µF, and D.C. voltage is taken to
;.
A.V.C., line via 1 megohm resistance and 0.25µF
Meter Case
condenser, giving a time constant of .25 sec. This
_is
'(which
does not give response to quick fading
rarely heard on M.W.), but also does not cause
much attenuation of the very low notes modulating
the carrier. A change -over switch is used to connect
A.V.C. line to (1) A.V.C., (2) earth (for manual
control). This is useful for highest possible quality
To Diode
2000011
on strong steady signals and also for " lining up

a normal A.F. amplifier and allowing a large margin
for losses in tone control networks. Judged aurally,
distortion even with large output appears to be far
less than normal diode circuits and about On a par
with that obtained from the infinite impedance
demodulator without the latter's- disadvantage
of not giving A.V.C.

the tuned circuits.

Load Resistance

Demodulation Diode
200 n
Shunt
This is also fed from the cathode circuit ,and has
the same load as A.V.C. diode, i.e.; 20;000 ohms.
Its R.F. by-pass is reduèed to 500µµF only.
I
1
To Moving
Although this may seem large compared to the
Arm Of
normal value of 100-250µµF it must be remembered
30001]
that due to the use of a low diode load of 20,000
Potentiometer
ohms, 500µµF will have the same by-passing effect
Fig. 4. Connections to the tuning meter.
to high' notes as would 20µµF with the normal
load of 500,000 ohms. It is thus possible, by using
low diode loading, greatly to increase R.F. filtering I believe, as a magnetic screen). The meter is
efficiency, thereby redúeing risk of R.F. leaking into mounted upside down compared with its usual
position. Increase of current from nil causes both
the A.F. amplifier.
a dip when the set
The diode return to earth for R.F. and A.F. is needles to swing down, giving'
will
be noted that the
It
station.
a
over
tunedspecial
is
via
a
D.C.
to
and
condenser
via a 0.1µF
effective, does
very
while
meter,
tuning
this
of
a
ohms
use
3,000
point
on
adjustable
to
an
type of meter
of demodulation,
potentiometer with about 15 volts D.C. across (as not in any way affect theinprocess
the A.C./D.C. load ratio,
part of h potential divider from H.T.+ to earth). . and there is no alteration
deep modulation such
on
distortion
heavy
where
causing
to
the
point
is
adjusted
This potentiometer
to the
tile, cathode bias of the triode section of the D.D.T.: as occurs when a " magic eye " is isconnected
still
affected
by
meter
The
diode.
voltage
delay
demodulation
is
no
there
that
so
out
is balanced
occur with the "magic
on the demodulator diode. (The A.V.C. diode is, weak signals, which does not
the
distortion
to avoid
of course, biased to the full extent of the cathode, eye " when (in an effort
bias of the triode section, giving 2-8 volts " delay " mentioned above) it is connected to the delayed
according to the type of D.D.T. used.) The. A.V.C. diode.
It will be seen that a variable shunt of 100-200
tapping point of the potentiometer is decoupled to
and is used to
earth by a 50E,F, 50 volt hlectrolytic condenser, ohms is connected across- theto meter
a
good
value.
readings
meter
the
leakadjust
voltage
of
hum
trace
any
prevents
also
which
The A.F. output from the demodulator diode is
ing through. The special meter used is a Masconi
resistance
" left right " D.F. indicator from the R1155 equip- taken to A.F. amplifier via a 50,000 ohm
an R.F.
forming
- condenser,
500µF
makes
another
different
and
(in
several
are
available
and
ment,
a 0.5 µF condenser through
all equally as good) as ex -government stock at filter, and then through
-capacity coaxial microphone
7s. 6d. to 10s. each. They are beautifully made screened flexible low
plug and socket.
and consist of two 100µA .meters, one zero on cable via a coaxial(To
be continued.)
left and the other zero on the right and- mounted
with needles crossed. The movements were used
individually in the R1155, but for our purpose are
connected as shown in diagram, when D.C. current
of the demodulator diode-which is zero biased,
and therefore affected by signals of every strengthBy F. J. CAMM
flows through both sections of the meter and causes
both needles to '; dip " together, giving a very
816, by post 9feffective tuning meter. For our purpose it is necessary to remove the case, but the outer metal-one
FROM
may be found a very tight fit. It can usually be
gently pushed off when three small screws will be

REFRESHER COURSE IN

MATHEMATICS

found holding on ere glass front. Remove these care.
ftilly and take off front. Now disconnect the internal
shunt and series resistances found inside, but

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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A V.H.F. Adapter
A One -valve Mains Unit for Use on Ranges Below 10 Metres
THIS adapter is a single -valve unit and mains - when used with a triode of the VR135 or CV6 type
operated. As heater and anode -currents are (where anode and grid connections are brought out
quite small,'supplies may be taken from the to two top caps).
receiver with which the adapter is used, provided
If operation on wavelengths is not required
the mains transformer has a 6.3 volt winding. If below 4 or 5 metres, an ordinary triode may be
a 6.3 volt supply is not available a separate small used, the base being mounted towards the tuning
transformer could be used for the heater, the high- condenser.
tension supply being derived from the receiver in
As it is necessary to keep H.F. currents from
each case. With a wholly independent supply the reaching the output, two chokes are used with
unit may be used as a one-valver and it will give by-pass condensers. Oscillation is controlled by
fair volume on headphones.
adjusting the anode voltage by means of the
variable resistance which provides the second panel
S.W. Chokel.Outtputt
control.
The earth connection (if used) is isolated by a
USW Choke l`--T
°(575M-.
o
fixed condenser. This is particularly necessary if
O/~f
_L00005
the unit is used with an A.C./D.C. receiver. If
00005pF 0
o
um NF
phones are used they should be connected between
.00005
the terminal marked " Output " and the terminal
I
F
marked " Earth." High -resistance 'phones (1,000
to 4,Q00 ohms) should be used.
ó
-

\

o
+-

00005

OOO/,uF

N

a-A

OOOQS/rF

2500 on
/PF

25 M(1

'z

/+eate,
Supply

/00000

O/pF

Fig. 1.-Circuit of the Adapter.

H.Tf,

HT-

Constructional Details
The coil, etc., is contained ìn a metal box 54in.
by 4in. by 2in. This is bolted to an ebonite base
Tin. by 8in., to which tags or terminals for H.T.
and other connections can be fixed. Fig. 2 will make
the layout of the parts clear.

The tuning condenser is mounted so that the
rotor spindle is not in contact with the chassis and
an insulated coupler is used between the spindle
and the reduction drive. If very high frequencies
are to be reached, the fixing bolts of each set of
fixed plates should not be close to the chassis.
Washers may be used to hold the condenser back,
or pieces may be cut from the metal upon
which theecondenser is bolted.
Pieces of flex about #in. long are soldered between
the two .00005 ,uF. fixed condensers and valve cap
connectors so that the valve can be removed. In
Fig. 2 the two leads marked " A " each go to the
lower fixed plates of the tuning condenser. The coil
connections, shown in Fig. 4 on the next page,
illustrate this.
All wiring must be secure and long connections
should be _avoided. In several places tags are used
to- anchor junctions in the wiring. Take care to
connect the anode and grid caps correctly ; as the
glass bulb is. clear the electrode connections can be
seen at the top and the pins at the base will come
in the position shown in Fig. 3.
For 5-7 metres a choke consisting. of 30 turns of
32 S.W.G. wire, in six. sections, wound on a glass
tube about -in. in diameter, may be used.

The range from about 5 to 7 metres is very
suitable for the reception of the television sound
broadcasts and is recommended for the initial trial.
Due to the layout and- circuit Used, the unit will
operate efficiently on wavelengths below .5 metres,
as win be described.
A short single -wire aerial is used, and with this
the sound transmission has been received at good
Reception
volume at. a hundred miles range.
naturally depends upon local conditions' as.- local
screening effects may in some cases reduce the
effective range of the transmitter considerably.
However, the cheapness of the unit makes it worth
while where a complete V.H.F.' receiver may not
be justified. A dipole can be connected. to a coupling
turn near the turning coil.
With suitable coils 10. rnetre amateurs in many
parts of the world can be received at good volume, Tuning Coil
After winding the coil as shown in Fig. 4, it is
but 5 metre signals are, of course, only reliable over
soldered directly across the tuning condenser tags.
much shorter distances.
The chassis tapping is taken from the' centre of the
winding. The aerial tapping should be from to 1
The Circuit .
From Fig. 1 it will be seen a single tapped coil turn towards the anode side of yip centre tapping..
tuned by a .00005 ,,iF. butterfly condenser is- used,
By moving the aerial tapping fewards the centre
with a fixed .00005 11F. condenser for reaction of the coil, less damping will be imposed on the
purposes. This gives a very good layout for V.H.F. circuit, but volume will be reduced. The best-
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position depends upon the aerial used and the this can.be done. The H.P. positive lead may be
particular results desired; For local television sound taken to any supply point- in the receiver which
reception the position shown will Usually be offers a suitable voltage (about 100 volts). If
no suitable point can be found then a resistor may
satisfactory.
The 16 S.W.G. wire should be wound round be included in series with this lead and. the
some suitable object and the ends bent out straight. connection taken to the maximum H.T. lino of
The former may then be removed and the coil the receiver.
-

Aerial

00005pF

Neater

To Top Plates
Of Tuning

/

Condenser And

.00005-OF

0
o

Anode Condenser)

To

Self Supporting And
5"
8 Inside Diameter

of
o l

Heater
$

5 Turns /6 S,W.G.

(

O O

Cathode

M.C,

Anode

Grid

VP /35 OR

Bottom, Plates

3.-Base and

Fig.

Of Tuning
Condenser Ana
00005» F Grid
Condenser And
25M0 Leak

CV 6

.

cap details of the VRI35 or
CV6 valvé.

A H.T. battery and accumulator can be used for
battery operation. It will be found that oscillation
can be maintained with only 50 to 60 volts H.T.
'Phones may be used as mentioned.
Fig.. 4.-Details of the coil and method of
If the unit is used with an A.C./D.C. receiver it
connection.
should not be overlooked that the screening box is
pulled out until there is about 1/ 10th in. between connected to the H.T. negative line-and consequently to one mains lead.
turns. The tappings are soldered on.
The coil should not he close to the metal screening
box..It.should also be noted that the L-shaped Coil Details
For I0 metre operation approximately' 9 turns
metal cover, which should eventually be placed
over the box and bolted in position, does not come will be required on the coil, which should be tapped
too near the U.S.W. choke or valvè. If it does, as with the smaller coil.
(Continued at foot of next page.)
oscillation will cease when the cover is fitted

in position.

Notes on Reception
Though the circuit is not
particularly tricky, some care
is necessary if best results
are to be obtained, as with

Heater Leads Under Base

0/

:__

Cathode-__

Earth

Aerial

NotI: NIB

Metal Box.
(Not Earthed)

0/NF

000l,uF

pF

=

all.'-.H.F. apparatus.

Connect up the heater
supply and H.T. negative
lead. A lead from the Output
terminal is taken to the grid
of the first L.F. stage in the
receiver. In some cases, if
pick-up sockets are fitted,
one of these ,may be used.
If L.F. instability arises
(though this is unlikely) the
lead may be taken to the
grid circuit of the next L.F.
stage.
H.T. positive should be
connected to some convenient
point in the receiver. If the
adapter oscillates too violently, as shown by a loud
hissing, the H.T. voltage
should be reduced or the
aerial tapping moved a little
' away from the centre tap
of the coil.
It should be possible to
bring the valve into oscillation by turning the control
on the adapter, but conditions must be adjusted
more or less correctly before

Output
SW Choke

Cathode

.fl
25000

Grid

Anode

II

Tag

00005
/iF
& 25

HT -

'

Tap -

HT+

00005

Mf7

In

Parallel
Heater
Supply
Slider

(Below)

USWr
Choke

Screened_.

--

MB

Lead
Insulated Coup/er
e,.\N`IVVV\Unint

Dial & Reduction\ m9>
iCIWIIIlIm11
Drive

Fig.

70

00005 pF

/00,000 fl
Control

1IIs1W1/lllGmp%
::::.

=rr

60

5Ó

III1111NIIIINIII4i

2.-Wiring plan of

the Adapter.
Note the metal screening box
which houses the coil, valve, condenser, etc.
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Transformer

Preliminary Details of an Indian Invention

K. DANDEKAR, of Standard Radio
Service, Poona, has, according- to a report
in the Radio Times of India, developed
a new type of I.F. transformer and no doubt readers
will welcome a brief description of this, and the
lines on which it works.
The maul feature of these I.F. transformers is
to increase the gain considerably, so much so as"ta
eliminate the need of an I.F. amplifying valve,
and-this is more important and perhaps- difficult
to understand-to accomplish detection (usually
done by the diode section of a double diode triode
valve) without rectification.
It may also be taken for granted that the difference between detection (reference here is to detection
effected by the diode section of the double diode
triode valve) and rectification is fully understood
by readers, though quite often one does come across
these two words being used rather_ loosely, and so
inseparable as .. almost to convey the idea that
rectification is indispensable for detection, which,
however, is not the case.
These transformers are hereafter mentioned as
two-stage first I.F. transformer and two -stage
detector I.F. transformer. The gain of the two
units and the detecting action of the second unit
together completely eliminate the need for an I.F.
amplifier valve and also the second detector.. When
a 50 L6 -GT output valve is used, properly matched
to an efficient speaker (a,norinally good-at present
available-efficient moving coil type permanent
magnet speaker is, good enough) the gain of these
I.F. transformers also eliminates the need for a
low -frequency amplifier" stage which is usually
provided by the triode portion of the double diode
triode valve.
MR. S.

'

Main Details
-Details are given hereunder for the more technically inclined of the readers. Both the I.F.
transformers are housed as usual in one metal
shield, each cylindrical in shape, the minimum
dimensions being glin. diameter and Sin. height.
Both the I.F. transformers have three windings,

Safer Flying

one of which is tapped, thus making seven leads.
The first I.F. transformer is an all air core type
and one section of 'the second I.F. transformer is
iron core type -pulverised iron-but the number.

of turns being many more than usual to make it
almost a low-.frequency choke. Detection is thereby
obtained without rectification, so naturally doing
away with the conventional diode, crystal or oxide
rectifier. Although these are referred to as two I.F.
transformers, electrically they constitute' one I.F.
coil system, since there is no I.F. anplifying valve
between the two-the two being coupled by a network of- mica condensers and tw,o H.F. chokes;
it will be more proper, though, to refer to these as
intermediate frequency chokes. The performance
of the set incorporating these I.F. transformers is
equal to any good make on the market embodying
12A8=GT,-12SK7, 12SQ7, 50L6 -GT and 35Z5 -GT or
similar other types of valves.
3 -valve Superhets
It will at once be noticed, that this opens a
possibility of making three valves all -wave superhets using ] 2A8 -GT, 50L6 -GT and 35Z 5 -GT ; or 6A8 -GT, 6V6 -GT and 5Y3 -GT ; or similar other
selection of valves. Apart from' certain radical
departures in -the I.F. transformer construction
and connections, the circuit requires -no additional
components. The rest, of the circuit is about as
conventional as that of any five -valve set. The
reduction in the number .of valves (I.F. amplifier
valve and double diode triode t'ale), "c+omponents
associated with them, circuit simplicity and saving
in components cost and assembling cost will be
quite considerable.
The author has already wired up On actual model
of this three -valve set embodying these I.F. transformers, and the performance has been checked
side by side with a standard five -valve set and is
not found wanting.
The author shortly hopes to be in a position to
publish without prejudice to interests involved,
the complete diagram with mechanical details,
connections and values of circuit constants.
(Courtesy, Radio Times of India.)

-

`

-

-

-

.

A V.H.F ADAPTER'

radio communication system for
(Cont. from page 291)
y light
Ainexpensive
-aircraft was recently seen at the British
Industries Fair, Olympia, and demonstrated by the
For lower wavelengths less turns can be used, or
manufacturers, E. K. Cole, Ltd., at Southend the diameter of the coil may be reduced. Three
Municipal Aerodrome, to the Press representatives turns of slightly larger diameter may be used for'
N

of the Ministry of Civil Aviation, key men from
flying -clubs, and charter companies and aerodrome
operators. For under £100 an owner -pilot can
equip his aircraft with a light -weight twin -channel
receiver -transmitter with which, at distances up to
rixty miles, he can obtain an accurate bearing to
his base in cloud, or for night flying.
-

reception below 5 metres. The circuit will
oscillate with one single turn,' tapped half way
round, but the limitations of reception upon such
frequencies must be kept in mind as there may be
no stations operating close enough to be received.
An examination of Fig. 2 will show what
components are required.
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Frec uency Mòduated Osci Iatòr
A Unit for Use in Conjunction
in

Our December, 1947 Issue.

with the Home-made Oscillograph Described
By E. D. WARD

HEN the oscillograph, described in the a band width of the fundamental frequency of
December, 1947, issue, was designed, it the oscillator valve V2.
was with the prime object of using it in
conjunction with a frequency modulated oscillator Constructional Details
for lining up superhets.
Commence by making the coils Ll, L2, L3 and L4
This oscillator has been working_ for some time, and wire up VI and V2. When V2 is oscillating V1
and it is very instructive to be able to " see " the must also be in circuit with a bias on the grid equal
I.F. response curves of various receivers.
to half that of the maximum sweep voltage obtained
from the oscillograph. Set the
Variable Frequency frequency of V2 at 4 Mc/s so
e Base Voltage
that when the sweep voltage is
applied to the Miller valve V2
1_
.Y
Receiver
will be swept equally either side
Frequency
Standard

\

Under

Oscillograph

Test

Modulated
Oscillator

of 4 Mc/s.

Signa/

Generator

O

Fig. s.-Block diagram showing
the general layout of the complete assembly.

Audio Output
Varying /F Frequency

NOTES ON COILS USED IN F.M. OSCILLATOR
All coils are wound on one lin. former, starting at
the top with :

The Circuit
The oscillator valve V2 is tuned partly by a

variable pre-set condenser C6 and partly by the
inter -electrode capacity of VI, which utilises the
Miller effect. (The input capacity varying with
the gain of the valve.) The gain depends on the
voltage applied to the grid,
and by varying this the total
tuning capacity is varied, so
we apply the varying voltage
from the sweep of the time
base to the grid of the Miller
I Ri
valve via a 1 megohm variable resistance. Therefore,
VI sweeps the oscillator
valve V2 through a range
of frequencies:
output of the
The
oscillator is fed to the triode
portion of a mixer valve
V
(the original model used a
6PSG, but almost any 6 volt
triode hexode will do). The
hexode portion of the valve
is fed from the attenuator
network of a standard signal
(carrier -wave
g e n er a t o r

L2-26 turns of 22 S.W.G. D.C.C. ;
allow a small space and wind :
L1-16 turns of 22 S.W.G. D.C.C. ;
allow a further small space and wind :
L3 and 4-26 turns of 22 S.W.G. D.C.C.

H7"F

R8

250
RFC

C4

Probe

"
Earth
Plug
Ouput

From

Standara

Signa/

ó
b

Generator

(Carrier
Only)

.

only).
Now suppose you want
to line up a receiver with
465 kc/s I.F 's ; the standard
signal generator is set to the
fundamental frequency of
the oscillator valve (V2); plus
465 kc/s, and at the anode
of the mixer valve will be
found 465 kc/s varying over

I

RlO

T
Time Base Voltage

From C7

On Home Made

(December

Fig.

K

R/2

Oscillograph
1947 Issue)

2.-Theoretical circuit of the oscillator.

I

T

C/

T-
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Valve Mounting e

The valves may be mounted on an open chassis
9in- by 5in- by 21in., and this may then be mounted
on the side of the signal generator, taking heater

and H.T. voltages from a modification therein.
The output from the receiver under test is taken
from any convenient spot (usually the top end of
the volume control) and fed to the amplifier on the
oscillograph, and it will be necessary to cut out the
internal speaker of the set, first loading the output
transformer with a 50 ohm resistance to prevent
damage to the output valve.
The internal speaker should be eut, out because
of the noise this combination makes.
Lin#ig up procedure is exactly the same as for
audibility or output meter, only the I,F. response
curve can be seen on the screen of the C.R.O.

July, 1948

LIST OF COMPONENTS,
R1.2,500 ohms.
R7 .1 megohm.
R2 150 ohms.
R3 450 ohms.
R4 3. megohm.
R5 1 megohm. var.
R6 1 megohm.

Cl 25 pF

C2 50 pF.
C3..0005 pF.C4 .0005 NF.
C5 25 pF.
C6 150 pF.,

R8 30 K ohms.
R9 25 K ohms.
R10 300 ohms.
R11 25 K.'ohms.
R12 40 K ohms.
C7 .25 pF.
C8 150 pF.
C9 .1 pF.
C10 .0025 pF.
C11 .1 pF.

Vi 61(7G.

V2 6C5G.
V3 6P8G.
Ll, 2, 3, 4.

See Notes on p. 293.

Suppressors for Car Ignition Two Million Miniature Valves
Some Hints as to their Efficient Use

THE

G.

news that e G.P.O. isfitting suppressors
to the ignitionth system of itsfi 25,000 vehicles
in the London area, in order to prevent interference
with television sets, is of considerable interest to
motorists, many of whom have fitted them already
to prevent interference to their own car radio sets.
It is one thing, however, to go to the trouble and
expense of fitting suppressors. to obtain improved
reception on one's own car-it is quite another to
do so purely for the benefit of a relatively small
number of television viewers.
It may be, indeed, that some motorists will not
follow the G.P.O.'s example, and will argue that
cars came first and that the manufacturers of
television sets must design their sets so that they
are not affected by cars
There are about a
million cars, goods vehicles and motor cycles in
and
the
London
adjacent ,counties-quite apart
from visiting vehicles-and to equip all these with
suppressors for the benefit of the few would appear
a big task. Television will, of course, spread to
the rest of the country eventually.
Those motorists, however, who wish to eliminate.
the crackle set up in their own car radio sets by
their own ignition systems may well be advised
to fit suppressors, and for these the following
hints,, offered by the Lodge plugs company; will be
useful. The suppressors should be fitted as near
as possible to the actual points where sparking
occurs-i.e., at the distributor end of the lead from
the coil to distributor, and at the sparking plug end
of the plug leads. The suppressors should have a
value of from 5,000 to 15,000 ohms, hut when they
are fitted in both distributor and plug leads the
total value of the distributor suppressor and any
'one .plug suppressor should be kept below about
20,000 ohms. If they are of much higher resistance
than this, the actual power, of the spark may be
reduced, with resultant oiling, of the plugs, but
suppressors of the correct type should have no
adverse /effect on easy starting or general engine
performance.
!

A Mullard Achievement

THE

production of the two -millionth valve at
the Mullard factory at. Gillingham, Kent,
recently, was the subject of a small ceremony which
took place when Mr. Kempson-Jones, heed of the
valve -making department, visited the factory.
brought with him the actual " two millionth " valve, which; he said, " has been
mounted and brought to Gillingham where it will
remain in recognition of the efforts made by
everyone, and as a reminder to all in futùre of the
large output obtained from this' small but efficient
factory."
American Standards

When presenting the valve to 'Mr. S. Bagust,
manager of the factory, Mr. Kempson-Jones said :
" One of the aims when the Gillingham factory
started was to reach production speeds from assembly
groups comparable to those obtained in the United
States on similar types, and I am now pleased to tell
you that this has almost been achieved. .
" You may think, ' Why must we attempt to
obtain U.S.A. speeds ? ' The reason is that we
must export these valves overseas and we have to
compete with valves of American manufacture,
and therefore we must make our valves as cheap as
'
the Americans. .
" As far as Gillingham is concerned, this means,
firstly, we must meet the programme so that we can
make economical use of the factory and also the
equipment and labour at Mitcham.. Secondly, it
is necessary to maintain the present high level of
production per group. Thirdly, to maintain and
improve the quality of the assemblies.
"I hope that all of you will be here -when the
five -millionth assembly is completed."
The Gillingham factory is one of two (the other
is at Hove, Sussex) given over to the manufacture
of miniature and sub -miniature Mullard valve
assemblies.
-
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Underneath the Dipole
Television Pick-ups and Reflections.

SHOULD television have a signature tune, with
appropriate accompanying picture ? The
.short introductory film has been chopped
and changed about as a result of the opinions
expressed in " Viewers' VieWpoint " and " Viewers'
Vote,"%and, at the time of writing, seems as if it is
going to disappear altogether. I hope it isn't. I
agree that the original signature tune film was
inclined to be flickery and variable in quality of
both picture and sound. Nevertheless, I preferred
to carry out final little adjustments of- volume
and 'contrast on this, rather than upon the somewhat harsh lettering of the tuning frame which
precedes the transmissions. The fault of the B.B.C.'s
television signature filin lies not in the shots of the
aerials, nor in the aerial shots, but in the quality
of film transmissions, which still lags behind
live television. When tele -cine has been improved
a little more; the signature film should be restored,
though not necessarily in its original form.

By

" THE SCANNER ",

cinemas reject. This is the kind of material which
" un -sells " television to prospective viewers.
It is a strange and important thing, the first
impact of a television programme upon the wouldbe- purchaser of a television set. The atmosphere
of the radio store or a great exhibition is certainly
not favourable for au initial viewing, but a radio
dealer told me that a trial of a set in the actual
home of a prospective customer almost invariably
led to 'a sale. Much depended upon the type of
programme viewed during the period the set was
on approval," and he told me that if there was a
high proportion -of film being televised, or the
" A.P." boys were trying out any arty -crafty
experiments, then a sale did. not result. Comedy
programmes hold the greatest, appeal for new viewers
and the Saturday night revues have roped in
more television licence holders than anything else.
Everyone-the new viewer and the old one, too,'
is starving for laughs, and the television producers
would do well to increase our comedy ration.
Who will be the Tommy Handley of television ?
There 'are now many comedians (and comediennes),
who are thoroughly at home on television, and we
simply can't see too much of them. Leslie Henson,
Jimmy Edwards, Richard Hearne, Sonnie and Binnie
Hale, Hermione Gingold and_ Claude Hulbert
are just a few of the names that occur to me.
-

Stage Play Relays
The relaying of plays from theatres, such as has
been done. from the Intimate Theatre, Palmer's
Green, suffers from obvious disadvantages. Apart
from the difficulties presented to the technique of
both _producers and engineers, the laughs, coughs
and rustles from the audience tend to distract
However, regular viewers
television viewers.
make allowances for these distractions and derive Long Distance Viewing
Tlie sign of the dipole is no longer an exceptional
considerable enjoyment from such relays. One of
the most successful transmissions from Palmer's sight at distances over fifty miles from the Alexandra
Green was " The Shop at Sly Corner," which kept Palace. I 'am surprised at the large number of
my -family and some friends, at any rate, enthralled television aerials which are to be seen above the
for an hour or so, though I can understand new or houses in towns on the south coast, even in situa ions
viewers getting the wrong idea about where hilly ground lies in the direct line betweeh the
" stray
television if it happened to be their first viewing. receivers and the Alexandra. Palace. At first, one
However; I hope that we shall continue to have the noted such aerials with great interest ; they were
privilege of joining the audience of the very small conspicuous on account of their elaboration and the
Intimate Theatre, which grows in size from a few height of their masts. In the course of time, these
*hundred on ordinary nights up to a comfortable pioneer outposts of television seemed to have
gathered around them a brood of new viewers, not
100,000 on television nights '.
quite so ambitious with their aerial arrays, but who
Unesco
seem, none the less, to be obtaining highly satisI don't think many viewers kept their receivers factory results with the latest sets. One comes
on for " Unesco," the item which followed " The acros§ a perfect little colony of dipoles within a
Shop at Sly Corner." 'My own home audience small yea, and then may travel many miles before
Melted away before the conclusion of the some- discovring, another similar crop. Obviously, the
what pompous introductory speech and I have yet strenuous efforts of the man with the highest aerial
to discover a viewer who survived the latest excur- has proved the possibilities of television at great
sion into documentary television. From the same distances, but it is strange that subsequent aerials
stable as " Searchlight," it carried with it the same in the same neighbourhoods should be so very much
political implications. As an " entertainment " lower and frequently in positions which are obviously
it proved that cinema exhibitors are right in their exposed to motor car ignition and other forms of
contention that audiences will not tolerate this interference. Some of the latest sets have their
kind of stuff unless forced to view it at the point own special circuit arrangements for reducing the
Fortunately, viewers were effect of such interference, but it must still be there,
of the machine gun
able to switch their sets off and escape from all the saine. You really cannot take too much
" Unesco," which developed into a session of long trouble with your aerial unless you're practically
drawn-out documentary films of the very type the on the doorstep of the " A. P."
.

!

!

,:
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Television Tax

Once more the Chancellor of the Exchequer has
piled penalties upon the radio trade in general and
the prospective television viewer in particular.
The vicious increases in purchase tax now makes the
cost of television receivers in Britain considerably
higher than they are in the United States, where the
television craze is just " catching on.', Will Britain
maintain- her lead in television. ? I think not.
The purchase tax will play its part in retarding
development and progress here, while in America
the competitive efforts of hundreds of television
stations and programme sponsors will accelerate
the pace. Enterprise and initiative in Britain are
discouraged by the practical restrictions imposed

July, 1948

in each succeeding budget, and the rhetorical
exhortations of the politicians are now exposed in
all their hollowness. Perhaps some day we shall
cease to be guinea pigs for past students of the
London School of Economics and other seats of
learning, and gain once snore the respect of the
world for our commercial and scientific predominance. But, for the time being, things gradually
come to a. standstill in the radio trade and every
other so-called " luxury " industry, with axes,
taxes, controls, snoopers, quotas, licences, levies and
red tape. It is impossible to comment upon the
present trend of the trade without getting hot under
the collar
The radio trade in England, in the
beginning, was built up by amateurs. Now it is
being ruined by another kind of amateur
!

!

.

Trace Notes

CLIX PRODUCTS
THE sales of Clix radio and television components manufactured

and hitherto marketed by British Mechanical Productions,
are now handled by the General Accessories Co.. LW., of
The General Accessories Co.,
Ltd., are the wholly owned subsidiary of British
Mechanical
Productions. Ltd., and are their selling organisation through
whom all Clix products, in future, will be marketed.
21, Bruton Street, London, W.1.

BRIMAR VALVE MANUAL
THE new Brimar Valve Manual is now available in sufficient
.quantities to meet all demands. The manual includes
details of nearly two hundred types of valves listed in numerical
order throughout, and covering 139 pages.
Characteristic curves and operating data for the modern
types are given, including details, of the (octal and miniature
all glass' ranges.
The circuit section contains diagrams of several amplifiers
with outputs of 5-75 watts, whilst the manual concludes -with a
selection of formula used in radio engineering, together with
some useful alines and a valve equivalent. list.
Owing to production costs to -day, a charge of 2s. 6d. is made.
-

This illustration gives an idea of the new lines, of the

latest G.E.C. portable.

NEW G.E.C. PORTABLE

THE new G.E.C. portable will appeal to all those who are
-looking for an elegant and really portable set with long,
battery life and exceptional performance. Its dimensions are,
height, 121in.; width, 131M. depth, lin.; and its weight_ is
131b.

The revolutionary design of handle and cabinet, which are
streamlined in mottled green plastic, snakes the set pleasing in
appearance and easy to carry. A large tuning dial lies below
the handle, and three milled -edge controls for tuning, volume and
waveband selection are conveniently recessed above the
loudspeaker louvres.
All -glass miniature valves are used in the four -valve superhet
circuit, and waveband ranges of 200-550anetres and 1,000-2;000
metres are provided. The separate H.T. and L.T. batteries
have a working life of over 250 hours, the 90-volt H.T. battery
being the new compact G.E.C. " layer " type, and the L.T.
battery of exceptionally high capacity. The performance of the
set with its internal frame aerial is equal to that of the average
table receiver using an outside aerial.

-

6

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, LTD.
THE Milliard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., have changed their
name, and are now known as Mullard Electronic Products

The new Brimar Valve Manual and a specimen page.
a

Ltd.
This change of name has been made necessary by the
of the company's activities from that of the purely " expansion_
wireless"
field into other branches of electronics-particularly those with
applications in industry, science and communications.
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CLYDESDALE
The Radioman's Shop
For Bargains in ex -Services Electronic Equipment
BRAND NEW, in maker's sealed wrapper.
EX-U.S.A.A.F. JEFFERSON -TRAVIS,
SYNCHRONOUS VIBRAPACK U.F.1.
12 volts
Complete and self-contained vibrator Power unit for
smoothed,
input, outputs 150-120 volts 30-50 mA. choke/capacity
lead fitted with
L.T. and Bias, plus 49 feet screened input Tin,
x 4iin.x6in.,
crocodile clips, with circuit in metal case
-

finish black.
CL

/a

'PRICE ONLYS ' J'J each. Post Paid.
BRAND NEW, in maker's sealed cartons.
EX. U.S.A.A.F.
MALLORY SYNCHRONOUS VIBRAPACK
mA. Complete unit .
Input 12 volts.* Outputs 150-120 v., 30-50 Dimensions
Silo. x
totally enclosed and fully screened.
2ün. x 61n.
each. Post Paid.
I
C PRÌCEONLYS
BRAND NEW, in maker's cartons.
R.F. UNIT, TYPE 26,
for 50-65 me/s, condenser tuning. Makes an ideal 5- and 6 -metre
convertor. Act now, only a few available.
CLYDESDALE'S OK
Post Paid.
each.
PRICE ONLY sJI
R.F. UNIT, TYPE 27,
for 65-65 me/s., condensers tuning. With mods. makes a 5- and
6 -metre converter. Used, good condition.
CLYDESDALE'S
251 each. Post Paid.
PRICE ONLY
R.F. UNIT, TYPO 24. 26-30 mcis. with switched position
tuning.
BRAND NEW, in maker's cartons.
CLYDESDALE'S
Post 'Paid.
each.
ONLYS
Used, good condition.
CLYDESDALE'S
Post Paid.
each.
2J
ONLYS
111

2in

-

-

-

'9Is

-

Send now for new illustrated lists; please print name and address

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY CO., LTD.
.

BRIDGE STREET, GLASGOW, C5.' 'Phone: South 2706e
Visit our branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland

2,

FOR THE
RADIO SERVICE
MAN, DEALER

AND

OWNER

learns radio
The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Radio Coursehe
earns his
thoroughly, completely, practically. When
merely
content
not
are
diplomahe will KNOW radio. We

You won't miss
your next
'APPOINTMENT
WITH FEAR'
if you rely on

-how our
to teach the principles of radio, we want to every
-day,
practical,
students how to apply that training in to
be successful!
radio service work. We train them
stating your requireWrite to the I.C.S. Advisory Dept., no
obligation
ments. It places you under

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 94, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2

---

Please send me your free booklet describing I.C.S. instruction
in the subject marked X.
Elementary Electronics
Complete Radio Engineering
Elementary Radar
Radio Service Engineers
Short-wave

Advanced
Radio Service.and Sales
Radio
Elementary Radio
If you wish to pass a Radio examination, indicate it below.
British Institute of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
R.A.F. Wireless Operator and Mechanic
Examination students are ebached until successful
-

Name

Address

Age
(USE

BLOCK

EDX IOB

LETTERS)
ISSUED BY-

-

LTD
THE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAÇE -CO.
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TUNING UNITS, COILS. The " ROco "
tuning assembly, complete wired all
wavefor use with 6K8G and 61(7G valves,
complete with dial. I.F.s, etc., factory
The " WEYaligned and. tested, £5.
MOUTH " all -wave coil pack, comprising chassis with all coils, padders, etc.
3616. MIL wave T.R.F. coils with reaction,
pair 7/6, Ditto coils, with adjustable iron
cores, for highest gain, no reaction, pair
Weymouth " midget Iron-cored
40'6
LF. trans.. 18;9 Standard iron -cored
LF.s. 15 - pair. 2 meg. I.F.s, 21- each.
TEST PRODS. A pair of polished ebonite
prods, metal tipped, 5in, long. on flexible
leads. 13in. fitted plugs, pair. 4,-.
AMPLIFIER CASES. Undrilled chassis,
171iu a 81in. x 2/in., with perforated detachable covers, 30,-.
CONDENSERS. 8 mfd., 500-v., 4!- ; 20x20
mfd., 150 v., 5'- ; 8 mfd., 75 v., 1/- ; 4 mid.,

Telephone

25 mfd., 25 v.. 2;- ; 2 mfd., 1,Ní1
4 mfd., 100 v., 9(1. ; 0.1 mfd., 8/0.01 mfd., 81 doz. ; 2 -gang .0005 mfd.,
.0001 .mfd., 6.-; -split stator, .00017

3'-;

11-;

;

mfd., 6'-.

LEE GREEN 0309.

roue.. HOI%/E
COAiS11-RUCII'OIFà

:

-

v.. 9d.

doz.

:

7-

CASH WITH ORDER. NO We'specialise in supplying complete kits
C.O.D.
and individual component parts for all
EX -GOVT. (AS NEW) ALTERNA- circuits described in this journal.
TORS, 2301250 volts D.C. input 230 volts
50 cys. I -phase at .65 amps.
Output,
separately excited 24 volts at .4 amps PETO SCOTT. All 'Dry Portable 4 -valve
2 -waveband superhet in neat wooden cabinet
£5 each, carriage 716.
finished in leatherette.
size IOin.
EX - NAVAL
(SELF - ENERGISED) x 121in. x 41in. Weight of Overall
receiver completo.
TELEPHONE HANDSETS, 1016 each, with batteries 14Ilh. £20.16.3.
or on H.P.
or complete Telephones Magneto Ringing TERMS Deposit £4.3.3 and 12 monthly
payments of £1.11.3.
with Neon Light, 351- each, post 216.
VARIAC TRANSFORMERS,
2,000 POCKET VOLTMETER, moving coil,
watts 230 volts input tapped 115 volts ranges 0/15 and 0,250 volts, D.C. (ex Service).
0 to 230 volts output, £51101- each, post 51-. 18'6.
CONTROLLER ELECTRIC PUSH- SPECIAL
21in. dia. SPEAKERS.
BUTTON UNITS, 5 press switches and Speech CoilOFFER.
impedance, 3 ohm. Brand New,
master Dewar switch (complete, brand 17,'6. Also 5in same price.
new), useful for all model work telephone
and remote control, 5/- each, post II-.
II.B,L. 2 -VALVE S.W. KIT. -A simple to
MAINS TRANSFORMER EX -GOVT. build and efficient battery short-wave
covering 12 to 80 metres. Completo
All 50 cycles input. 230 volts input, 500101 receiver,
of cotponents, chassis, valves and full
500 volts, at 250 Mlamps. L.T. 5 v. 3 a., kit
instructions, £3.14.6.
3716 each, carriage 316.
Another 50 volts
at 30 amps.,, output, 751- each, carriage Circuit wiring diagram and component
list for the H.B.L. 1-valve, S.G.3, or SiW2
61-. Another two L.T. windings, 65 volts,
kits, price liat IO amps.,

TERMS

-

v.,

11111.B.1l..

ELECTRICAL STORES;
408,' HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM,
LONDON, S.E.I3.

-

12
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GALPIN'S

-O. GREENLICK, LTD.

-

DIALS-DRIVES. Full vision drive assembly, S.M.L., complete with glass and
escutcheon; 71in. x 41in., 12"6 Square
plane M.L. ditto, 5in. x din 11'6. Dials,
S.M.L., in colours, lin. x 51ín., 216 ; 4in. x
3iln., 2'-. Glass dials. S.M.L., coloured,
Bin. x 6in., 5'-. Epicycle reduction drives.
3/3. String drum drives, with pulley and
spring, 3'-. Horizontal drive as ^mbly,
S.M.L. dial, 12in. x 41ín. 25/-,
SLEEVING. In reels of 35;;40 yds., 1 mill:,
1'6 reel, various colours.
SWITCHES. Yasley-type, 3 pole, 2 way. 2,'
4 pole, 3 way, 3/- ; 4 pole 4 way, 3'6. Midget
rotary switches, 4 pole 3 way, 3/-; 4 pole
2 way. 3'-.
CABINETS. Table model. Walnut veneered, inner dimensions 211in.. x 101in. x
-71in., 85'-; midget, sprayed cream and
green. 13ins x Tin. x din... 35'-.
Ultra midget, 40 ma.. 5.'CHOKES.
midget. 40 ma., 516 ; standard, 100 ma., 8:6.
TRIMMER KITS. In case, 45! -list
215.
contains a host of other interOur
at
esting lines,
Near Wldtechapel Station,
205, Whitechaoel Road, London, E.1.
-

Tel.: Bishonsgafe 5079.

2716 each. Another 23Ó volts,
input 700 volts at 150 Mlamps., 4 v. 2 a., Send 2ld. stamp for our Brochure of Kits,
a., output, 2716 each, carriage 316. sPeto-Scott Receivers, Components. etc.
Another 700101700 volts, 80 mla., 12 y. Also detailsof our Practical How -to -Buildit Books. comolete instructions and designs
a., 4 v. 2 a. output, 301- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS.(new), input for the HOME CONSTRUCTOR.
2001250 volts, 50 cycles, -phase, output
350101350 volts at 180 Mlamps., 4 v. 4 a.
4 v.

I

I

1

C.T. 6.3 v. 4 a., C.T. 5 v. 3 a., 3716 each,
post 116. Ditto 500101500 volts, 150 Mlamps..
4 v, 4 a., C.T. 5 v. 3 a., 4716 each, post 116.
Another capped 6, 12 and 24 volts at 10112
amps., 451- each, post 116.' Auto wound
Voltage Changer Transformers, tapped 0,
110, 200, 220 and 240
451- ; 350 watts, 551-

;

volts, 250 watts,
500 watts, 701-

each, carriage 116. (Please note
formers can be delivered ten

these trans --

HENBEST BROS., ETD.,
26, Green Lanes, London, N.I3
Telephone

:

BOWES PAUK 6289.

LYONS RADIO

days from
3, Goldhawk Road,
receipt of order.)
Shepherd's Bush, W. 12
EX-GOVT. (G.E.C.) ELECTRIC FANS,
12 volts, ACIDC laminated field, complete
Telephone : Shepherds Bush 1729.
with 5in. impellor. New, boxed, 201- each, CRYSTALS. Brand new American, plug-in'
post Il-. Transformer to suit, 230 volts, Size lün: x 31n. "x lin. with lin. pin spacing.
input 12116 volts at 4 amps. output, 3216. 24 various frequencies between 4,035 ke,'s.
-

and 5,955 leis.
each. or 3 for 33'- (post free).
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES, MORSE,11/6
TRAINING SET'S (W.T. Mark
ex -Government (new) slider ' type, 450 III). The ideal morse practise
set. Comohms to carry 0.7 amps., 301- each ; 4,000 prises -2 valve oscillators with 9 -way tone
and switchable
ohms, .25 amps., 35/. each. Worm Wheel control
atmospheric
Control, slider type, 60 ohms to carry 11 simulator. Battery operated, Valves, key
amps., 22/6 each ; 5.7 ohms, 8 amps., and connectors included. In wooden case
with lid.
32/6 each.
Dimmer Resistances Stud
22 6 each (carriage 3/6).
Additional
Switch Arm Type, 2,700 ohms to carry
morse keys with connector, 2/9 each.
.27 amps., 30/- each.
Suitable 'phones, 46 pair.
INDICATOR.
UNIT
BC
-1151-A.
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES of brand new American equipmentA piece
fitted
(slider type), new, ex -Govt., 14 ohms, with 2 electro-magnetically deflected
carry
to 4 amps., graduated; useful as cathode ray tubes, type 5FP7 (41ín. flat
dimmers, etc:, 25/- each
another, '0.4 screens). Includes 2 6116 metal valves,
ohms., carry 25 amps., 25/- each, post 1/6. relays and other components.
Approx.
s
Ex -Govt. Moving -coil Cell Testers, 3-0-3 14in. x 11ín. x lin.
30'- each (carriage 2/6.)
volts (new), 25/- each.
DUAL
PURPOSE
PANEL
CONTROL
EX-GOVT. (NEW) MAINS TRANS- (A.C.!D.C., Type 7). A heavily -built unit in
FORMERS, 2001250 volts, 50 cycles, - .metal case size IRin. x Bin. x 20in., deep fitted
phase input, 52510/525 volts, 150 Mlamps., with 0,'100v. rectifier type A.Ç. moving coil
6.3 volts, 5 amps. 5 volts 3 amps. output meter Din. dia.). 0/40v. moving coil voltmeter (tin. dia.), 80v. A.C. carbon pile
standard racing, 35/- each, post 21-. Mains regulator.
24v. carbon pile
(20%40 amps.),
Smoothing Chokes, 10 Hy, 150 Mlamps., accumulator cut-out, R.F.reg.
suppressor 5 inf.
each.

NEW GX.12
CRYSTAL PICK-UP
with permanent sapphire stylus

.

-

-was fully

described

in

The

Wireless

World's recent article " Crystal Pick-ups
-Basis of Design for Fidelity Reproduction..

1

This remarkable pick-up, which represents
the ultimate in high-fidelity reproduction,
is now available in. limited quantities
through your radio dealer, price 1041i nth P.T.
-

-

;

1

FREE ILLUSTRATED
FOLDER describing this new pick-up may be obtained by returning the
coupon below.

r

TO COSMOCORD

LTD,

ENFIELD, MIDDX

I

Please send folder of ACOS Pick-ups.
1

NAME

ADDRESS
I

P.w.

I

180 ohms D.C. Res., 8/6,

ditto.

block condenser, 8 Slydock fuses, etc. New
and unused, in special transit cases.
35/- each (carriage 6/-).
WAVEMETERS, Type W1239 (Ex-R.A.F.)
Frequency range 39-51 mers;. For A.C.
mains (200-250v.).` Rectifier type, employing
4 valves (VR92, 6J5, VI103, 6X5).
Built to
lab. standards. .In copper -lined boxes.
15ín. x loin. x gin. As new. Complete ready
to switch on. Supplied in special transit
cases.
£3-19-6 (carriage 5/6).
POWER UNITS, Type 228. Dual outputs
each.
of 350v. (stabilised) and 4000v. Input 80v.
cps. Fitted with valves, type 5U40.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, as new, 1,000
and 6v60. Other components include
input 230 volts, 50 cycles output, 12 volts, VU120
Slydock fuses. chokes, 2 .02/61000v. conat 84 amps., A.R.P. shelter transformers, 3densers.
New, Supplied in. special transit
251- each, post 21-.
cases.
35.'- each (carriage 5/-).
100 Mlamps.,

post 9d. All the above can be
offered in large quantities. Please write for
special quotation.
EX-R.A-F. MICROPHONE TESTERS
(new). These consist of a Ferranti 0 to 450
Mlamp., 21in. scale meter shunted to I
mIA., incorporated Westinghouse Rectifier;
the whole encased in polished teak case,
calibrated at present 0 to 10 volts, 32/6

'516 each,
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Programme Pointers
This Month, Our Correspondent, MAURICE
a

REEVE, Discusses

the

Question of

National Concert Hall

ONE of the saddest, most evocative and most
bewildering sights to be seen in war -scarred
London to -day is that of poor, blitzed,
burnt out Queen's Hall. I passed by it the other
day, and I couldn't help but wander up and down
Riding House Street into Great Portland Street and
back into Regent Street, meditating, reminisèing,
and casting my mind and heart back over years of
unforgettable memories. Door No. 8 in Riding
House Street, Orchestra entrance in Gt. Portland
Street ; how many times had thousands of us
stood outside there to hear the greatness of
" London music's golden
era
Padrewski,
Bosini, Rosenthal, Chaliapin, Kreisler, Nikisch.
Did it not give us riches such as no other London
concert hall could match ? (Wigmore, originally
Bechstein, perfect and also redolent, but too small
for the epicurean feasts of Langharn Place.) Could
the vast spaces and echoes of good Prince Albert's
memorial ever hope to vie with it in that intangible
quality of atmosphere and mystique which were so
part and parcel of Queen's ? Wasn't it, also, the
birthplace and cradle, nursery, school and realisation
of the " Proms," when Proms were Proms, banquets
but not orgies, where enough was as good as a
feast, and where student and pedagogue rubbed
shoulders with, I venture to say, greater camaraderie than they do to -day ? In brief, wasn't Queen's
Hall perfect of its kind ? Acoustics, size, situation.
And there it :is to -day, six years after its rape, still
an empty, burnt -out shell, whilst London music
screams out for its replacement,
I do not pretend to know the whys and the
wherefores of this tragic cum comic situation.
I believe it is Crown property,\and I have heard
that ten times the rent is now required for the
site. Why, I don't know, when the rental of the
Oval, Duchy of Cornwall land, remains much as
it ever was. Meanwhile, a few bricks are bought
and a few programmes are sold annually for the
" Henry Wood Memorial Hall Fund," a scheme
which, on present lines, cannot hope to bear fruit.
except in the lives of the youngest of us, and- whose
projected site in Marylebone Road is likely to
be as detrimental to its welfare as the original site
in South Kensington would unquestionably have
been to the National Theatre.
The lamentable sight of this beautiful ruin
which has, for six years, been so melancholy
to music lovers, together withthe Chancellor
of the Exchequer's recent statement on behalf
of the Govermnent regarding a National Theatre,
raises the question of the practibility, possibility
and desirability of a National Concert Hall.
The problem is a big one, and, in many ways,
bigger than that of the theatre.

"-

quite a remarkable degree of disapproving}unanimity,
at least as far as the financing of it was concerned.
The concensus of opinion was verjr much against the
Exchequer-in other words, the taxpayer anywhere
and everywhere between John o' Groats and Land's
End-standing the racket for something the patrons
of which would overwhelmingly consist of
Londoners. With no little justice was it also pointed
out that, in common fairness, similar theatres
should be provided, as well, in the larger provincial
centres, Scotland and Wales. And again, .by way
of a third cold douche on the proposals, it was
argued that national funds should not be used for
something that only interests a very very small
percentage of the taxpayers.
Now, I seem to remember no less a person than
Mr. Ernest Newman emphasising the latter póint
when he opposed similar -proposals some years ago
regarding opera. If there is any weight in the
arguments concerning a National Theatre, they
would probably carry still heavier guns if directed
against the concert hall project, as probably an
even smaller percentage of the population would
be concerned.
In using the term " concert hall," I obviously
infer a centre of music wherein everything from an
opera to a piano solo could be adequately presented.
Opera Only ?
What is there in the whole realm of music,
other than opera, that could be profitably performed in such a metropolis of the art that cannot
be heard every week of the Year in existing halls
as run under private enterprise ? Certainly no
such " alibi " as Shakespeare exists for bringing
the idea to fruition. Whilst knowing little of
what would comprise the repertoire at the National
Theatre, other than Shakespeare, the mind certainly
reels at the very idea of finding the Tchaikowsky
or Rachmaninov concertos popping their heads
up for performance at the national music centre
Perhaps it could become the home of the Promenade Coficerts, an insitution if ever there was
!

one.

Regarding the arguments against making the
majority pay for what only the minority is interested
in, I am not so sure this is as fool proof as it may
seem at first hearing. I suppose we all belong to
a minority of one sort or another. Some of us don't
believe in battleships or bombers, whilst others
wouldn't give a snap of the finger for all the food
subsidies in the land. Many think all art a result
of a wasted youth just as much as accomplishments
at bridge or cricket are. But the nation as a
whole might be not unsuitably defined as an
amalgam of minorities, each for all and all for each.
A nation without its artistic blood coursing through
Mixed Reception .
its veins, freely and unfettered, would be a poor
The announcement concerning the National ono. indeed. Thank heaven England has never
Theatre wa,s received by the London Press with been. such a one.
.

-
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vast sums on a palace inspired by people from all the corners of the earth.
Inasmuch as native. drama, -even the classics on
their own, is more than sufficient to keep a national
theatre fully. occupied the whole year round,
native music is as a mouse to a lion by comparison.
I'm afraid the concert hall `doesn't seem a practical
proposition, short of a school of native opera,
though it does seem little short of grotesque that a
million pounds of public money can be offered to
add one more of a thing of which we already have
thirty or forty in London alone, whereas it is seemingly impracticable where there are but two of their
kind, neither of which are in any way suitable for
the main problem. But, regret it as we may, the
very nature of music compared to the drama, other
than opera, which makes its multiple and simultaneous presentation in excellent quality so easy
and successful, does make the question entirely
different from that of the national theatre.
A Practical Proposition
The extinction of the aristocratic millionaire
Music is so tremendously, so unalterably cosmo- class was certainly the worst possible thing for
politan. Its writing and its performance are alike music.
is not enough to spend

of music for the mete performance of what already
exists. The schools and' academies are an even
greater priority, and the homes of the people and
their cultural and artistic environment yet more
still. We shall be judged by our ability to continue
producing great creative and executive artists,
and both the National Theatre and the National
Concert Hall should it ever materialise, will probably
stand or fall on its stimulating effect, or otherwise,
on our artistic impulses as a nation rather than on
their ability to produce works of drama and
music better than neighbouring theatres and concert
halls can. Were we to look clown on either from
above after a hundred years of functioning, only
to see them producing what exists to -day, then I
would indeed say they had failed in their chief
purpose.

'

-

News from the Clubs
READING AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
The Secretary will be plea ed to receive offers of lectures
President : Dr. Lemon (0301.).
front firms intere.ieul, for next winter session.
Hon. Sec. : Mi. L. Watts ((:6A1"O), 817 Oxford Road, heading,
The society is always on the look -out for new members, and
Berks:
a hearty welcome is always there. Further details can be
first annual general meeting of the above society, under obtained from the Secretary. The subscription is 5s. a year;"
THEthe new rules formulated. last. autumn,
was held on April 2s. (id.. for Junior members..
The annual election of officers took place, the only changes
being for the position of secretary and treasurer, who slid not THE WEST MIDDLESEX AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
stand for re-election.,
Hon. Sec.: C. Alabaster. 34, Lothian'Avenue. Rayes, Middlesex.
After the elections, Dr. Lemon gave his presidential address
Annual General Meeting of the above club was held on
on the subject of " The Amateur Licence," with emphasis on the THIS
April 14th, -19.48, and new officers and committee were
of
observance or otherwise
the conditions of licence.
appointed. The address of the new Hon Secretary appears
Meetings are held at Palmer Half, West Street,. Reading, at above..
6.:30 p.m. on the second and last Saturday of each month.
Enthusiasts interested in any aspect of radio and electronics
are cordially invited to join-the club caters", for ail tastes.
WIRRALL AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Regular meetings cord inue'to be held from 7.:0 to 10.30 p.m.
Hon. Sec. : B. O'Brien, G 2AMV. 26, Coombe Rd., Irby, Heswall, on the second and fourth Wednesdays of every
month at the
Cheshire.
Labour
Club Rooms, Uxbridge Road,. Southall, Middlesex.
society continues its usual activities as reported last
THIS
month. Prospective members will be welcome and may
obtain full particulars from our hon. secretary, address"above.. THE TELEVISION SOCIETY (MIDLAND CENTRE)
.

television'

broadcastingwill be extended to the Midlands

AS- in the near future, it is essential fer all interested in this
new science to have a common platform for study, discussion
SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : Mr. S. Woodward, 72, Priory Road, Peterborough. and practical construction. The Television Society, which was
society has a membership of 40 and since Christmas has founded in 1927, have, therefore, formed a Midland Centre with

PETERBOROUGH' AND DISTRICT RADIO AND SCIENTIFIC

THErun

headquarters in Birmingham. The inaugural meeting was hehl
in April at the University in Birmingham, and the next meetings
will take place on every first 'Wednesday in the month at 7 p.m.,
and after the summer recess during July and August the new
session will begin with a meeting on September. 15th at 7 p.m.,
the others following on every first Wednesday of each month.
Engineers, electrical contractors, and radio dealers alike will
find it an advantage to become members of the Television Society,
the programme of which caters for the scientist, and engineer,
and also for the television salesman and service man. It is also
intended to arrange a series of introductory lectures on the
Rd.
subject, and all interested are invited to write to the Lecture
"Secretary. Dr. W. Summer, F.C.S.; M.Inst.E.,109, Maryvale Road;
THE RADIO SOCIETY OF HARROW
Hon. Sec. .1. II. Pikett, 93, Whitmore Road, Harrow, Middlesex. Bournville, Birmingham, -30.
T.tORTH('OMl\t; Meetings are: June 15th: Transmitter
1 problems -by G4Ú11, (12fA and 62D1); July. 13th:
DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
J.oudspeaker quality reproduction,- by a representative of LEEK AND S0Clit'fV
was recently formed at Leek, and will
Messrs. Goodmans (Dentous_tratio O.
.
ARADIO
be
known
the " Leek and District Radio Society."
Mr. Pikett is now Hon. Secretary- of the society, Mr..N. J. The secretary is as
-Mr. \1'. L. Woodcraft, of 35, The Crescent,
Hanscomb having moved out of London for business reasons. Leek, Staffs.
It .was formed On April 9th at a meeting called by the new
BURTON ON TRENT AND DISTRICT .RADIO SOCIETY
Secretary, and was attended by about 12, after a roll -call of
Hon. Sec.: E. B. Hardy (63 -BS F.), Hill Cottage, Dunstan, abseynt would-be members, it was announced that 35 will be
Nr. Burton on "Trent.
on the list for the next meeting.
1 EE'I'INGS are held Monthly, usually in the evening on the
The members of the nearby S.O.T. Radio Society welcomes
third Wednesday in the mcnth.at the local -Education this new Radio 'Club, and as soon as it is ready for lectures, etc.,
F1
buildings, Guild Street, Burton.' These meetings -are -advertised it will co-operate in. the exchange of lecturers and ideas, also
in the local press.
hopes that field days can be organised between the two clubs.
weekly lectures- which have been very well attended.
The society now have their own Club House..
At the General 'Meeting- held in April the following officers
were elected :
President; D. .Crisp : vice-president, Mr. Barber; chairman,
R: H. Whitley, vice-chairman, Mr. Smith secretary . S.
Woodward ; treasurer, Mr. Frisby
assistant secretary, Mr.
Moss; assistant: treasurer, Mr. Bennett
technical adviser,
C. J. Berridge, M.1.E.F.. ; commumications adviser, F. Wood.
All future meetings will be held in the Club House, 61, Padholme
.

;

;

;

.

:
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Mal' Value for
Money, !

TWO .AMPLIFIERS
covering all normal
requirements
for the highest quality record reproduction.

CRYSTAL SETS. Thp
New

Lesdix Boudoir
Crystal Set in charming
Bakelite case,
wound
coil, .condenser tuning,

Adopt
"Peter Pan"I
441494t$494)

crystal

detector
terminals, 1716.

'

HEADPHONES. High resistance

headphones for crystal reception, bakelite caps
and case, metal headband and cord, light

weight,

1216.

SPIRAL AERIAL. For indoor use. Single,
30ft., 119 twin, 30ft., 219. Copper aerial
for outdoor use, 50ft., stranded, 7122, 316
;

;

IOOft., 51-.

DYNAMOS.

Special stocktaking bargains,
12 volts 10 amps., 1,400 r.p.m., new condition, 451- ; 30 volts 5 amps., 1,500 r.p.m.,
£5 ; 24 volts 30 amps., £4 ; 50-70 volts
10 amps., £IS.

TELEPHONE,

with excellent performance and quality.
All components available from stock.

full-scale bluepFints and full list
of parts required. 316.
Complete kit, 10 gns., plus P.T. £41101-.
Full illustrated lists (21d. stamp) from
3

THE

TELERADIO

ex P.O.

Hand

combination telephone, bakelite
body, switch in handle, and
cord,
151each, 251pair.
G.P.O. moulded bakelite handcoma sound power type, with
cord and plug, as new, 211each, 401- pair.
TELEPHONES.
Wall type
constructors' parts, ex-G.P.O.,
comprising cabinet 8in. x 6in. x
3in.,
bracket mike, transformer and
condenser, mag. bell, switch -hook and
contacts, hand mag. ringer, P.O. type
receiver terminals and connection diagram,

The latest addition to our range of
first-class KITS.
Attractive A.C./D.C. 3 valve plus
rect. med.11ong wave T.R.F.- receiver

CO.

-

351-

-8

CONCERTO -12 watts
triodes plus rectifier. Separate treble
and bass controls with two steps of
bass boost. £27.10s.

THE

and

THE KI -5 watts-7

valves. Compare
this specification with any other 5 watt amplifier in this price region.
Push-pull with negative feed-back,
distortion less than I per cent. Separate
treble and bass controls.
I7. gns.
Available as a kit, 13 gns. Blueprint
separately, 216.

Both Amplifiers are designed to
take any type of Pick-up, Moving- Coil,
Moving Iron, or Crystal, without
additional pre -Amplifiers or Tone
corrections. Radio input sockets are
provided and tapped output transformer provides 15, 7 and 3 ohm
impedances.
Send stamps for

fully illustrated catalogue
of Amplifiers, Pick-ups and Speakers.

CHARLES AMPLIFIERS

LTD.

le, Palace Gate
Kensington, W.8
(WEStern 3350)

per pair.

157, Fore Street, London, N.18. HAND MAGNETO GENERATORS, VARLEY TRANSFORMERS,
4 and 5 Magnet type, 75 volts A.C., 25 m.a., 90 m.a., 6.3 v., 5 v., ideal 1155 power pack,
perm: steel magnets, wound armature, 31/6 ; 3560-350 v., 80 ma., 4 v. or 6.3 v.,
LASKY'S R-DDIO
gearing in handle, 1216.
28/6 : 120 m.
6.3 v., 32/6 ; 120 m.a., 4-4 v,
windings,
EX. AM. RECEIVER TYPE R.3547. TERMINAL BOXES.
' 425-0-425 v., 120 m:a,,
Highly polished 4 v. -4-a., 64516
Containing in all 23 valves, ceramic bases
v.-4 a.. 5 v.-3 a., 42/6: Convalve holders. 9 EF50. 1 VR55, 1 VR56, black bakelite, 3sin, x 22in. x 24in., with densers, T.C.C.; Drilitic, 500
16x16,8_/- ;
3 VR51, 2 VR116. Also including T.F. strip
in. centre fillet and screwed cover, 2-pole, 16 x 8, 7/6 8 x 8, 5/9. Clips with cans, 8 mf.,
(Receiver unit 153. containing 6 EF50 and 5116 connection studs and nuts, 10150 amps., 3,9 ; 25 mi., 25 v., 2/-,
1
EA50. Hundreds of resistances and wall or ceiling fixing, 216 each, 201 dozen, P.M. SPEAKERS, 5in., 16,6 ; filin., 18/6 :
10,000
condensers. 2 large pot/meters
8in., 20/-. 8.1'. TRANS., 465 kc!s, 12/- pair.
and 103,000 ohms, 11 other pot;meters, new.
MULTI TEST METERS, B.P.L.: 1,000
relays and other components. Size
BOURDON
BOOST
GAUGES.
Plus o.p.v., £7/17/6 ; Pullin series 100, £9710!0 ;
-length, 18ins.: width. 13ins. : depth, lins.
Labgear ranger,

v

:

:

-

:

res, and cap.. £4/12/6.
to minus 7 lbs., for testing ELECTROSTATIC
meter, 0-2,000 v.,
blowers, vacuums, etc., bakelite case, 19/6 ; Pocket meter, 0-15v.,
0-250 v.,
:
luminous dial, new and boxed, 716:' Low- New, boxed valves, 6136. 5/6 ; EF50, 18/9
EF54,
pressure Bourdon gauge, movements com- 6.05, 6X5, 7/6 ; 6S117 and 6AC7, metal, 9/6
6V6.
6
10/6
v.
type,
'
vibrator,. Masteradio
plete and new, 5I-.
15/- : Switches, small Yaxley, 4 p.. 3 w,.
: 3 p, 2 w., 2/3
: 2 P. 2 w.. 1/9 ; }Lockman
DIMMERS.
Panel dimmer 2/9
soldering
guns,
12/6 ; 2 bit type. 18/-.
resistances, 100 ohms, '- amp., New goods. unrepeatable.
Satisfaction
50 ohms, } amp., totally en- guaranteed,
C.W.O., C.O.D.
.Under £2
:
closed for small light controls
Post extra.
:
RELIANCE RADIO SERVICE,
or safety switches on test
137. Lockhurst Lahr, COVENTRY.
Tf circuit, 216.
Phone : 88553.
SWITCHES.
Dewar key panel type,
:
8-pole C.Q. flush fitting, 51-. Yaxley 3 -pole MIDLAND INSTRUMENT Co.
3 -way, 316 ; 8-pole
-way, 316. D.P.C.O.
MICRO SWITCHES, 2/-. ALTItoggle switch, 250 v. I amp., flush panel, BURGESS
METERS, sensitive
K " type, 20!-.
:
31-. S.P.C.O.,"11-. 8 -way Lucas switchbox, MAINS
MOTORS, 200/250 v. A.C.!D,C..
316 ; 6 -way, 31-.
5,000 r.p.m., ball bearing (converted motor
30/-. BOND TESTERS, ohmSEWING MACHINE MOTORS. 1125 generators),
meters 0 to .1 ohms, less battery, 20/-.
h.p., new, 230 v. A,C.ID.C., square con- R.F. Meters, 0-350 m/a, 5/-. TRANSstruction, totally enclosed with pulley belt FORMERS. 230 v., output 50 v. 11 amp.,
:
25/-, carriage 7/6. U.S.A. gunsight teleEA50. 1 EC52, 1 R3, 2 RL37, 1 VR507, 1 CV188. and bracket, £41101-.
scopes, contain 5 high-grade lenses, 15!-.
BRAND NEW, UNUSED. Totally enclosed LIQUID LEVEL INDICATORS. Elec- RELAYS,
1,000 ohm, s.m., 1/-. CLAW movein grey metal cabinet. Size. : length, trical type, less meter, geared float, water- ments, complete,
for 16 m.m. cameras or
18ins. :
width, 81ins ; depth, 7=ins.
projectors,
2/6. OXYGEN flow indicators,
case,
for
reading
tight
on
distant
dial,
316.
Weight : 28 lbs.
.
PLUGS with jacks, 4 -way, 2/6. ENGINE
The complete receiver and cabinet is packed PARCELS. 7 lb, useful oddments for the 116.
DRIVEN
GENERATORS
(D.C. dynamos),
in a carton and wooden crate for safe junk box. All clean, dismantled from Output 12 v. 750 watt, 30/-.
5/-.
carriage, weighing 40 lbs. when packed. Government and other surplus apparatus, ELIMINATORS, 200/250 v. A,C., carriage
output 120 v.
LASKY'S PRICE : 85/-, carriage 57- extra.
30 m!a. D.C., fitted neon stabilizer, etc.,
SEND A ld. STAMP TODAY FOR A COPY 716 post free. -(Not for Overseas buyers.)
paid.
-,post
40/
OF OUR NEW STOCK LIST AND BULLETIN
Also hundreds of other Radio, Electronic
Please include postage for mail orders.
OF OTHER EX. SERVICE BARGAINS.
and Mechanical items, send 2d. with

Weight 45 lbs. approximately.
Totally enclosed in a metal case.
IDEAL FOR TELEVISION CONSTRUCTION
LASKY'S PRICE : 79/6, carriage 5/- extra.
EX A.M. MODULATOR UNIT TYPE 169.
Containing 4 valves : 1 EF50. 1 5U4G, 1
CU85 (special type) and 1 10 cm. klystron
CV67. 3 neon stabilisors and holders,
high voltage oil filled condensers, modulation transformers chokes, metal rectifiers.
Size length, 18ins.: width, Rains. ; depth.
pins. Weight 35 lbs. approximately.
Totally enclosed in a metal, cabinet.
LASKY'S PRICE : 35/-, carriage 5/- extra.
EX A.M. MODULATOR UNIT TYPE
1 51.14G, 2
155A. Containing 9 valves
VU113, 5 CV73, 1 M1141. Relays, chokes,
metal -rectifiers. Inductor condenser unit
type 92 with modulation transformer.
length, 18ín.: width, 8lins.
Size
depth, 71 ins. Weight : 35 lbs. approximately.
Totally enclosed in a metal cabinet.
LASKY'S PRICE : 35/-, carriage 5/- extra.
EX A.M. RECEIVER TYPE R.3170A.
Containing 17 valves 8 EF50, 1 HVR2, 2
:

8 lbs. per sq. inch

.

I

-

LASKY'S RADIO,

370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON,
ELECTRADIX RADIOS
LONDON, W.9. (Opposite Paddington
Hospital).
'Phone : Cunningham 1979. 214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.B
Hours : Mon. to Sat.. 9.30 a.m. to 6.p.m.
Telephone : MACaulay 2159
Thurs., 1 p.m.

s.a.e.

for current lists.
Orders over 30/- post paid. Our C.O.D.
service is cancelled for the time being.
Moorpool Circle, Birmingham, 17
Tel.: H9Rborne 1308 or 2664.
-
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SOUTHERN

DATA SHEETS

H.P. RADIO

SERVICES LTD ,

OFFER

Provide detailed Instructions with Easy to -follow Full-size Constructional Prints
of Tested and Guaranteed, Designs.
THE " CRUISER "
An All -dry High Efficiency 3 -valve T.R.F.
Circuit.
Three Pentodes. Fine range, power and
quality. Low cost. Wide selection of
stations on MIL waves with short aerial.
Specially designed for those wanting a
compact, all-dry, trouble free design for the
home. caravan, camping, yachting. etc.
Data Sheet. ...
...
..
...
2'6
THE " OLD FOLK'S TWO "
An A.C./D.C. 2-Valver Plus-Rect. for those
-who cannot be bothered with tuning. 3
Station Selection by Switch. L'M Waves.
2'9

THE " CUB." A Fine little A.C./D.C' Brand New Ex-R.A.F. R1224a
2-Valver. Plus Rect. M;L Wave receiver.
Powerful, Inexpensive and Simple 'to Battery Communication Receiver.
...
...
Build ...
...
...
2'8 5 Valve Superhet of the Highest Class.
Wavebands : 33-70 metres. 70-150 metres,
THE " CADET " A.C.'D.('. AMPLI- 3150-300
Valves. 2!VP23's, FC2A, HL2,
FIER. A full 3) Watts Output. Vol. and PM2A. metres.
all included. Has R.F. stage. Muir Tone Controls. Good Quality. Ideal for head dials,
two Output Jacks. Air Ministry
grey cabinet, 15ins. long, 10ins. high, gins,
THE "CHALLENGER " PORTABLE. deep. Requires Aerial, 120v. H.T., 2v. L.T..
An amazing A.C.'D.C. Portable. 3 -Valve 9v. GS., and Loudspeaker or 'phones to put
plus Rect. MIL Waves. Power and into immediate operation. All reads clearly
Quality
...
...
...
...
...
2'9 marked.
MANY OTHER DESIGNS for Sets and Designed specially for long distance high
Amplifiers available. Send S.A.E. for quality reception.
latest List and please include stamp with We have such a high opinion of these
order. Prompt Service. Components sup- receivers that we unhesitatingly GUARANplied.
TEE Satisfaction or Money Returned within
7 days.
Price £51105. Carefully packed,
L. ORMOND SPARKS (P), Carriage Paid per Pass. Train. Instant
Delivery.
9, PHOEBETH
ROAD,
BROCKLEY,
S.E.4.
H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD.
(Nearest Station : L adywell, S.R.)
Britain's' Leading Radio Mail Order House
Telephone :
Lee Green 0220
55 County Rd., Walton, Liverpool, 4
Estab. 1935
Tel: Aintree 1445
_

"DORSET" $°Z7gET CIRCUITS
A,C. FIVE. Three wave.
A.C./D.C. FIVE. Three wave.
BATTERY FOUR. 1.4v. Three wave.
BATTERY PORTABLE.

Four Valve medium and long.
Six Valve A.C./D.C. AMPLIFIER

BUILD A "SUPER" SET
Theoretical circuit, under chassis layout,
above chassis layout, heater wiring, group
board assembly and point to point wiring
instructions, also parts list. Can be
made without previous radio experience.
Chassis, coil packs, group boards, I.F.s,
5in. Speakers, in stock.
Theoretical circuit and price list only 21d.
WELDONA RADIO ACCESSORIES, LTD.
38, GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRIGHTON

HIGH

"Q"

IRON CORED
COILS

of- Unsurpassed 'Quality for Dis-

cerning Amateurs
AERIAL, II.F. OR OSCILLATOR,
short, medium or long wave, size of
former lin. x tin.,. 3/9 each.
INPUT FILTER, 465 Kcls., parallel or
series tuned. 36 each.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS, 465 Kc/s..
midget, permeability tuned, size lin.
diam. x lain. high. 9/6. each.
I.P. TRANSFORMERS, standard,
465 lie's., permeability tuned, size
square x 31in. high, 816 each.
All coils fitted with adjustable iron
cores; and supplied with circuit
diagram.
TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D.
on orders over £1.
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
MONOCHORD RADIO
(Established 1919)
17, Streatham Hill, London, S.%V.2
'Phone Tulse Hill 1051.
:

THE RETURN OF POST MAIL
'
ORDER SERVICE"

Derby Street Ormskirk,
Lancs.

New Goods Only-C.O.D. or cash with
order. All orders over 5/- post free.
A few of our lines are listed below,
send 2.'.d. stamp for latest 24-page

catalogue and valve list.
Valves. -All B.V.A. and Tungsram,
including American.
Eddystone short wave gear. S.W.
Manual. 243. Bernards Radio Books.
Mains Transformers. Interleaved
and Impregnated. For 200/250 v. plains,
with 4-v. or 6.3 v. and 5 v. L.T.s, 250 v.
100 mA., 25'- ; 300 v. 100 mA.. 2716;
350 V. 100 mA.. 28/6; 450 v. 200 mA.,
451-.
Smoothing Chokes. 40 mA., 51-,
60 inA., `6/6' 90 mA., 7/-; 100 mA..

-

-

-

13/6: 710 mA., 2216.
Speaker
Transformers. Midget
Power/Pen. 40 mA.. 5/6. 'Std. size
Push-Pull Universal, 00 mA., 7/6;
Duty
P. -P.. 22/6. Extra B.D.
Heavy
100 mA.. 3716.
Mains Dropper Resistors, with feet
and two sliders, .2 amp., 416; -1 amp.,
5/.. Resistors 1w., 6d.' -lw.. 9tL
Load Speakers P.M., 2ün., 27'-: 31in.,
29:6: 5in. 20/6: lin. 23/6: loin.,- 35e-.
With Trans., 8in., 29/6: 10in., 42'6.
eymouth Tuning Coil Pack. -Completely wired. Short, Medium- and
Long Wave Superhet type for 465 Ice/s.
I.F., 36/6. Midget I.F.T.s. 18/9.
Line Cord, 60/70 ohms per foot. .3 amp.
2 -way. 2/3; 3 -way. 2/6. 14/36 flex, 6d.;
23/36, 9d. Sleeving. 3d. yd.
Tuning Condensers. -Midget 2 -gang
0005with 2 -speed drive 16/6. L/Dr.. 11/6.
Undrirkd. Polished Aluminium
Chassis, Sin. deep, 10in. x 6in., loin x.
Sfn., 816; 12in. x 9in., 10/6: 14ín. x 9in.
and 16in. x lin., 11/6; 20in. x Bin:,12/6.
EXCLUSIVELY MAIL ORDER.
.

-

:

-

:

GERrard 6653.

HIGH -FIDELITY

RADIO

CODLPHONE
"',11158,

RADIO'S WIRELESS
BARGAINS
RADIO PUBLICATIONS : RADIO
VALVE MANUAL.
British and
American Alternatives and Equivalents.
3 6. FR Flit ENCl"
MODULATION
MANUAI.. 36. SOUND EQUIPMIENT MANUAL. 2-6. Publications
previously advertised still available.
Full list, 21d. Postage on books, 3d.
A/C MOTORS, 200.!250 volts, one eighth 1}.p. 2,000 r.p.m. Consumption
one-half amp. Ideal for light work.
Brand new, 55/ plus 5/- carriage.
R.A.F. BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS.
Brand new with Sperry gyroscope.
2-28 volt motors. Gearing, counters
and hundreds of other components,
£3, carriage paid.
R.A.F. R;T TESTERS. 2.50016, 700
kc.-s. 45120 metres. two valves. In
metal carrying case with leather
handles, loin. z 10in. x 6in., 20/-, carriage
paid.
TANNOY CARBON MIKE INSERTS,
2 6 each. post 3d.
INSPECTION LAMPS, with cord and
Lucas plug 3'6.
INPUT TRANSFORMERS. 50 1 or
7 : 1 mu metal. 5,6.
DIPOLE AEISIAI.S (folding), H.V.F.,
416.
LiiFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. For use
on wood, metal or plastic. 5.6.
75 PL MIDGET CONDENSERS.
Twin gang, 5;- ; single gang. 2.6, Post
6d.
THROAT MICROPHONES. New with
3ft, lead and plug, 5!-.
THROAT MIKE INSERTS, 16 each.
PERMANENT CRYSTAL DETECTORS 2/6 each. post 4d.
H.T. BATTERIES. 73 v. 1.t. and 90
v.h.t. For M.C.R.1 receivers. 66, post
9d.
WESTECTORS. W.X.6 and W.112.
12- each, post lid. 9-- Per doz.. post BdOIL-FH.LED CONDENSERS. .1 mfd
7.500 v.d.c. and .5 mfd 7,000 v.d.c., 7/6
each, post 9d.
GEARED DIAL DRIVES. 4 1
ratio. 3,6.
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY. LTD.,
46, I.isle Street. London, W,C.2.

-

We welcome

all enthusiasts to our
new premises. We carry stocks of
Partridge and Varley Transformers
.and Chokes, matched output valves,
matched resistors, high quality loudspeakers, P.Us., gramophone motors,
baffles, Bass Reflex cabinets, and all
components for High Fidelity Receivers
and Amplifiers. Complete equipments
are also available. Our price list is
available and we will be glad to send
you a copy on receipt of your address
and 2.'-.d. stamp.
-ROGERS DEVELOPMENT CO,
106, HEATH STREET, HAMPSTEAD,
LONDON, N.W.3.
'

Telephone

:

HAMpstead 6901.

JEFFERSON -TRAVIS VIBRATOR
POWER PACKS
New ex-A.M. smart black crackle case. 41in.
x 7in. x 6in., weight 101b. Input -12 volts
:

D.C. (heavy sheathed cable with crocodile

clips for attachment to accumulator).
Output : Fully smoothed H.T. 150 volts at
Also L. T. and
30 mA. or 120 volts at 50 mA.
grid bias. A bargain at 19'6 each, post and
packing 116 extra.
-

,

FIVE PIN PLUGS AND SOCKETS

(Belling -Lee type). Ex-A.M.. 214 each
complete. Seven pin do., 2/10 each, post
free.

FIVE CORE CABLE

71d. per yard. seven core do., 9d. per yard

PANEL LIGHTS

-

-

M.E.S. fitting. Green, blue or clear, 9d.
each, 7/6 per dozen, all post free.
Send stamp for bargain lists.

A. Mel!IILLAN,

5 Oakl,eld Road, Bristol 8.
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Impressions

®n

the Wax

Review of the Latest Gramophone Records
organists the name of Goss Custard

is a household word.1. As organist of Liverpool

Cathedral he has command of the largest
cathedral organ in thé world. America has what
is the biggest organ in existence, but as it is in
the Convention Hall at Atlantic City, N.Y.,
Liverpool still has the largest instrument in a
building of cathedral status. On this magnificent
instrument, then, Harry Goss -Custard comes back
to records after an interval of some years, with
Walford Davies' well-known tune " Solemn Melody
coupled with the equally famous ' Trumpet
Voluntary."-Columbia DX1477.
Sir Malcolm Sargent conducting, the Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra give 'a fine rendering. of
." Valse Triste " which with " Finlandia " was for
many years almost the only example of Sibelius'
music known well in Britain. It is, of course, a minor
work- compared to the massive things that are the
composer's real masterpieces, but it is extremely
picturesque and its long popularity is fully deserved.
On the reverse side is the; tune known as Air on
the G String," which comes from the third orchestral
suite of the four Bach wrote; whether at Leipzig
or at Cothen seems uncertain. Both of these pieces
are beautifully handled by Sir Malcolm Sargent

The Kingdom " is the equal of the two preceding
oratorios, -- Gerontius " and " The Apostles."
With them it forms a perfect trinity.
-

Light Music
The Queens Hall Light Orchdstra conducted by
Sidney Tor' -li have chosen two pieces from the
Maurice Ostrer picture of " Idol of Paris " for their
latest recording. The two pieces " Illusion " and
" Dedication " are both by, that talented composer
Mischa Spoliansky, who composed the music for
such films as " Sanders of the River," " Wanted
for Murder " and " King Solomon's -Mines." They
are both attractively treated and the composer is
at the piano.-Colionbia DX1458.
` ` Malaguena
piano piece from the suite
"Espagnole"-was composed by Ernest Lecuona,
one of America's foremost writers of Latin-American
music. It is a lively Spanish dance similar in nature
to the fandango,' and on H.M.V. B9637 the melodic
and harmonic pecularities of the traditional music
`
have been successfully, captured by.. George
Melachrino conducting the Melachrino Orchestra.
On the reverse is " Lady of Spain," which has been
presented in a variety of musical settings, and it is
admirably ylayed by the .Melachrino Strings.
on Columbia DX1479.
Ever since Donald Phillips' " Concerto in Jazz "
Another_ record which will receive a ready was first broadcast and recorded by Charles
weleoniè- by music lovers is " The Bartered Bride, Shadwell's orchestra in 1946, the work has steadily
Overture, played by the Sadler's Wells Orchestra grown in public favour. One of the primary disonducted by Lawrence Collingwood on Columbia tinctions of " Concerto in Jazz " is that the young
DX1478. Sadler's Wells has often given us colourful cömposer has evolved a symphonic style embodying
performances of this opera in the course' of it's some of the main characteristics of jazz music. It
admirable- productions' of famous musical stage has now been recorded by the famous Skyrockets
Works in English, and the Sadler's Wells Orchestra Orchestra- specially augmented by. a large string
gives a sparkling performance.
section. A particular point of commendation is
that the piano passages feature the virtuosity of
Vocal
Pat Dod-H.M.V. C3722.
Like most of the songs of Modeste Moussorgsky,
the " Song of the Flea " is strikingly direct and Variety
realistic, with a sardonic twist admirably brought
In " Grandfather's Clock " and " Three Little
out by Oscar Natzka on Columbia DB2363. This Fishes" the musical and comedy talents of the
New Zealand bass has lately distinguished himself highly- original Radio Revellers are showpieced
at, Covent Garden in the part of Sarastro. .Natzka with considerable effect on Columbia FB3394.
has Russian blood in him, and is the first singer from
From jazz rhythms to Latin-American themes,
New Zealand to take a principal role at Covent every kind of music is skilfully executed by Reginald
Garden. On the reverse side of this record-he sings Dixon, versatile organist of Blackpool's Tower
" Oh, Could I But Express in Song." Natzka is Ballroom. Following his delightful samba version
accompanied on the piano in each case by Herbert of " Tiéo Tico," Columbia PB3362, Reginald
Greenslade:
returns to Spanish-American strains with a selection
Listeners to the B.B.C.'s Third Programme and of- well-known tangos which should satisfy the
to " Music in Miniature " know Margaret Ritchie most exacting lover of this graceful dancewell, and discerning critics have praised her Columbia FB3392.
renderings of Schubert especially. The: beautiful
The combined talents of vocalist Carole Carr
clarinet obbligato to :' The Shepherd on the Rock," and arranger Denny Vaughan are displayed
in the
which she sings in German on H.M. V. C3688, is in latest recording by the Geraldo Orchestra. " Where
the. expert hands of Reginald Kell, and Gerald Flamingos Fly," with lyrics added by Jimmy
Moore accompanies on the piano.
Kennedy, is given the polished vocal
orchestral
Isobel Baillie's singing of " The Kingdom-The treatment that is the hallmark of aand
Geraldo perSun Goeth Down, Op. 51," on Columbia DX 1443 formance. Ann Carbutt's " Sometimes.I
of
once more gives us an instance of the flawless tone Spring," already a favourite over the air, isThink
and style which have brought her to the highest trated by Denny Vaughan and sung by orchesCarole
peak of excellence in oratorio. Musically, Elgar's Carr-Parlophone F2290.
`
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THESE ARE IN STOCK
RADIO RECEIVER DESIGN, Volumes 1 and 2
by K. R. Sturley. 28s. each. Postage Sei.
RADIO MAINS SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
by E. M. Squire. 12s. 6d.
Postage 4(1.
KLYSTRONS AND 'MICROWAVE TRIODES
Edit. by Hamilton, Knipp and Kuypers 45s. Postage Od.
MICROWAVE RECEIVERS
Edit. by Van Voorhis. 48s. Postage 9d.
WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL
by W. T. Cocking. 105. ad. Postage 4d.
CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPH IN INDUSTRY
by Mr.. Wilson. 185. Postage 66.
TELEVISION SIMPLY EXPLAINED
by 11. W. Hallows. 9s. 6d. Postage 4d.
THE MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS
by Ralph Stranger. 7s. 6d. Postage 4d.
NEWNES ELECTRICAL POCKET BOOK
7s. 6d. Postage 4d.
RADIO RECEIVER CIRCUITS HANDBOOK
by. E. M. Squire. 6s. Postage 4d.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER REFERENCE BOOK, 1948
By Molloy, Say, Walker. 42s. Postage 9d.
THEORY AND APPLICATION OF MICROWAVES
by 413ronwell and Beam. 36s. Postage. 9d.
RADIO ENGINEERING, Volume I
by E. K. -Sandman. 453. Postage 9d.
THE CATHODE-RAY TUBE HANDBOOK
by S. S. Lewes. Os. Postage 4d.
THE WIRELESS WORLD VALVE DATA
2s. Postage 2d.
We have the finest-stóck -of British and American radio
books. Complete list on application.

01104 1M ATThask

WE

.3

LINE CORD.
apap. 60 ohms per ft., 2 -veal). 1 6 yd. 3 -way,
2'- yd.
TUNING CONDENSERS.-.0005 POLAR MIDGET, 11'6.
.0005 Standard. 5/6.
CONDENSERS. -.002. 276 doz. .006, 3'- doz. .1, .01, 9'- doz.
16 mfd.1500v. canned. 816. 8 mfd/350v. midgets, 3-, 8 mfd, 450v.,
4/-. 4 + 4 block, 3'-.
SPEAKERS. -P.M. (less trans.). Sin., 14'- : ein., 24.'- ; 8in.,
27,'6. Traps. to match. 5/6. Multi Ratio Do.. 7 6.
VOL. CONTROLS.
-All values (Centralab). L'S. 3 6 W,'S, 4' 9.
Postage Extra.
MENT
MENT OF VALVES
VALVES
ALWAYS INSTOCK.
Kingston 8353
LET US HAVE
YOUR ENQUIRIES. 29, Castle Street. Kingston -on -Thames,
Surrey.
:

-

MATTRADIO.SE'VI-E:

COVENTRY RADIO
COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE 1925.
mains transformers, primaries. All 0-200, 220;.
240 volt 50 c/s.
T.710. 350-0-350 volt, 80 m/a ; 6.3v. 3a. ; 5v. 2a,-...26/9.
T.718. Ditto but 100 ns'a
30'T.719. 350-0-350 volt 100 m ra, 4v. 4n.: 4v. :3a
30,' -

" NAPP

-

All above are fully shrouded awl screened.
T.720. 350-0-350 volt 150 in/a ; 6.:1v. 4a. tapped at 4 volt
5v. Sa. tapped at 4 volt
39'6
T.717. 275-0-275 volt 90 mkt
6.3v. :la
:.,v. 'a.
Drop
through chassis type half shrouded
30, PROMPT SEl3VICI-:. 'PHOSIi LUTON 2677

:

;

;

-

COVENTRY RADIO
191,

DUNSTABLE

ROAD,

LUTON, BEDS.

" WESTALITE " METAL
RECTIFIERS
Westinghouse's latest development in
Semi -midget Rectifiers. 60 miA. 250 v.,
Type 47. (list .186), Our Price 7,'6 each..
120 m'A. 250 v., Tyne 46, 12'6 each.
Our 40 v. 2 amp. 230 v. 50e ye. Primary Transformer. .Heavy cast shrouds. fitted terminal
block. high voltage insulation. Perfect for
charging, etc., room on bobbin enables it
it to be easily rewound to any secondary
voch.ltage. (up to 120. watts). Brand new, 16.'L

A

Name
famous
in Radio

UNIVERSITY RADIO LTD.
22 LISLE STREET, LONDON,

W.C.2.

A.

Tel.: GER 4447 and GER 8582.

F.

-

EF53. Brand new in original manufacturer's
cartons. 7'6 each.
S. G. BROWN. high impedance lightweight
headphones, brand new, boxed. 12 6 a pair.
Please add 8d. for post. 21d. stamp for
latest list. Mail Order only.
67, Osnaburgh St., London N. W.1.

BULGIN & CO., LTD.

Bye Pass Road, Barking, Essex
Tel: RlPpleway 3474 (5 linea).

n addition to the usual comprehensive.
selection of Radiogram and Amplifier
equipment, including Motors, Pickups,
Cabinets, Amplifiers, Speakers, etc., are
the following outstanding bargains in
ex-Govt. equipment.
Brand new headphones. 3'3 pair, post free.
Mie. or Speaker unit, 316. post free. S.a.e.
brings full detailed list.

Radio Unlimited.

Carnarvon Road. Leyton.

Caller clients, 272, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E.7. Opp. Princess' Alice.

SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES

MASTER OSCILLATOR BY R.C.A.
Frequency range 1-10 mots. Output sufficient
to drive any P.A. Uses 807 valve in
extremely stable circuit. Very accurate
dial calibrations with unique dial mechanism. Metering of doubler or buffer stages
grid current included. Housed in solid cast
case with shock absorber mountings.
Supplied brand new with accessories and
As from makers.
operating manual.
No C.O.D.
£6 los. Od., carriage, 5'
168-171, Edgware Road, London, W.2.
.

Telephone : PAD 785E

;

-

BULGIN

Test

We buy good modern used equipment of all types for spot cash.

-

-

DUNK & HEALEY

Converters, Recorders,
Equipment,
Amplifiers, Motors, Transformers, etc.
All guaranteed and at very attractive
prices.

16,

confidence.

Full satisfaction assured.

SP'EC'IAL' OFFERS

a

OFFER

A large range of used and new

Order with

RE,DPIIONES.-Wil ead and Jack Plug, 5'- rair (boxed
pairs), 54' doz. pairs.

2

THE MODERN BOOK CO.,
(Dept. P.5), 19-23, Praed Street, London, W.2.
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"TESTGEAR" RESISTORS
ATTENTION,. PLEASE!

Wound on ceramic formers with nickel
chrome wire
-5 WATT WIREWOUND.-50 to 2,500
ohms, 1/6 each. 3,000 to 50.000 ohms now
available at 2'3 each.

A really SOUND Amplifier Case

WATT WEREWOUND.-50 to 2,500
ohms. 2/- each. (All resistors are colour
coded).
TESTGEAR MAINS DROPPERS. -Type
A. Sin. high, liin. dia., 1.000 ohms .2 a.,
600 ohms .3 a.. 419 each. 1.500 ohms .15 a..
5/-. Type B. 31in. high, 11in. dia., with 2
adjustable clips. 1,000 ohms .2 a., Gee ohms
3 a. 750 ohms .3 a., 5'- each. 1,500 ohms
.15 .. 5'6.
ADJUSTABLE 5 WATT WIREWOUND.
-Size, 25in. x Iin 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 ohms
only, 1/9 each.
TESTGEAR I.F. TRANSFORMERS.
An entirely new design developed from
successful type used in Service equipment. Two ,Colour Crackle finish. 15' x 101' 91'
x
Iron cored coils. ceramic trimmers. £3-15-0. Trade enquiries invited, Detailed
Accurately adjusted to 465 kg's. Per
leaflet from
matched pair, 1713
B(i('(' LEITC'H R ADIO Manufacturers,
MORTONS, 13. CAMDEN ROAD,
1AI elv it le Terrace. Edinburgh, 9
.. WALTILAMSTOW, LONDON, E.17.
10

-
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-
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Open to Discussion
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

German Valve Details
am very .pleased to say that my letter
in your May issue has already had a large
response and that I can be of help to so many who
in return are very kind to me. Contrary to
public opinion a Scotsman has even offered to send
me valve data without asking -for something in
return. But, of course, I am also willing to help
SIR,-I

without return offers.
Just a little favour I ask from you Please draw
attention to the fact that ordinary postage to
Germany is 3d., and that books, papers, etc., can
be sent by book post at the rate of a few pence
(I do not know the exact charges).
With the best thanks for your kind attention.:

:

WERNER Ms

%_ss

(Hamburg).

Reducing Phase Shift
was very interested in the article on the
above subject in your November issue last
year and have been trying out the scheme. I used
an old transformer I had tty me and rewound it,
but am doubtful about one point. It was not clear
to me from the article just how the separate
windings (particularly the feed-back winding) should
be arranged on the core, and I should be glad if you
could give me any information on this point.-

SIR,-I

-

R.

STEBBINGS (Harrow).
[The accompanying illustration will no doubt
help to solve the difficulty if studied in conjunction
with Fig. 1 in the article
in question.
Windings
A, B and C are the
-

primary, D,E,F and

Anti -static Aerial
SIR,-The article on an anti -static aerial unit in
the May issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS makes
me want to mention my own arrangement.
My particular district is a hot -bed of interference
on all wavelengths, and after several experiments
to get rid of noise I finally used a 6ft. length of
-

aluminium tube as the aerial with a length _of
television 80 ohm co -ax. as downlead. The curious
part of the system is this-the aerial is vertical and
-the cable inner is connected to the bottom of its
length ; but the cable outer screen is left floating at
both ends, only the inner going to the set aerial
terminal. This completely suppresses all noise,.
Which it doesn't do if the outer screen is earthed.
Perhaps some reader can supply the reason why.
-S. A. KNIGHT (Wellingborough).
Correspondents Wanted

SIR,-May I take this opportunity

of con-

G the Ê

secondary windings. In
Fig. 2 in the article wind F
ing F was used as the c
feed-back section , the G
speaker being connected
across 'D, E and G in

I

n eh

series.-Eu.]

SIR,-I

Amateur Results

-

am 14 years of age and have been a
reader of your excellent magazine for 24- years
now and am very interested in ham radio. My
RX is a 1-v-2 battery set using a 35ft. indoor aerial.
Here are a few_ 'phone stations I have logged
recently on 14 Mc;s.
C7TY, UA1GB,.VO2BP, CN8BV, UA3KAB, VO4Q,
LO2JC, UI2CK, VO6X, CO7VP, VE1AX, VS7PS,
FA362, VE1BH, ZB2A, FT4AI, VE4IF, ZB1AI,
OX3BD, VO2BH, ZC6JL, ZS6JC and nearly
40 Ws.-G. R. KELMAN (Leicester).

gratulating you on the high standard of your

magazine.
Cutting Wanted
I should like to correspond with another amateur SIR,-I have been a regular reader of PRACTICAL
of about my age (I'm almost 17) interested in short
WIRELESS for some years now, and I find that
waves and receiver construction, preferably not too I have some pages missing from the January; 1943,
far from my -home.-P. M. TALL (132, Wilmslow issue, owing to the fact that I built the wartime
Rd., Withington, Manchester, 20).
midget A.C.-D.C. receiver which appeared in that
particular issue. I removed the pages for reference
SIR,-I would be pleased to correspond with any purposes, and now I am demobilised from the
reader interested in wireless, who is between 15 Army I wish to carry out one or two repairs to my
and 16 years old. I would prefer a boy living in receiver and I need the circuit for reference. As
Lancashire. I am not very keen on short-wave.- all back numbers are out of print, I wonder if any
J. CLEMENTS (29, Rickhayes, Wincanton, Somerset). reader can help me with this back number
D. M. SMITH (69, Painswick Road, Cheltenham,

?-

Reader's

Glos.).

Thanks

SIR,-Please allow me to tender my sincere

thanks to all your readers who readily
responded to my letter of -December, 1947, in
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, by giving me information,
circuit diagrams, etc., re connections for set Mk. II
--

B19.

Grateful to friends in Germany and Middle East.
_
-RUFUS ALLEN (Lagos; Nigeria).

Modified R1116
have been following " Open to Discussion " in PRACTICAL WIRELESS for the pest
12 months- for any help in converting the R1116
receiver to L.S.. output. I have the circuit and full
details of components and have converted the set
to- loudspeaker output, but get serious distortion

SIß,-I
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at normal L.S. volume. I have'gdite along experiThe Amateur Spirit
ence as an amateur, but simply cannot find where
must write and thank you for your nourthe trouble is, after trying literally everything. SIR,
tesy inn publishing my letter, and also to thank
Can any reader give me details of successful conversion ?-N. V. FoRTNAM (29, Abbotsford Road, the many readers who came to my assistance.
I had no idea the amateur fraternity was so widei
Goodmayes, Essex.
spread and öf such friendship. I ant unable' to,
devote the time necessary to replying to everyone
individually, but take this opportunity of thanking
Car Radio Problem
everyone whó wrote to me and especially .to those
two occasions having fitted a dropper who sent cuttings, photos, etc. They have been
SIR,-On
resistance in series to enable a 6 v. car radio of the greatest help.- I have- replied direct to
to be used from a 12 v. battery, I find that I get those who enclosed stamped envelopes.-G. BEST
twice the amount of vibrator noise than if used on (Brecon.).
a 6 v. battery, and even worse when tuned to a
signal. Having tried chokes and condensers in
For Dublin Readers
all positions on the feed line, I am still unable to
I take up some of your valuable space
cure the trouble. Í might add that if I tap the SIR,-May
to make an appeal to Dublin S.W.L.s ? Will
12 v: battery at 6 v., and couple it. to the output any of those living in the South City area interested
side of the dropper resistance, the noise reverts in forming a club-with the Object of pooling
to normal. "I would be glad if anyone can suggest information and ideas and the ultimate. object of
the cause of the trouble, as I do not like the practice establishing a club S.W. station -get in touch
of tapping the battery at 6 v. and so put all the with me at the following address by letter ?-KEVIN
load on one half.-J. PERRY (Woking, Surrey). MOLAN, (63, W. Mount Street, Dublin, Eire).

-I

-

-

Television Interference

Ex -Service Equipment
co-operation of readers is

sought in helping others out
wonder if any data is forthcoming THEof difficulties regarding -items -of surplus gear as follows:
M. B. Renville, of Chaplin Road, Wembley, Middx. requires
SIR,-I
regarding the various forms of interference on
details of the 12- and 6 -pin connectors on the fr, t panel
television. I am near an aerodrome and get a
of a Power Supply and L.F. Amplifier ('tit No. i. 'I. i li..lt
M.R. Ser. No. 16994, and the possible output of the vibrator
fluctuating picture when aircraft fly overhead.
section.
I have tried to collect data showing the form the
W. Marshall, of " Avalon," Finglesham Road. Sholden, nr.
distortion, etc., takes when the plane is in various
Deal, Kent, requires details of receiver and power pack
No. Ill Mk. II (3.1-15,5 Mc/s),
positions, but unfortunately cannot see the picture
B.
Blincoe, 11: Adams Road, Compton, Wolverhampton, has
and be out in the garden at the same time. The
a B.50 receiver and is unable to trace what type Of valves
lightning recently also affected the picture, but
it uses.
J. h'. Paine, of 48, Worton Way, Isleworth, Middx, has. a
synchronism was entirely unaffected. Is this due
" V.I. 108," of which he requires data.
to my circuit, or is it usual ? I should be glad
B. Taylor, 10, High Street, Quarry Bank, Brierley Hill, Staffs,
to know whether anyone has yet succeeded in
would like help regarding the 3 -pin socket on a TR/9H
collecting data on the distortion of the received
R.A.F. receiver, and would like td hear from any reader
who has 'succeeded in modifying the timing arrangements.
signal under special conditions, and whether the
"S. Limning, Hall Cottage, Wainfleet, Lines, has receiver 'type
fading caused by aircraft can be overcome.3170A, and would like data which is now no longer available
W. J. Cox (Colindale, N.W:9).
from Ait Ministry.
.

Hi-Fi

Radiogram

been exporimenting for some time
SIR,to_Itryhave
to build a high-fidelity radiogram.
I have tried various circuits published in your

magazine as well as those in other periodicals.
Each has had some merit, but has failed to give
exactly the reaults I' required- 'I wonder if you
could give a design for a set which would meet my
needs-not toe dear, although I am prepared to
spend a fair amount- on it, arid if possible, using
much of the surplus gear, valves, etc., which are
now available.-G. REECE (N.W.5).

E. McMillan, 8, Waldershaw Ròad, Forest Hill, S:E.23, wishes
to convert radar unit At'IAPA-1 into an oscilloscope, but
cannot trace out the circuit. Has anyone a copy of this ?
G. E. Cousins, of 3, New Mouks Cottages, Upper Brighton
Road, Lancing, Sussex, would be grateful to any reader who
could supply information concerning -receiver type 1ì.13e.
G. Fooks, 31, Perry Road, Yeovil, Somerset, has an 81 -B
receiver, and requires details of the circuit 'and plug
connections.
L. N. McCord, of 49, Kangaroo Street, Manly, N.S.W.,
Australia, is unable to obtain in that country details of
receiver R.1116 and amplifier A.1134A. He Would like to
bear frein any readers who possess the receiver, with a vie*
to exchanging performance data, aerials, power pack; etc.
A. Milkam, 18, Cornfield Terrace, St. Leonards-on- Sea. Sussex,:
has receiver 18 Mk. III, but cannot obtain circuit details
of battery connections.
K. Evans, -17, Cambridge Street, Hawthorn -East, E.3, Victoria;
Australia, requires the original circuit of the 31CR.1,
together, with power pack.
G. Ford; of 2, Norrs Road, Stanfields, Tunstall, S -O -T, would
like to get into touch with any amateur who has had any
experience with ex-Service 6AK5, 9001, 9002 and 9003 valves G. Richardson, 36, Renwick Road, Aintree, L'pool, 9, requires._
information on receiver BC.455.B.
J. Baldwin, The Dingle, Habberley Road, Bewdley, Wores,
would like to contact any readers who are interested in
ex -radar equipment and .have a circuit of an indicator
unit No. 96. lief. 100B/198, and oscillator unit type 221,
Ref. 10Vß/0084.
E,Northeott, 60, Harwell Street, Plymouth, Devon, wishes to
add an " R " meter to a receiver, R.107, and would like to
contact any reader who may have carried omit this
modification.
L. H. Stevens, 29, Fron -Terrace; Rhyl Road, Denbigh, N.
Wales, would be grateful for any information concerning the
U.S. Army receiver, BC.455.B.
-

-

-

[it is

difficult to design a receiver which will meet
every need of every individual reader. One will like
more top note response than another, and so on. It
is just the same with the programmes which am
broadcast-it is not possible to please everyone all
the time. However, we think the Hi-F+i, Radiogram.,
the construction of which is'coinrnenced in this issue,
will interest you, as it has a number of separate
adjustments for tone, etc., .Whicli' should enable you
to obtain the response curve you require, and it is
flexible, using a large quantity of ex -service equipment.

-ED.]

-

-
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS
ADVERTISEMENTS

RATES : 31- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2lines. Box No. 6d. extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager,
Practical Wireless."
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
8th SALE.
G

A FREE BOOS
on Morse Code Training

Thera are Candler Morse

Code Courses for
Beginners and

Operators.

R

By Order of the Minister of Supply.
WITHOUT RESERVE

Within

GLOS.
ASIICHURCH,
2 miles of Tewkesbury and 7
Cheltenham). i
Sale by Auction
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Send

of
A large Quantity of GENERAL STORES,
including
RADIO AND ELECTRICAL equipment,
Wireless Receivers. Cables, etc.
SURVEYING EQUIPMENT, Theodolites,
Planimeters, Dumpy Levels, Drawing

:-

for

this

Free

" BOOK OF FACTS"

of

It gives full details concerning all Courses.

THE CANDLER. SYSTEM CO. (5.L.0.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

OLDCHURCH LABORATORIES.-New
Ultra -compact D.C. Testmeter, 2,000 o.p.v.,
ruggedly built in bakelite case only 21 by
41. Volts, 10.100. 1000. Mils, 1. 10,100. Ohms.
5.000. Price, 55/-. Never before a real'
Radioman's Pocket Multimeter at such a
figure. An entirely new product. Our
T.S.73 Conversion Data a great success
at £1, post free. Kit of components to'
complete conversion, £21101-. T.S.74 Conversion Data ready shortly. Another New
Product. Linear Time -base Units, for
providing " X " Sweep on any Tube. Complete'in cabinet, £9. We can undertake
all work connected with C.R. Tube Gear,
of which we have a long experience. We
buy, sell, exchange and repair all types of
Test Equipment. Remember, we are
instrument spedialists. L. P. Dismore,
52c, Oldchurch Rd., Chingford, E.4. 'Phone:
Sil.

4987.

RADIOGRAPHIC, LTD.-3-Piece Valve
Screens, 1/6 ; T1154 Oscillator Panels,
new, 19/6: Rack -mounted Mains Power

Unite, 28/19/8 ; Amplifier Mixer Units.
22f19'6. Ex -Govt. Valves, from 4/- each :
100kc!s Crystals, two types, 15/6 and 19/6.
Igranic Jack Sockets, 1/8 each. S.A.E. for
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS Latest List, Transmitting and Special
Purpose Valves from stock.-RadioKITS of Radio Receivers from £718/0, graphie, Ltd.,
Mail Order Specialists, 66,
4 and 5 valve. All new materials. Table Osborne St., Glasgow, C.1. Tel. : Bell, 3776.
Models, Semi -Midget. Our latest KitWylwyn Star 1918 has connections for d. V. NEWSON,
G3G, 28, Market Place,
Gramophone Pick-up and extensions to
Loudspeaker. A.V.C. 6 hours average time North Walsham, Norfolk, everything for
transmitter,
receiver
and test gear.
for
constructing.
Full
details
and
diagrams
GEORGE HONE
each kit, C.W.O. or C.O.D.-Isherwoods, Stockists of equipment by Eddystone,
SALE DAYS TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, with
House, 81. Plungington Road, Preston, Hamrad, Raymart, Labgear, Wooden, Denco, '
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY. JUNE 15th, Renie
Wearite
and
other
well-known
makers,
16th, 17th, 18th and JUNE 22nd, 23rd, 24th Lancs. Tel, : 3348. Estd. 1936.
and 25th, 1948 at 11 o'clock punctually BARNES Rad-Elec & Wholesale Co., 2,. Rapid postal service. C.W.O. or C.O.D.
each day.
Elmdale
Rd.
(Mount
SPECIAL
THIS
Rd.),
MONTH
!-"
Europa
Penn,
WolverVIEW DAYS : THURSDAY AND FRIDAY. hampton. Forget restrictions and worries Superhet radio chassis, A.C./D.C., M. &",
JUNE 10th and 11th, and MONDAYS. and tour the world with the famous 8 -valve S. Wave. fully wired, aligned and tested.
JUNE 14th anti 21st. From 10 a.m. to R1116 " Double Superbet " all-wave battery brand 4rew, £8151- incl. speaker.
44 p.m., and on Sale Days from 9 a.m. to
receiver
Air tested " by specialists, THE BEST IN KITS !-The " Victory 4 "
10.45 a.m.
order ; 15-2,550 m. 3 -valve plus rect. complete kit, incl. valves,
CATALOGUE
Covering complete sale, new valves, inperfect
7. wavebands ; AVC, BFO speaker and standard cabinet, A.C./D.C.,
price 6d_ (Postal Orders ONLY), may be continuous
(2 v. L.T., 120 v. H.T. works speaker). £10
A.C. only £819;-, or with de luxe
had of the Auctioneers, Bruton, Knowles C.W.O.. free delivery plus 30!- returnable model cabinet.
extra. Or our " Over& Co.. Albion Chambers, Gloucester,' case. Send for Leaflet R.1 and Catalogue seas 5 " 3 -wave 15/=
Assembly, A.C./
(Tel. Gloucester 2267), or of George Hone, 5.S. of service gear arid components. T1115 D.C., £6 ; A.C.,Superhet
26/17/6, incl. valves.
Tewkesbury (Tel. Tewkesbury 2110). transmitter coils (12) in special case, 30/-. Speakers and cabinets
available. Send
NOTE : Applications for catalogues to be
postage now for full specifications and
sent in envelopes marked ASH top left- MLNIATURE and Personal radios. If you P.W.
Bargain List. Selenium rectifiers,
hand corner.
are contemplating building one of these, 4in. x lin., 250 v. 45 m/a, 5/- ; 350 v. 70 in/a,8'6.
ADMISSION WILL BE BY CATALOGUE consult
Meteor Electronics, who have e.
Filament transformers, 6.3 v. 1.5
ONLY.
complete range of coils and kits of comMains tran
ded
for constructing these items. drop thro'/ type, 110-250sm. 275-0-,
75 0-2775 70um/a,
R.S.G.B. TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS ponents
Permeability tuning coming very shortly. 6.3 and 5 v. out., 25/-. Permeability-tuned
The following are of special interest to send
your
name
in
for
details when available I.F. transformers, best quality, 12/6 Pair,
transmitting amateurs and short-wave -Meteor Electronics,
Gloucester Row, midget ditto, 12/6 pair.
enthusiasts.
Weymouth, Dorset.
SPEAKERS.-Best makes only : 5in.,
MICROWAVE TECHNIQUE
16/- ; 60in., 19/-; lin., 21/- ; l0in., ,30/-.
An up-to-date treatise on a subject of vital MORE RADIO Constructors Bargains.
also Hi-Fi 12in. models. Standard output
interest 68 pages, 2/3, post free.
1,224 Battery Communications Receivers, transformers, 6/6, multi -ratio, 9/6.
SERVICE VALVE EQUIVALENTS
10s. Eliminators 'of super quality
GOV. SURPLUS VALVES.-All guaranLists commercial equivalents of many £5
-250 V.A.C. in 120"v. at 50 m/A. Stabilised
6J5, L63, EF50, EBC33, 5/6 : EF39,
hundreds of Service and CV types. 28 pages, 200
output. 35'-. 1,134 Battery Amplifiers at teed
EF3S, EL32, ECH35, EK32, 8/- ,6Kß6K7,
1/- post free.
TU -5B Transmitter Units at 24.'-. 6Q7, 6V6, 6F6, 6J7, 6X5. 5Z4, MU14, 10/- ;
17/6.
THE TRANSMITTING LICENCE
Type 73 Medium Wave Car Radio Type 5134, 6L6. KT66. 11/6 ; matched pairs supHow to obtain an amateur licence. 32 pages, Receivers
at 90/-. 38 Set Walkie Talkies,
Morgan Osborne Q ' Coil Packs,
1/- post free.
all spares, Vibrator Pack, L.F. Arrl_plli- plied.
L., M and S. Superhet, 33/- with. circuit of
RADIO HANDBOOK SUPPLEMENT, with
fier and all Connectors at 90/-. Famous complete
receiver.
Wearite " 3 -wave
4th Edition.
Receivers at Final Reduction to Clear
Packs, L., M and S. or M. 'and 2 S.,
Radio Mathematics, DIP, C.R. Tubes, etc. ABK
-GIFT at 39/6. All Brand New Condition Coil
gramophone position, 42/-.
168 pages. 2/9, post free.
and
Post
Free.
snips.
Hundreds
of
other
GRAMOPHONE
EQUIPMENT.-PickR.S.G.B. BULLETIN
stamp for Bumper May Clearance ups
B.T.H. Magnetic with v/c, 39/8 :
Monthly publication of the R.S.G.B.. 1/6 21d.
Lists to Radio Constructors, 28, Spital New : Rothermel
Crystal Pickup, U48, 37/8 ;
post free. (Free to Members.)
Hill,
Sheffield, 4.
S.H.E.F.L. Moving -coil Pickup with trans..
RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN,
A.C.
200-250 v. Gram. Motors, British
5319.
SPECIAL FREE GIFT OFFER
28, Little Russell Street, London, W.C.1
made, £4/19/6, inc. tax. We specialise in
(see below)
by Mail Order; immediate.
BUILD a really efficient all-dry 3 -valse 18-valve Receivers for valves and salvage INSTRUMENTS
safe despatch ; AVO minor, £4/41-' Uniportable, loin. x 5iin. x 44in. Thoroughly parts, 7 x SP61. 4 x EA50, 2 x RL7, 2 x.P41, versal
88/107- ; Model 7, £19/101- ;
tested and will give outstanding speaker 2 x VU39, PEN.46, £2 each, carriage 10/- Mains Minor,
Valve -tester,
£13 ;
performance anywhere in the country. extra, or less the VU39 and PEN.46, 30'- each, £16110/-. Oscillator,
Pullin 10,000 o.p.v. Multi -meter,
M/L waves. Cheap and easy to construct. plus carriage.
and ohms, 210/10/-. Terms
Comprehensive constructional details, 2/8 Canadian 52 Communication Receivers, 13 A.C.JD.C.
or- C.O.D., postage extra under £5.-Singland Radio, 98, Church St., Blackpool. valves, S. meter, crystal, etc., £12 10s., C.W.O.
Northern Radio Services, 66 & 102, Parkhill
as new.
AMPLIFIER MEASUREMENTS.-We H.R.O. Communication Receivers, prices Road, London, N.W.3. Gulliver 1453.
can put your Amplifier through a series of from £12 10s, each, with valves, switches
BUILD IT YOURSELF.-Black Prince
rigid laboratory tests, including square- and crystal, less coils.
wave testing, distortion contents, transient Indicator Units with VC97 tubes and time Superhet 5 -valve, 3 waveband, A.C. model,
response, intermodulation tests, response base. Various types available from £3, £1010s.. A.C./D.C., £910s. 8ín. Speaker and
Trans., £1 Is. 6d. extra, or Radio Heart
curves, etc., and all 'the usual standard carriage 10!- extra.
data. Results given nymericaliy, graphi- Telescopic Aerial Masts, 34ft.. £2 5s.: supplied only, consisting of complete plans.
cally and photographically. Write for 22ft., 30/- ; 9ft. Dinghy masts, 10/-, carriage Aly. Chassis, Valve Holders, 2 waveband
coil pack, W/C Switch, Dial Drum, Pointer,
test schedules and quotations for Manu- extra.
facturers and Amateurs (Special Amateur Valves of all types available, new or used. Scale. etc.. 2 -gang .0005. 465 kc/s. I.F. coils
Division) to address below.
Sent C.O.D. or quote. For this month only, all mounted in -position, 75/- lot.-Fred's
SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION.-All pair of Balanced Armature -type Head- Radio Cabin, 77; Newington Butts, S.E.11,
types of " difficult " A.F. Amplifiers built phones free with every order for £1 or over. Rodney 2180.
to order. Amplifiers with very low distor- Owing to restricted advertising" space, we
tion contents, frequency range down to can only advertise a small percentage of the R.A.F. Type 1124 Receivers', with 6 valves,
1 c/s. All types of Amplifiers for Special goods we have to offer. It will pay you to 3-I.F. Stages, ideal to convert for Television
application, laboratory demonstration, send S.A.E. for our lists.. We guarantee a base, Sound assured. Components worth
etc. A. E. Cawkell, Electro-Acoustic fair deal or your money back.-H. English, £10, bargain, 35/-. carriage paid. S.A.E.
Engineer, 7, Victory Arcade, The Broadway, The Maltings, Rayleigh Road, Hutton, for lists. J. Rae; 39, Penn Road, WolverSouthall, Middx.
Brentwood, Essex.
hampton.
Boaftis, Stationery, etc.
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, Chemicals,
Glazing Presses, Printing Paper, etc.
PAINT, VARNISH AND ENAMEL.
TBHICLES, comprising 13 Jeeps, 2 Cars,
f3 Trucks, Trailers and Tyres.
RAND TOOLS, etc.
Auctioneers
BRUTON, KNOWLES & CO.,
in conjunction with
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Denco frequency sub -standard harmonic
generators DFS 1A. Gives spot frequencies

every 100 kegs from 200 kc's to 50 mc., mains
operatedcomplete with 6V6, 6K7, 5Z4. 100 and
1,000 kc/s xtals. Brand new 'with maker's
'instructions, £6/6-, carriage paid. BC221AF
frequency meters 125 kc/s to 20 mc.,
amazing accuracy, with xtal. spare set
valves, calibrated charts and 50 p. manual,
in original packing, £15/0/0. carriage paid.
Bendix Radio Compass RX. MN26C, 3 bands
150-325, 325-695, 695-1,500 kc,'s, 2 R.F. stages.
valves 5 x 6I(7, 2 x 6J5, 2 x 6N7, 6B8, 6F6
6L7 (metal) 24 v: operation. Full instructions
for converting to A.C., £10. carriage paid.
Bendix UHF RX BC639A. 100-156 nm. Valves
8,002, 3 x 9,003, 4 x 6SG7, 6SQ7, 6K6. R.F.stage, BFO, S " meter, 19in. rack mounting. A magnificent example of American
radio engineering, £14, carriage paid.
Blind landing indicators comprising twin
0-115 micro-amp, movements. 5/-, do. with
0-1 mA and 1-0-1 mA movements, 5,'-.
10 H. 120 mA Chokes (wt. 7lbs.), 10- do.
10 H. 60 mA, 5,'-.
Tuning condensers 3 -gang .00016 or .0005, 76.
Valves, new and guaranteed 1R5, 1T4,
1S5, 3S4, 50.'- set.'
VR91 EF50 ; VR92EA50 :
VR65A'SP41
VR65/SP61 ;
VR54 EB34 :
CV6, 6AC7 ;
6116
6S117. 12116. all at 5'-.
807, 6B4G, 61a7G, OSA7. 6SJ7, 6SK7, 6SL7,

85N7. 12SJ7, all

at 12 6.

.

CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO), LTD.
-RF Units, Type 24 and 25, contains 3 SP61,
5 -way 3 -bank ceramic switch, etc., easily
adapted for use as short-wave converter.
Tuning ranges are as follows Type
20 to 30 Me/s. Type 25, 40 to 50 Mc,'s. Price
16/6. Post Free.
BLACKOUT UNITS, contains 10 EF50,
2 EB34, 1 relay and over 100 condensers
and resistors, complete in case and a real
bargain at 39/6, carriage and packing 5,INDICATOR. UNIT. Type 182a. Containing tube No. VCR 517e and 8 valves, 1 5U4G.
4 SP61, 3 EF50, 11 volume controls, and
numerous small components. The CR
tube used in this unit is the persistent
type, but has the same base connections
as the VCR 97. It can be used for a scope
or television if the EHT is kept fairly low
in any case, we think you will agree this
is an amazing " buy " for 39/6 for callers
only, we will demonstrate each tube (6ins.).
AMERICAN AIRCRAFT receiver. Type
BC966a (ABF), complete with 13 valves :
7 6SH7 (HF pentode),3 6116,3, 7193 (HF Triode)
and motor generator which can be easily
converted to a useful motor for use on A.C.
or D.C. mains. 230 volts. This -item is
brand new and in makers' crates. Price
39/6. 76 carr. and packing.
BRITISH IFF.-Very similar to the above.
and contains 10 valves, rotary generator
and etc. Price 25-. 7 6 carr. and packing.
VIBRATOR. PACK.-Size llin. x 6m, x
3fn., complete with 12v. vibrator, Neon
voltage stabiliser, metal rectifiers, smoothing condensers, chokes, etc. Circuit
Diag. is supplied with each one. 12!6
post free.
CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO), LTD.,
Radio' House, 2 Wilson St London,
;

`
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FRITH RAD'OCRAFT, LTD., offer

'

Bargain Parcels : over 50 new components
and sub-assemblies, £1 : 50 asstd. resistors
and condensers, all different. 10'- : 72 yds.
asstd. sleeving, 5'-. Latest lists free- trade
supplied. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded without question.
Frith Radiocraft, Ltd., 69-71, Church Gate.
Leicester. 'Phone : 58927.
E.C.2. .Tel. BIS 2966.
JAMES
HARRY
PRODUCTIONS,
Walk,
Edinburgh
Mail
Leith
270,
6.
BARGAINS. -Midget Motors, 4in. diam.
Order Specialists, C.O.D. or Cash with 24 v., with pulley and wheel, useful for
Order. Electrolytics, new, not W.D. surplus .sewing machine, models, etc., 911.
B.I. Hunts etc., 8 mfds., 3/2 16 mfds., 5/3
Speakers, moving coil. new. Sin., 14/11
16+8.mfds., 6/3 ; 8 -8 mfds., 61- ; 4mfds., 2/9 : Olin.. 1511 ; 8fn., 16'11: l0in.. 26/-.
25 mfds., 25 v., 2/- ; 50 mfds., 50 v., 2/9.
Valves. Ex -WD., HL2, L2, SP61, DDT2,
T.R.F. Chassis, 3/6. T.R.F. Coils, M. & L.. P41, 3/11 : 0J5. SP41, 4/9
OZ4, EF50,
0.05, 500 v., 12SC7, 4D1, CV73. CV6, 5.11 ; AZ31. AUS,
79 pair. Condensers, 0.1, 0.01,
8d. each. Variabld 2 gang, 0.0000, 12/-, with 'QP 230, PT2, 6X5. 802. 9D2, 15D2. 25SN7,
Loudspeakers,
Sin.
P.M..
Trimmers, 13/6.
1632, 12A6. 7,6 : 807,.RK34, 6V6, 6K8, 12K8,
19/6 61fn. energised 1,000 ohms. 29'6. 81n. 5114. VT61A, 8'-.
P.M., 251-. Volume Controls, Long Spindle,
Meters, moving coil, ` mA., i mA., 8v.,
W/S. 5/6 : L/S, 3/6. Mains Transformers, 20v.. 40 a.. new and boxed, 5/11.
350-0-350, 6.3 v. and 5 v. or 4 V. Heaters. 30/,
Tuning Pack with 4 coil Unit and 2 gang
Output Multi Ratio, 9,'-. Valve Holders condenser, covers about 10-250 metres,
Amphenol useful for Sig. Gen.. 09.
5 pin, 7 and octal, 70. each.
typo. 90. each. Voltage Droppers. 0.2 amp.
Amplifier M.58. Ex-Adm. VHF Unit, with
1,000 ohms, 319 ; 0.3 amp. 800 ohms; 4/9. grounded grid triode CV53, complete with
Line cord, best quality, 0.3 amp. 3 core, 9d. power unit (2 H.T. metal recta.). in sealed
per ft. Special Offer, 0-1 milliamp. metres. cases. 19/6, packing 5/- extra
suitable for multi meters, etc., price 12!6.
19 Set Phone Kit, contains pair Moving
;Valves C.O.D. Large stocks of British and Coil phones, M.C. hand -mie., w/sw, Junction
'American types. Enquire for anything in Remote Control Units, Nos. 1 and 2 (with
Radio. S.A.E. for lists.
useful components) and haversack. All in
COMPLETE Amplifying Unit, consisting of original sealed cartons, 15/- (post 13).
Midget Ex-WD. Buzzer, 1/3
"Four-valve Amplifier, 12ín. Speaker, microMains Transformers, 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a,
phone, two turntables and pickups, built80 mA., 200/250 v. Prim.. 1911.
in cabinet and equal to new. Best offer 300-0-300.
Over 5.000 valves in stock, including T41,
over. £50, -Edwards, Hadleys, Alveley, IRS,
1A7, EK32, EBC3, PX4, MVS/PEN. B.,
Bridgnorth.
etc., etc.
97/6. CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS, Terms C.W.O. or callers. Add 6d. extra for
12v.132v., 500 and 1,260 watts, volts, amps.,
postage.
cut-outs, fuses, resistances. etc., 4 take -offs TINY FOR RADIO, 36a, Dalston Lane,
superb unit, in case or send £5 carriage
London, E.B.
paid.
75/-, DYNAMOS. 24 volts, 1,000 watts. 9in.
by 7M., lin, spindle, or send 80'- carriage SHOP BY POST direct from the actual
buyers from the Ministry of Supply. You
paid.
75'-> 230v,/1/50, 1/5 h.p. ELECTRIC MOTORS. pay no fancy prices. All is carriage free to
Send 21d. stamp
incorporating 1,260 cycle converter, or send any address in Gt. Britain.
(no envelope) to -day for our latest lists.
801- carriage paid.
Control
58/-, MAINS TRANSFORMER SWITCH- This month's Special Bargain
BOARDS, 230v. A.C. to 12v., 5 separate panel, type Mk. IV, contains 2 meters,
micro -amps.,
take -offs, complete distribution panel, all 1, 0-500 micro -amps., 1 0-150
type
switches. fuses, amps., etc., brand new, or 3 useful transformers, 2 Yaxley light.
switches, instrument rectifier panel
send 60/- carriage paid.
55/-, ELECTRIC MOTORS, 12v. and 24v., several volume controls, octal valve pounds'
worth
of
conand
spindle
for
holders,
several
1(4 h.p., 4in. by 4in with Sin,
drive, beautiful job, or send 60;:- carriage densers, resistances, etc., contained in
a steel ease. approx. 18ín. x 6in. x 6in.
paid.
Transmitter.
45!-, DYNAMOTOR UNITS, containing 12v., Limited number only, 35/24v., 130v., and 300v. D.C. dynamo, or suit- etc., racks, very well made, steel racks,
able as 6v., 12v.. or 20v. motor, approx. 4ft. e 201 in. x 14ín. Detachable side panels,
take standard
t h,o., 11ín, by 5in., with spindle to take weight approx. 1121bs., to
small grindstone, mop, etc., also contain panel. As we urgently require the room
at the
adjustable 24v, cut-out, 12v. automatic these ;asks occupy we are 'clearing
of 32'6 each. Packets
voltage control, smoothing condenser, ridiculously low price
approx. 200 sq.
resistances, and many other extremely of 3,'16ín. Perspex contain
useful fittings, beautifully made, or send ins., 66 pkt. Two valve amplifier, with
valves and power park, 701-. Air thermo501- carriage paid.
S.V.N.
38/-, RADIO WAVEMETERS, adjustment meter. -30° to + 500 cent., 10/6.
51-. Gyro units.
dial, 350-370 Mc/s., beautiful instrument electric motor. 20 volt,
12/6. B.B. battery communication rein case, or send 40/- carriage paid.
Host other valuable equipment. Lists ceiver, with valves, £611010.. 1154 transmitter, with valves and meters, £710'0.
freeBenmotors, Snmmerley Street, Earslfield, etc., etc. C.W.O. only.-Walton's Wireless
S.W.18. WiM 3833. (100 yds. S. Rly. Electric Stores, 203. Staveley Road, Wolverhampton.
Estab. 1925.
Line ; 10 minutes Waterloo.)
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REPAIRS to loud -speakers. Cones. coils

fitted. Fields altered, rewound.. Output
transformers, clock coils. No mains trans.
accepted. Prices quoted. Satisfaction
guaranteed,-L, S. Repair Service, 49.
Trinity Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W,l7, Closed
Saturdays. -Phone : Balham 2359.
WINDS. -Re -winds and individual transfgrmers constructed. Send your problem
for quotation. -Singland Radio,.98, Church
St., Blackpool.
REWIND SERVICE. -Armatures, Gram.
motors, Vacuum Cleaners, Drill and all small
motor Transformers
Fields Pick-ups,
Speakers-New Cones and Speech Coils
fitted-New Vac. Cleaners supplied. All
work guaranteed and promptly executed.
Special Terms. to the Trade. Send S.A.E.
for Price List and Radio Spares. -A. D. S.
Co., 261-3-5, Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham, 6.
LAMPSHADES. -All materials and fittings for the homecraftsman. Frames.
Parchment, etc. Send 40. 'for instruction
sheet and price list.-Teclmicrafts (D.1).
182, Malmesbury Park Road, Bournemouth. Hants.
BAT'T'ERY Components Cheap. R. W
Edgoose, Walton Highway, Wisbech.
EVERYTHING for the wireless constructor. Send stamp for price. list.H. Tabner, 118, Nightingale Road, Hitchin,
Herts.
WANTED. -Electrolytic Cóndensers, Midget Communications Receiv MK1. Harwood, 51. Trevor Road, West Bridgford.
Nottingham.
FOR SALE. Avometer Model 7, Avo
Oscillator, Avo Test Bridge, Avo Valve
Tester. Service Manuals, Valves and
assorted spares. Offers. 104, Dudley Road.
Wolverhampton. Staffs.
KIT SETS, wired, tested, 15/-. All types
receiver serviced. Rewinds of all descriptions. Large stocks of ex-Government
and new components at keen' prices. S.A.E.
for lists. H. Dowler, 1, Little Priest Lane,
Pershore, Worcs.
COPPER Wires, enamelled, tinned, Litz,
cotton, silk covered. All gauges. B.A.
screws, nuts, washers, soldering tags.
eyelets. Ebonite and laminated bakelite
panels, tubes, coil formers. Tufnol rod,
Flexes, crystals, permanent detectors,
headphones, etc. List S.A.E. Trade supplied. -Post Radio Supplies, 33, Bourne
Gardens, London: E.4.

-
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TUITION
RADIO AND RADAR. -Training for a
career in Air or Marine Service as Operator.
Operator/Mechanic, or Engineer. Residential and non-residential Courses at the
Radio and Radar School of Britain's. Air
University. Enquiries to the Commandant,
Air Service Training,. Ramble, Southampton.
" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES."
Have you had your copy of this free guide to
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.LE.E,. and all branches
of Engineering, Building and Plastics 7
Become technically trained on " No Pass
No Fee " terms for higher pay and security.
For free copy write B.I.E.T. (Dept. 242B),
17, Stratford Place. London. W.1.
FOUR CIGARETTES per day or Associate
Which would
Membership of the I.E.E.
you rather have ? Expert and successful
tutors of the British National Radio School
for
I.E.E.,
Brit.I.R.E.,
and
will coach you
a whole series of C. & G. examinations for
Write to -day for our free
80. per day
booklet and unequalled guarantee. Studies
Director, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., M.Brit.I.R.E.,
66, Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey.
WIRELESS (sea and air) TELEVISION.
Broadcasting,- Radar,- etc., offer tremendous opportunities. Students, both sexes.
age 14 upwards, trained for appointments
in all branches of Radio. Low fees.
boarders accepted. 2d. stamp for pros.
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Wireless College. Colwyn Bay.
THE INSTITUTE of Practical Radio -Engineers have available Home Study Courses
covering elementary, theoretical, mathematical. practical and laboratory tuition
in radio and television engineering ; the
text is suitable coaching matter for I.P.R.E.,
Service entry and progressive .exams. :
tuitionary fees at pre-war rates are
moderate. The Syllabus of Instructional
Text may be obtained, post free, from the
Secretary, Fairfield Road, Crouch End,

Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTICE

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
No. of
Blueprint.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, le. each.
1927 Crystal Receiver
..
The " Junior " Crystal Set

--

PW59

F. J. Camm's A.C. Superhet 4 .
F. J. Camm's IIaiversal £4 Superhet4
" Qualltone " Univereal Four ..

PW60
PW73

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
P1V71 One -valve : Blueprint, 2s.
PW881
Simple S.W. One-valver ..
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
PW38A
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated
The "Fleet" Short-wave Two
PW91
One -Valve : Blueprints, 2s. eaeh.
(D (HF Pen), Pen)
PW31A
..
All -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
Three -valve : Blueprints,- 2s. each.
PW85
Beginners' One-valver
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
PW30A
The " Pyramid " One-valver (HF
(SG, D, Pow)
PW93' The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
Pen)
PW63
Trans))
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2e.
PW76
The Signet Two (D Jr I F)
The Band -spread S.W. Three
TWOS.
..
'Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each,
(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
Seleetone Battery Three (D, 2 LF
PW10
PORTABLES
(Trans)) ..
PW37 Three-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
PW46 P. J. Camm's ELF Three -valve
Hall -Mark Cadet (D, LF,Pen (RC))
PW66
Portable (HP Pen, D, Pen)
F. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (HF
Ferro Flyweight Midget Portable
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (AB -Wave
PW77
PW49'
(SG, D, Pen)
..
Three) .
Blueprint,
Four
-valve
:
23.
(D,
2
LF
Cameo Midget Three
PW51 " Imp " Portable 4 (D, LF, LF,
(Trans)) ..
PW86a
,)936 Sonotone Three -Four (HF
PW53,2.
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen)
MISCELLANEOUS
Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LF
Blueprint,
2s.
PW53
(RC))
PW48A
PW81 S.W. Converter-Adapter (1 valve)
The Monitor IMF Pen. D, Pen) .,

..
..

-

PW94

--

.

-

The " Colt " All -Wave Three (D,
2 LF (RC 3c Trans))
The " Rapide " Straight 3 (D,
2 LF (RC S Trans))
F. J. Camaro Oracle All -Wave
Three (HF, Det, Pen...
1933 " Triband " All -Wave Three
(HF Pen, D, Pen)
F. J. Camm's " Sprite " Three
(H.F, Pen,. D, Tet)
The" Hurricane "All -Wave Three
(SGD, Pen, Pen)
F. J. Camm's ' Push -Button "
Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), Tet)..
Four-valve : Blueprints. 2s. each
-Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LT
CL B)
Nucleon Clues B Four (SO, D
(SG), LF, Cl. )3)
Fury Lour Super (SG, SG, D, Pea)
Battery Hall -Mark 4 (HF, Pen,
D, Push -Pull) .
" Acme " AS -Wave 4 (11F Pen, D.
(Pen), LF, Ci. B)
The "Admiral" Four (HF Pert
HF Pen, D, Pen (RC))..
.

Mains Operated
: Blueprints, 2s. each.
Seleetone A.C. Radiogram Two
(D, Pow)
Three-valve : Blueprints, 23. each.
Double -Diode -Triode Three (HF
..
..
Pen, DDT, Pen)
..
D.C. Ate (SG, D, Pen) ..
. ,
A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen)
D,
Pow)
..
A.E. Leader (HP Pen,
D.C. Premier (HF Pen; D, Pen) .
Ubique (I1F Pen, D (Pen), Pen) ..
P. J. Camm's A.C. All -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
" All -Wave " A.C. Three (D, 2
Two-valve

LF (RC))
A.C. 1936 Sonotone (NP Pen,

HF

Pen, Westeetor, Pen) .
Mains Record Ail -Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Pen)
Four -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
A.C. Fury. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
AC. Fury Four Super (SG, SG,
D; Pen) ..
A.C. Hall -Mark (IF Pen, D,
Push -Pull)
Universal Hall -Mark (HF Pen, D,
..
..
..
Push -Pull)
SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 2s. each.
..
£5 Superhet (Three -valve)
F. J. Camm's 2 -valve Superhet..
Mains Sete : Blueprints 2s. each.
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
D.C. £3 Superhet (Three -valve) ..

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS

PW72

la. each.
PW82e Blueprinta,
Four -station Crystal Set ..
Lucerne Tunisia Coil for AW427
PW78

la.
..
..
-

PW87

PW89
W92

------

A modern Two-valver
Three -valve : Blueprints, Ss. each,
£5 5s. S.G. 3 (SG, D, Trans)

PW17 Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans) ..

£1 Is. Three De Luxe Version

PW3413

(SO, D, Trans)

..

PW34C Transportable Three ISO, D,Pen)

PW46
PW93

Economy Pentode Three (SG, D,
Pen)
" W.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SG, D, Pen)
£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)
1935 E5 es. Battery Three (Se,

}WOO*

r

/-

-

..
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
Certainty Three (SO, D, Pen)
All -wave Winning Three (SG, D,

PW19

-

Four-valve r Blueprints, 3s. each.
61e. Four (SO, D, RC, Trans)
Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,

PW23
PW25

AW436
WM271
WM337

WM351
WM354

WM37I
WM389
WM393
WM400

WM384

WM444

-

-

WM320

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : Blueprints, Ss. each.
..
'Varsity Four
..
The Request All -Waver ..

--

WM305

: Blueprints, 2s. each.
..
Heptode Super Three A.C.

-

WM339

Mame Sets

PORTABLES
Foor-valve : Blueprints, 3s. each.
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,
Class B) ..
Family Portable (HF, D, RC,
Trans). .
Tyere Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans)

Wdi340

Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
Censoeleetrie Two (D, Pen), A.C.
Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans), A.C.
Three -valve : Blueprints, Es. each.
Mantovani A.0 Three (HP, Pen,
D Pen)
£15 Ils. 1936 A.C. -Radiogram
(HP, D, Pen) ..

PW52 Four -valve: Blueprints, Si. each
All-Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen)..
PW43
Harris Jubilee Radiogram (HP,
PW42
..
..
Pen, D, LF, P)..

.

--

W 403

-

W374

-

Four-valve : Blueprints, 3s. each.
A.W Short-wave World-beater
(HF Pei, D, RC, Trans)
Standard Fonr-valver Short -waver
..
(SG. D, LF, P) ..
..
Superhet : Blueprint, 3s.
..
Shoplifted Short-wave Super
Maine Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2e. each.
Two-valve. Mains Short -waver (D,
Pee), A.C.
..

Four-valve : Blueprints, 3s.
Standard Four -valve A.C. Short
waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)- ..

AW447
WM367

--

--

-

Short-wave Converter

t2/-)
Wilson Tone Master (2/-)
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con..
..
..
verter (2/-)

'
I
I
3

Q

AW440
AW438

--

AW436

WM397

AW453

WM391*

AW329

WM392
WM398

-

WM399e

WM403'.
WD1388

WM405
WM400

WM408

MINTS COUPON
This coupon is available until July
5th, 1948, and must accompany all
Practical Hints.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. JULY, 1948

d:

.

WM383

WM387

Radio Unit (2v.) for WM392 (2/-)
Harris Electrogram battery am-

L.D.L.C.

WM402

-

1 -valve Converter (Price le.)
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (10
Watts) (3/-)
Listeners 5-watt A.C. Amplifier

plifier (2f.)
De Luxe Concert A.C: Electro, .
gram (2/-)
New Style Short-wave Adapter

AW452

WM390

B.W.

WM329
WM386

AW393v

MISCELLANEOUS

1

Wm491

WM407

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprints, 2e. each.
AW429
S.W. One-valver for America ..

'W11344

PW 34D

PW40

W.C.2.

AW370

WM381

PW56 Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LF,
Class B) .:
PW70 New Clans B Five (2 SG, D, LF,
PW20

PW47

(stamps over, 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept.. George Newness Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,

.

WM350

_

.

AW412

WM331

Cl. B)

PW29
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
PW35C
LF, Trans),
PW35B' £1 5e. Battery Four (H,
P D, 2LF)
PW36A The H.IC. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (HT Pen,
PW50
HF Pen, DDT, Pen)
Five -valve : Blueprints, 3s. each.
PW54 Super-quality Five (2 HF, D, RC,

PW43

WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order cto
cover the cost of the Blueprint

..
..
Roma Short -waver
Two -valve : Blueprints, -2s. each,
(SG,
-let
Ultra -short Battery Two
..
Peu)
.
Home-evade Coil Two (D, Pen) ..
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Experimenter's 5 -metre Set ,(D,
Trans, Super -regen) ..
WM409 The
Carrier 'hurt -waver (SO,
A W 422

.J

structional details are available, free
with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL

AW444
1934 Crystal Set
..
AW450
150-mlle Crystal Set
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprint, 2s.
AW387
B.B.C. Special One-valver
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each,
AW392
Full -volume Two (SG dot, Pen)..

PW84

----

-

AW427

THESE blueprints are drawn full
The issues containing
size.
descriptions of these sets are now ot%
of print, but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that; con-

I

11W31374*1

A

I

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and
Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, EMITTED. Tower House, Southampton
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand :
printed in England by W. SPE_AIGHT & SONS, LTD., Exmoor Street, London W.10. LTD.
Subscription rates including postage :
L. NEWS. AGENCY-,
GORDON & GOTCH (A/sia), LTD. South Africa : CENTRAL,
for
the Canadian Magazine Post.
Office
Post
Inland 10s. 6d. per annum ; Abroad 10s. per annum. Registered at the General
to the following conditions: namely, that it shall not, -without
CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPLY : This periodicalreis sold -subject
of
way
of Trade except at the full
use
disposed
by
or,othery
out
hired
lent,
-sold,
be
the written consent of the publishers Srst given,
-sold, hired out or otherwise disposed -of in a mutilated condition- or in any
retail price of 9d. and that it shall not be lent,or re
unauthorised cover by way of Trade ; or affixed to as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter, whatsoever.
'

--PREMIER RADIO
('OLLAR0 ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE MOTORS with
12in. turntable. A.C. only, 100-250 v. £5 18 4.
COLLARD ELEC'T'RIC UNIT with Magnetic Pick-up and
Auto Stop. A.C. only. 100-250 v. £913'6.
DITTO UNIT with Crystal Pick-up. A.C. only, 100-250 V.
£111212.-.
COId.ARO AUTO ('IIANGFRS with Magnetic Pick-up.
A.C. only. 100-250 v. £224'4.
('ONRAD RIM DIt IYEN ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE
MOTORS with 9in. Turntable. Fixed Speed (78 r.ff.m.) for
200-250 v. A.C. only. £4'193.
(111. TUBES. VCR97. Sin. diameter, green screen, 4 v..1 a.
Heater, 2,500 v. max. H.T. Complete with socket, in makers
original cartons. 55'-.
1IULLARD .31. W. 18-2 TELEVISION TUBES. 71n. diameter,
2 v. Heater. 5KV max. .H.T. Mazda Octal Base. £5.19'6,
in makers cartons.
('.11. TU11ES. We have available a large ouantity of E.M.I.4,1
Cathode Ray Tubes. 3'in. diameter, Green Screen, short
persistence. 4 v. 1.3 a. Heater. .800 V. H.T. Complete with

MORRIS

'

-

6F6

OW

-

CVO

V1565

VR?H'-

(E.1.50)

VR53'
VR78
V.

VT13 ,
VR503

--

(Sí'41. 6.3 v.)
(EF36)

(Di,

-(EBC33)
(6Ií7 met)
(KT33C)
í]8F39)
(EF32)

Vß53

--

VR57
Sri

-

(54

6B7

10 6
8 6
5'-

VU134

.5:-

VS70
VT60A

VU39
VR137
VRI36

5'-

626

.

717A

12SH7

5

10

10

12SL7
12Ae

6
-

5-

VRII

Rf,13

76

5'-,

57.4

5-

-ßK8
1S5

5

Send 2'.d, stamp for our litt
Terms of business: cash with
.

order, or C.O.D. over £1.

.

(HVR2)
(R3) .
(EC52)
(EF54)

-

PRE -BUDGET

'9 -

5-

-(EF30)
---

76

76
10-7

6 6

12

6

.76

66
5

-

WHILE STOCK LASTS.

'

76

(7475'.
76
(107 Ceramic) 10 -

PRICES

PRI:III1111 3! A INS TIIANS,FOR 31 ERS. All primaries are.
tapped for 200-290-250 v. 'pains, 40-100 cycles. All primaries
are screened. All L.T.s are centre tapped.
List No.
Output
Price
25
SP.175A. 175-0-175 v. 50 m's. 6.3 v. 2-3 a., 5 v. 2 a.
SP.173B. 175-0.175 v. 50 m`a. 4 v. 1 a.. 4 v. 2-3.a.
25 rn'a.
6.3
2-3
a.,
5
v.
2
a.
SP.250A. 250-0-K50 v. 60
v.
SP.230B. 250-0-250 v. 60 m;a. 4 v. 1-2 a., 4 v. 3-3 a.
25 SP.300A.. 300-0-300 v. 60 m.'a. 6.3 v.-2-3 a., 4 v. 2 a.
25 'SP.30oB. 300-0-300 v. 60 ma. 4w. 2-3 a., 4 v.3-5 a:. 4 v. 1-2a. 2528
SP.301A. 300-0-300 v. 120 m'a. 5 v. 2-3 a.; 6.3 v. 3-4 a:
SP.301 B. 309-0-300 v.120 m 11.4 v. 2-3a., 4 v.. 2-3 a.-, 4 v., 3-5 a.28'29 SP:350A.- 350-0-350 v. 100 m'a. 5 v. 2-3 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a:
SP.350B. 350-0 350 v. 100 m'a. 4 v. 2-3 a.. 4 v. 2-3 a.. 4 v. 3-5 a. 29 SP.352. - 330-0-350 v. 150 rn.,'a. 4,v. 2-3 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 ä:, 0.3
v.
__
2-3 a.
36506-0-500 v. 150 ni 'a. 5 v. 2-3 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a., 6.3 v.
2-3 a.
50 NEW 2-C.-1I.t'E SHORT 1V.3..VE RIT. 16 tò 2.000 metres.
Switched Coil Pack ready wired and tested. 2 Mazda HI,23
Valves,-'l'hohes. H.T. and L.T. Batte.'ries: Cohdehsers. resisters,
diagram and steel case, äll ready to assemble, £3.19'6.
-

10

-6
--

(RADIO) LTD.

-

socket. 17.6 each.
C.R. TUBES V.('.R.138 (equivalent to L.C.R. 35). 31in.
diameter. Green Screen. 4 v. 1 a. Heater. 1,209- V. H.T.
Complete with socket and Mumetal Screen, 49'6 each.
SPECIAL VALVE OFFER
1A7, 1H3, 13:5. 3Q3, 9 6 each, 36 - Set.
-

& CO`.

MIDGE7E 15_31)1O KIT. .Build your ev'n midget radio. A
complete set of parts, including valves, loudspeaker and
instructions. In fact. everything except cabinet necessary
to build4-valve .Medium and Long Wave T R.F. radio operating
on 20(1-250 V. mains, A.C. or D.C. Wavelengths covered 200-557
and 700-2.090. Size 10 x 6 x Din. Completely drilled Chassis.
Price. including tax, £8'0.11. SUPERIIET A71DG 1.T-It AIM) 1í1T. A complete kit of parte.
for a 5 -valve -superhet. Covers 16-50 and 200-557 metres, A.C..
D.C. 200-250 v. Size, 11 x 6 x 6ìn. Completely drilled chassis.
Price, including tax, £9.'
An -attractive brown bakelite cabinet can be supplied for either
kit at a cost of 273.
..

-

-

ALL POST ORDERS TO 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD, LONDON, E.5.
'Phone
Amherst 4723
ALL CALLERS TO 169, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.O. 'Phone : Central 28 3.
:

DTCD

THERE ARE MORE

O

gyp,

r-e1Z.o1'Zan
SPEAKERS IN USE BY RELAY.
COMPANIES THAN THOSE OF ALL
OTHER MAKERS COMBINED

p0

Illustrated is the Stentorian" Cadet "
Walnut cabinet, 7' Unit. f4.0.0 (with
transformer f4.I0.0) Other models
from (1.19.6.
il

From the earliest days of relay radio,
Whiteleys have enjoyed a close, friendly
relationship with these companies.
Now, after20 years intimate association,
Whiteley loudspeakers are in use by the
great majority of relay subscribers, a
majority which grows each week.
Experience teaches
and our experience is at the disposal of any relay
organisation not already served.

-

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD

MANSFIELD"

-

NOTTS

